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INTRODUCTION 
INTRODUCTION 
Brain is an important organ in the anatomy of every creatures, it plays a 
vital role in the whole span of life of every creature. In human mind is 
concerned, it has two important aspects, the first is feelings and second is the 
practical aspect of it the performance through which feelings are expressed. 
Each of them is equally significant in the existence of a man. 
Human brain functions like a super computer and this very brain is a 
special gift to human being by almighty. The feeling side of the mind contains 
various a lots of thoughts, imaginations, sentiments, ideas, creative activities 
etc. Feeling of beauty is a sense of mind and the natural thing of human being 
but creation is a practical aspect of human mind. When feeling or sense of 
beauty gets combined with creative activities it generates a fertile ground for 
making of Arts. 
It is human nature to make their creations as beautiful as possible. He 
receives inspiration from the natural surroundings and chooses beautiful 
subject matter from the available natural environment. Sense of beauty is 
found with human nature. To satisfy the quench of beauty humankind always 
a creative tnstinc' which helps him to transform abstract feeling into real or 
visual form. 
This creation of art is a special gift by God to human being. In every 
great civilization, creativity has got a special honor. It touches our soul, 
presents beauty and gives a spiritual feeling of joy. Primarily beauty appears 
in nature, like colorful nnountains, beauty of sunrise and sunset, rhythmic sea 
waves, greenery of landscapes, movement of clouds, colorful soft flowers and 
so on and so forth many other natural attractions are the form of natural 
beauties created by God. Art has distinguished varieties for human being 
because every human being is different in their taste or appreciation of 
beauty. The work of art become an intermediary between the world natural 
phenomena and the world of spiritual Presence.^ 
The visual art commonly refers to as the Fine Arts. It includes 
architecture, sculpture, painting and minor art. The term fine art sometimes 
includes literature music, dance and drama. 
Visual art is not only the sense of beauty but should have more 
observant mind to understand its hidden attraction or meaning and creative 
imagination to interpret it to others. Artists must have ability to organize few 
basic elements of materials, line, colour, light and shade, texture, mass, area 
and volume. All things are put into the right relationship. For lovely attraction 
the work must have unity in variety, balance cohesion and correct emphasis. 
The essentialmeaning or massage must stand out clearly. Architecture or 
building art pertain to the construction of houses, place of worship, factories 
and many other structures consisting usually of walls & roofs, enclosing space 
to serve man's need of habitation and civil life. Sculpture is the art of preparing 
statues by cutting, carving or hewing them out of a block of wood or stone or 
some other hard substance or by modeling then out of some plastic materials. 
Painting is the art of making pictures by applying colours to flat surface like 
1. Hogorth William, Art And Society, Chapter-2, page no -47 
wood, canvas, wall or paper in order to create a two dimensional image or to 
give the illusion of three dimensions by making the figures appear around and 
giving the impression of depth. 
A. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND IN INDIA 
Man emerges from the darkness of prehistoric, his consciousness out 
of fear and loveliness and desire, he farms tribes and societies and adopts 
various modes of economic production, and in the process his soul is swept by 
those of superstations and joy. of love and hate, intellectual confidence and 
humble faith, whfsh transform his life, making and unmaking dynasties and 
nation and civiliszation.^ 
According to early history of India, a civilization was grown-up called 
Indus-Valley Civilization. The period of this civilization was declared near 
about 4000 and 3000 BC, the date of the civilization remain vague.^There 
were many religious developments and artistic achievements in that period. 
Hinduism, Jainism and Buddhism flourished during the period of that 
civilization. Artists played an important role in wide spreading these religions, 
by forming statues, paintings and constructions of temples. 
Ancient India Hinduism came from Aryan culture which derived from 
Indus Valley Civilization. Aryans had belief in God and Goddess and division 
of powers allotted to different lords. They were Brahma, Vishnu, and Mahesh 
etc. Lords were supposed to have some super natural powers. Later on the 
2. Ibid page no -45 
3. Sharma Lokysh Chandr, A Brief History of Indian Painting, no-17 
Hindus (Aryans) had been subdivided into different castes and they selected 
their own Lords.'' They prayed their own lords in their own style. This division 
affected the art and the artists as well. Each of the Lords had their own 
symbol. 
Vardhaman Mahavira was the founder of Jainism, who laid down great 
emphasis upon non-violence (Ahinsa). His followers respect all forms of life 
under the doctrine of non-violence.^ 
They were got divided into two sects Yetis and Sashes forming the 
Upasakas after sometimes once again they got split up into two parts the 
Digambaras and Shwetambras. ® Each of them contributed to the 
development of the regional languages and Indian art as well.^ 
Gautam Buddha was the founder of Buddhism. His thought of salvation 
was different, not rigorous asceticism, as that of Jainism. According to 
Buddhism 'Nirvana' is the salvation of soul. Every follower should attain 
Nirvana by eight fold pathway individually. He organized ritual sanghas. Right 
after his death the followers, got divided into two sects - The 'Earlier 
Hinayana' (Means lesser vehicle sect) and the 'Later Hinayana" (means 
greater vehicle sect) which proved to be most important for the study of art.^ 
A.Kiran Chaman, History of Indian Sculpture , Part 29,page no - 19 
5. Prakash Ome, 2 Prachein Bhartia Itihas, page no- 148 
6. I bid, page no 145 150 
7.C.J.Shah, Jainism in Northern India (800bc- 526 AD) Bombay, 1932 
8. Prakash Ome, Prachin Bhartia Itihas, Chapter- 2, page no- 153 155 156, edited by D.N.Jha, K.M. 
Shrimsli 
These religions developed among the Aryans of north India, where the 
earliest new kingdom grown-up.^ During the Mauriyan Empire, religious art 
was found in its natural state. After Alexandra's invasion in 326 BC, Chandra 
Gupta Mauriya crushing and destroying the strong kingdom of North West 
India, made the extension of Magadha Empire over the ruins left by 
Alexandra, upto Punjab and Sindh. He also established a contact between 
India and west. His kingdom fructified for many years,^° 
Bindusar the son of Chandra-Gupta Mauriya extended the rule of 
Mauriyan southward upto Deccan. ^^  His grand son Asoka the Great 
conquered Kalinga. He was very much aggrieved by mass human killing and 
pool of blood-shed in that war, that affect his soul drastically as a result he 
converted himself and became Buddhist, because he could not tolerate that 
very blood-shed in Kalinga. It was spiritual conquest through the teaching of 
Dharma. The explanation of dharma and speeches of Gautama Buddha can 
be discovered from the examination of rocks and pillars edicts, which he had 
carved and installed at different places in his kingdom. In post Vedic period 
that was the most important period for the art and sculpture.^^ 
During the later part of the Sanghas reached a high peak of 
achievement, especially in the field of sculpture and decoration of Bharhut 
Stupa and the Carving of the Chaitya halls of Bhaja, Karl. Where as in central 
and southern India a new Dravidian art developed in Andhra in the first 
9. Upadhaai Prasad Govind.Prachin Bharat ka Itihas, Chapter -6.page no -142 143 145.edited by D. 
N. JHA. K. M.Shhmali 
10. I bid. page no-175 176 
11. Ibid, page no -178 
12. Ibid, page no-179 180 181 
century BC, it continued to develop Hinayana art on stupa No.1 at Sanchi.^^ 
Mahayana Buddhist sect flourished in Kushan period in 2""^  century 
A.D. onward. There were two art styles that grew the plenty at different places 
in Kanishka-Gandhara, influenced by Greco-Roman style. 
Perhaps at the end of fifth century it put an end of artistic activities in 
Gandhara. The actual Indian art of Mathura continued in Gupta period and on 
the other hand Buddhism was continued to be patronized in Deccan'^'* 
Gupta period was the Indian Golden age around the fourth century A.D. 
Between the fourth and sixth century, it was not only the political ideal of unity 
reached in worth, but all the arts, literary, pictorial, sculptural, architectural and 
musical reached a rich maturity. Hinduism and the cult of Vishnu received a 
new impetus, but Buddhism yet did not disappear. It was a branch of 
Hinduism. Buddhist art continued to flourish at Mathura, Sarnath and in Ajanta 
Caves.^^ 
After the end of Gupta empire in 600 A.D., many separate kingdoms 
were established that made their own terntory in different parts of India, 
specially Rajput kingdom and some of them were very important from the 
artistic point of view, for example Chalukya kingdom of Deccan.^^ A large 
number of Hindu temples were built during the Solanki dynasty in Rajputana 
and Gujrat Orissaalso became a centre of temple'building of this style at 
13. Ibid, page no - 220 
14. Sharman L.C, A Bnef History Indian Painting, page no - 30 31 
15. Sharma Ramsharan, Prachin Bharat, page no- 203 204 204 
16. I bid, page no-223 
Bhubneshwar.^'' 
Dravidian dynasties were established such as the Pallavas from the 
Seventh to ninth century and the Rashtrakuta of Deccan from eight to tenth 
century, the creators of Great Kailas at Elora.''® During the tenth and half of 
the eleventh century the Great Cholas Dynasty was established Hoysala 
dynasty was established during twelfth and thirteen century at Mysore.''^ 
These Hindu dynasties flourished in the south. The first great Hindu dynasty 
resisted Muslim invasion from eight-century onward. The first assault was 
Mohammad Bin Qasim. In the eleventh and twelfth centuries Mahmood 
Ghaznavi °^ and Mohammad Ghauri' invaded the country. In 1206 
Mohammad Ghauri' successor established his capital at Delhi for the first 
time.^ ^ During this period, the Khilji,^^ the Tughlak dynasty has succeeded to 
rule at Delhi. This period was important for introducing a Muslim element into 
Indian art. The Delhi style of architecture which they developed had some 
foreign elements.^^ 
During 1526 to 1857 the Mughal period was also marked yet another new 
elements in Indian architecture. Mughal style can be traced not only in their 
buildings but also the influence they had on later Hindu Palatial building and 
17. Kiran Chaman, Bhartia Murtikala ka Itihas.Bhag - 29, page no -42 
18. Prachin Bharat ka Itihas. page no-417 418, edited by D. N. Jha. M. K. Shrimali. Sharma 
L.C. A Brief IHistory of Indian Painting, page no - 52 53 
19. Jain Minakslii. Madhya Kalin Bharat, page no- 21 23 24 
20. I bid page no-47 
21. Madiiyakalin Bhart, Part- 1, page no -114, edited by IHarishchandra Varma 
22. Ibid, page no- 161 
23. Ibid, page no- 184 
decoration.^'* During the early part of Mughal period the Rajput school of 
miniature painting flourished side by side with Mughal painters at Hindu 
court.^^ 
The Britishers did not developed the Indian art but they helped both 
directly and indirectly to rediscover Indian cultural tradition. 
B. THE PERIOD OF THE BRITISH RULE 
British had control over India in eighteenth century that lasted for about 
two hundred years, unlike Mughal prior to them. Britishers brought their own 
likings or tastes. They had no interest in any form of Indian culture and art. 
They failed to channelize the native talent in respect of Indian art. It had to 
survive traditionally. Divide and rule policy of Britishers was successful ruling 
tactic. The Britishars themselves created great political and social upheavals. 
To this cause there were intrinsic wars among Indian rulers.^^ 
During one hundred fifty years of British rule in India, the paintings 
were made by orders to company school of arts in English style.^'' The Indian 
artists were bound to accept the style for their lives. This school started at the 
inspiration of Britishers. They taught the new techniques of water colour to 
those artists and got the paintings done in the same style. But as those artists 
were of Mughal School, we find a mixture of Mughal and western art in Patna 
school and the paintings too were of middle standard. For two centuries 18"" to 
24. Sharma L. C, A Brief History of Indian Painting, page no -85 
25 Ibid, page no- 102 103 
26. Ktianna Balraj and Kurtha Aziz, Art of Modern India, pag no - 7. 
27. I bid, page no- 10 
20**" century this painting style readied to Patna.. Patna was also the main 
commercial centre for the Britishers in those days. So they got so many 
painting done by these artists of Patna and transported them to England. 
Social life, birds, animal's wild life and natural scenes were depicted in the 
paintings.^^ 
Some artist of the company school were like Hulass Lai (1785- 1875), 
Jay Ram Das (1795- 1880), Jhumak Lai, Fakirchand Lai, Tuntuni Lai (1830-
1930), Shivlal, Shivedayal, Mukund Lai (1870- 1930), Gopal Lai, Gurusahay 
Lai, Banni Lai, Knhaia Lai, etc.^^ Ajanta paintings attracted Britishers very 
much. They were surprised to visit the paintings of Ajanta Caves. In the year 
1822 Willian Ruskin read, about the art of Ajanta Temples in an article of 
Bombay literary society. 
Then Mr. James E. Alexander visited those caves in 1824 and informed about 
those beautiful Paintings to the Royal Asiatic Society. Mr. Fargusan who had 
great interest in Indian sculpture and architecture gave the details of those art 
temples in writing to the East Indian Company in 1843 and requested for its 
preservation. In 1901-11 Lady Harringham visited India and with the help of 
Nand Lall Basu and many other artists, she got some copies of Ajanta 
paintings prepared. She requested Nizam of Hyderabad for the same. As a 
result Sir Sayad Ahmad the chairman there in the year 1915. He again got 
prepared the copies of Ajanta paintings. Later the Government of India 
published the paintings in four volumes. Lalit Kala Academy prepared the 
photographs of these paintings and tried to make these paintings accessible 
28. Sharma L.C, a Brief History of Indian Painting, page no - 144 
29. Nayak L N, Kalasydhantiki.page no - 6 
10 
known to the people of India in General. A curator was also appointed for 
Ajanta caves in 1908 for the complete security of thesepaintings.^°The 
modern art of Indian much owes to the British colonial period. The great 
cultural ferment in Bengal itself originated in the second half of nineteenth 
century, it was paradoxical consequence of the stability provided by British 
rule. Foremost of these was India's decisive contact with the west, a direct 
result of the introduction of the British system of education.^^ Its long lasting 
effects are felt in India even to-day. The British reasons for this were entirely 
pragmatic. The English education system affected the rest of India. It opened 
doors to new ideas - scientific, technical and democratic.^^ 
India recovered its long lost pride confidence and self esteem. For 
decades British scholars did unearthing India's past through a systematic and 
scientific study of ancient Sanskrit text, its extinct languages, neglected 
monuments and archeological sites. Their discovery revealing the bewildering 
riches of India's ancient architectural, literary and artistic heritage, besides the 
explorers delight at having made a rare find.^^ Their discoveries brought 
reasons to promote Indian art and culture. Then the great cultural renaissance 
in Bengal was revealed. 
Social reform organization like Brahmo-Samaj was already formed; it 
worked for well-being of the society. Similarly other new institutions were also 
founded by Raja Ram Mohan Roy in 1929 which began to modernize Hindu 
30. Sharma LC. A Brief History of Indian Painting, page no- 33 34 
31. Ktianna Bairaj and Kurtha Aziz, Art of Modern India, page no - 7 
32. I bid, page no- 8 
33. I bid, page no- 8 
i: 
society. Numerous schools and colleges were established for making Bengal 
and other languages richer and also to bring a constant flow of new literature 
There was an innovation of Indian s for making able Indian intelligentsia tc 
combine for making India as a one nation^'' 
It became a formidable force for the British Government because this 
emerged with the sense of one nation, with the view was to grow gradually, 
until the independences of the country was attained, Indian knew their destiny 
and they wanted an Independent India. At last under Mahatma Gandhi's 
leadership there was a great revolution for independence. 
Rabindra Nath Tagore founded the great Vishva Bhatia University a 
Shanty Niketan in 1917. He was an aristocratic, multi-talented person. He was 
an excellent poet, writer, actor, singer and painter. In 1913, he the first Indiar 
and first non-white, who won the Nobel Prize for literature (Geetanjali; 
Rabindra Nath also started painting in the later part of his life at the age of 6;? 
and did marvelous paintings. His nephews Gaganendra Nath and Abanendrs 
Nath proved themselves as most influential Indian artists of Bengal school o1 
art known as modern Indian artists.'^ ^ 
Raja Ravi Verma (1848-1906) from the south was the first Indian 
painter to master in oil technique. He had learned the oil technique from 
visiting European artist in the court of Maharaja of Travancore, with of the skill 
he gained from English artist Theodor Jensen. He depicted the scenes from 
great epics and other literatures. He also painted portraits, incidents of Hindu 
34. I bid, page no- 8 9 
35. I bid page no- 9 
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mythology as his favorite topics, which made him renowned. He was highly 
popular because of his colours reproduction appreciated by mass.^^ 
E.B Havel had arrived in India as a principle for Government art school, 
and then he transferred to Calcutta school of art. E.B. Havel principal of the 
Calcutta school of Art from 1896 to 1908, the first Briton who condemned 
English art education as it was unsuitable for Indian artists.^^ He was in favor 
to stop British art education to Indian artists. 
So Anand Kumar Swamy and revivalists Nand Lall Basu, Abanindra 
Nath tried to infuse a new life in Indian art from the beginning of new century. 
Anand Kumar Swamy as revivalists was looking forward for India's own 
glorious past to the great epics and wisdom of its supreme philosophy. These 
all revivalists were inspired by the frescoes of Ajanta and by Mughal Rajput 
paintings. They attempted to make a voice of the Indian artistic psyche and 
the English Government realized and accepted these qualities of Indian 
origin.^^ 
British Government introduced art education by opening art 
schools in Madras, Calcutta, Bombay in the middle of nineteenth century. 
Their aim was not to produce creative art. Strong emphasis was laid on 
realism strictly on the line of early nineteenth century Europe. Students were 
trained to draw from plaster casts, or copy, they also took interest to painted 
landscape or still life. 
36. / bid page no- 11 
37. Roy Ramachandra, Shantinikatan ka kalabhwan, Lalit Kala Academy, may 1990, page no- 45 
38. I bid page no- 45 
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Kalighat pat paintings in original art form were emerged in early year of 
19"^  (nineteenth) century Calcutta. The paintings were done for European 
patron by Indian artist in a half Indian and half European manner. In 1830 
Kalighat pictures were in active production. This style was completely ignored 
at that time. By 1930 no Kalighat paintings were • 
to be seen around in Kalighat temple in Calcutta. Bazaar picture trade in 
nineteenth century Calcutta was defined by the colonial presence, as a 
contrast to the exclusive ' high art' circle it fostered. Kalighat painting obvious 
visual evidences of the early nineteenth century, Kalighat pat flourished was 
colonial and urban, the basic values which they reinforced remained largely 
rural and traditionl.^^ The only artist of Bengal school to take notice of these 
pats and inspired by them was Yemini Roy. 
Mughal totally destroyed Indian sculpture. In 1930 a serious attempt had been 
made to resuscitate Indian sculpture at Rabindra Nath Tagore's University 
Shanti Niketan under spirited leadership of one of its visionary teacher Ram 
Kinkar Vaij (1910-80) and then since 1947 the other eminent sculptors such 
as Amar Nath Sehgal, Som Nath More and Sanko Chaudhary were most 
recognized sculptors of revivalist art of India. It was the great achievement 
done by sculptors of international standard notably Anish Kapoor and 
Dhuruva Mistry.'*° 
The founder of Bengal school of art Abainendra Nath Tagore 
(1871-1951) was born at Jarasanko at Tagore's residence in Calcutta. 
39. Archer WG, Bazaar Painting of Calcutta, chapter- Introduction 
40. Khanna and Balraj, Art of Modern India, page no- 13 
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Abanindra Math's formal educational continued starting from spent in Sanskrit 
Collelge Calcutta,'*^ It was in this period that he had understanding and love 
for Indian classics. His early art training started in 1890 through two expert 
alien artists residing in Calcutta, one was English Charles Palmer and the 
other Italian artist Mr. 0. Ghilardy. He learnt to draw realistic art during school 
time with the help of these Europeans. He quickly mastered the fundamental 
techniques. He had learnt Japanese wash techniques from visiting Japanise 
artists.^^ 
Abanindranath's carrier as an artist began after he came in contact with 
Mr. E.B. Havell, and he had achieved artistic maturity.''^The Japnise artist 
Taiquan and Hisida arrived soon after Okakura, 
He became well acquainted with the noted Japanese connoisseur 
Okakura, by whom he got an opportunity to understand the art and culture of 
China and Japan. The impact of Japanese influence on his work reflects quite 
often in extraneous decoration.'"' Pursuing this technique followed in the 
Mughal miniatures from the Mughal traditions, he inherited the qualities of 
sensitive modeling."^ 
Havel selected him and invited him to teach in his school as his deputy. 
Abanindra Nath and Havel's teaching methods were emulated by the future 
art schools in India. Their friendship and partnership proved highly influential 
41. Nayak N L, Kala Sadhantiki, page no- 182 
42.1 bid 15 
43. Sharma LC, A Brief History of Painting, page no 
44. Purohit Vinayak, Art Transition India and 20th Century, VOL-2, 1995, page no-661 
45. I bid, page no- 669 
15 
46 in improving the art of Bengal school and art education to a new direction. 
They brought ground-breaking changes in their school. They 
introduced works of Indian arts, paintings, sculptures and other artifacts to the 
school gallery. Hereditary-master crafts men were invited from various part of 
the country to teach traditional skills."'' 
The painting of Abanindra Nath continued in romantic vision, such as 
Shah Jahan dreaming of Taj UaY\3\ and illustrations of l^ubaiyat of Omar Khayyam sunovinded 
with mists of Japanese wash techniques. In this series he was inspired by a 
literary theme. His generousness revealed itself in the way he handled 
colours.''^ His most famous painting is ^rah/anM'ghf series of about forty pictures. 
Nandlall Bose (1883-1966) was a renowned painter of Bengal school. He had 
great respect for Indian traditional art. He painted mythological themes more 
realistically. In the year 1910-11 he visited Ajanta and Bagh Caves.''^ He 
adopted wash technique of his master Abanindra Nath. He painted Shii/adrinking 
poison, Partha-Sarthi ar\6 return of Buddha Ivi wash method. In Jlrdha-NareshwarsXronq clear 
lines enclose an idealistic figure against a background of some simple 
shape. 1922 in kalabhwan his mural painting for Kala-Bhawan and the panel 
for Haripura Congress belonged to another category, here the subject matter 
was genre depicting the life of the people. ^ ° The painting mother and child 
exhibits boldness vigor and strong decorative qualities. The painting entitled 
46. Guna Thakuta Tapti, The Making of a new 'Indian Art' page no- 155 
47. Purohit Vinayak, Art Transition India and 20ttiCenture, page no- 661 
48. Ibid page no- 661 
49. Mago Pran Nath, Contemporary Art India 'A Perspective'2001, page no- 34. 
50. Subramanyam K G, Nandalal Bose. A Collection of Assays by R L Barthola, 1982, page no-11 
16 
Fisherman at Gopalpur' shows a close link with eastern techniques, the brush 
strokes are visible, the bare paper appears between the strokes and no clear 
distract from the main.He eventually joined the kalabhawan at shatinikytan in 
1920. 
His first and last love was Shanti-Niketan, where he was surrounded 
by his pupils with love and regard.^^ He traveled to Japan with great poet 
Rabindra Nath Tagore, where he comes in contact with the foremost artists of 
that country, especially with the leaders of Japanese renaissance. Mr. 
Taikwan, Kwanzan, Hishida and Aral others gave him a certain insight into the 
technical nature of paintings, but they never influenced his art techniques.^^ 
Kshitindra Nath Mazumdar was one of Abanindra Nath's early followers with 
an impressive simplicity in his paintings which reflect the joy and sorrow. He 
grew up among religious persons and the people of the rural Bengal.He 
painted the life of ShriCahtanya Mahaprathooavid ShriKrishna in which he adopted the 
wash techniques Taught by Abanendra- Nath. His artistic talent had always 
been cherished by its native realism and genetic Indian flavor. 
Gaganendra Nath Tagore elder brother of Abanendra Nath Tagore was 
the first Indian to make caricature of social facts and evils, priests and 
pilgrims. He had commented on the exploitation of common man by religious 
personages. In his cubic work abstraction can be taken over completely, 
where as the elements can not be recognized, small angular shapes are 
manipulated in such away as to create the impression of movement on the 
5 1 Mango Pran Nath, Contemporary Art in India, 2001, page no- 34. 
52. Kowshik Dinkar, Nandalal Base, page no- 181. 
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Canvas. Small geo-metric facets reveal across the canvas to represent the 
quality of laughter in abstract terms. 53 
Early in the twentieth century the real stimulus for creation came from 
the re-discovery of the village by educated Indians. Yamini Roy was an artist 
of folk-art. He turned towards villages not only for their subjects but also for 
this technique. At first the Bazaar painting of Kalighat drew his attention and 
he turned towards the folk art for his inspiration. Unlike other Bengali artists he 
received his art training in Calcutta school of Art. He was dissatisfied with 
academic style and urban life. In 1925 he started painting in glowing colors 
and flowing curves of this style.^ "^  
After some time he replaced the sweeping curves of Kalighat to the 
angular forms and harsh line of Patuas. He incorporated its bold simplicity, 
linear rhythm and lyricism in his work. He gave-up the readymade canvas and 
made his own painting surface with the help of cloth, wood and even mats 
coated with line, using earth and vegetable colors. He evolved his unique 
style, though he never forgot the debt of Bengali village and specially the 
Kalighat painting. After decades in independent India, artist like Mr. K.G. 
Subramanyam had been inspired by these remarkable paintings.^^ 
Rabindra Nath Tagore should be mentioned as an individual artist who 
held the brush in his hand instead of pen in his old age. He was over sixty five. 
He was completely untrained. He had his own style with a strong sense of 
rhythm which formed his paintings parallel to his writing that expressed 
53. Nayak Lakshmi Narayn, Kala SydhantikI, page no-181 
54. Ibid, page no- 189 
55. Khana Balraj and Aziz Kurtha, Art of Modern India 1998, page no- 14 
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subconscious impulses. He did not draw after thinking of a subject 
accidentally the form of something of unknown shape and character 
developed at point of moving his pen or brush.^^Though most of his later work 
did not attain the standard of that quality which was produced between 1928 
and 1930. His best pictures had three essential features in common. First they 
were unmistakably modern, in style and feeling, second they were entirely 
individual and the third at the same time very Indian.^^ 
Amrita Shergel was undoubtedly the one of the greatest artists of India. 
India's first and most famous female of that time. She provided a role model 
for women artists of future generation. She emancipated women artists of 
India. Her behavior was very assertive, responsible, fun-loving but serious 
and very sensitive.^^ She received her early art education in Paris, first at the 
Grande Chaumiere under Pierre Valiant and subsequently at the Ecol Des 
Beaux-Art, where she was taught by Luien Simon. This young woman came to 
India for a few years. She had made a unique place for herself as an artist.^^ 
She did not identify her in the national struggle for independence, yet she 
proved her abiding love for India. She did not live long. She died in 1941. Her 
famous paintings are Child wife, Hill man and Hill woman Etc. 
56. Nayak L N, kala sydhantiki, page no-179 
57. I bid page no-180. 33. Khana Balraj and Aziz Kurtha, Art of Modern India 1998. page no-
17. 
58. Khana Balraj and Aziz Kurtha. Art of Modern India 1998. page no- 17. 
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CHAPTER - 2 
DEVELOPMENT OF BENGAL 
SCHOOL 
Development of Bengal school 
India is a vast sub continental country. The artistic heritage of Indian 
painting has been down to posterity from about 300BC. Even since, this 
tradition has continued with hardly any, till the present century. Though Indian 
Art has shaped and been molded time and again under the influence of 
various socio - religious and cultural factors, yet its ultimate aim remains 
unchanged.^ 
The artistic tradition of Indian people is deeply rooted in the past. The 
renaissance of Indian art corresponds from later Vedic time (dOOO - 600 
BC).^ Up to the modern ear, demarcated by three different phases, the 
classical, the medieval and the modern. Ethnical heritage, cultural levels and 
regional condition are some of the determining factor for this .The traditions of 
Art were handed down to us verbally but once embodied in words they were 
immortalized in Art form. 
Any event of history whether it is related to art or culture, religion or 
philosophy, politics or social life is intimately connected with human life. It is 
because of this that any attainment of a branch is ]nt'imate\y concerned with 
the nation and the society. And for the total study of any field of learning is 
intimately connected with the society and the period of the all-round 
development of the aforesaid field of learning. 
1. Roy Niharranjan, An Approach of Indian Art 1974, page no - 221, 222 
2. Edited by BHSHAM A. L., A Cultural History of India, page no - 2 
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In 1707 Aurangzeb died, after his death discipline even society 
disintegrated. Aurangzeb's elders surviving son won bloody war of 
succession, but he died at Lahore, After that competition for crown was 
donning among rest brothers. The eldest brother Jahandar emerged 
victorious but only his nephew Farrukhsiyar confronted him. In 1719 
Farrukhsiyar being an ineffectual reign, was murdered at the behest of his 
own wazir. The emperor was now a puppet, whatever minister could 
dominate the dissolving administration became the true head of the state. 
Governor and administrators looked to their own interest and after the 
destructed invasion of Nadir shah of Iran in 1739,^ no other ruler except 
Mohammad Shah, who ruled during first half of the eighteenth century 
showed no any interest in art." 
Mughal period, as a result of all these the painting artists had to leave 
the Mughal court and seek other avenues for their support and livings. Some 
of the artist got support from the hill area's states of the north, some got 
support from Lucknow, Murshidabad, Azimabad (Patna), Hyderabad, and 
Tanjor Nawabs. Some artist got sheltering support from courts of Mysore, 
Banaras, Panna, Jaipur, Jammu, Pune, Sutara, Lahore and Amritsar etc. Till 
the middle of nineteenth century the above mentioned courts of course gave 
shelter and support to the artists but they could not develop any centre for 
these artists. 
Court artists began to feel insecure in the absence of support. 
3. I bid, page no - 264. 
4. Chandra Vipin, Adhunik Bharat, Jun 2001, page no - 5 
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encouragement and patronization and were compelled to leave Delhi in 
search means of sustenance elsewhere. Many Artists reached in the 
provincial courts of the Mughal at Awadh, Murshidabad, and Banaras etc. 
Others got themselves placed in the court of Rajput Hindu king, and a 
few drifted toward hill areas to try their fortunes. To change place of abode of 
Mughal painters introduce visible change in the painting of Rajasthan and 
the hill areas. 
Advent of the seventeenth century saw European traders. The 
Portuguese, Dutch, French, and British, but only the British East India 
Company was successful in establishing both trade and political in sway in 
India. 
The Britishers came to India during Jahangir's reign (1605-1627).East 
India Company was established in England around sixteenth century, when 
Queen Elizabeth granted right of commerce in the East to the East India 
company.^ During Jahangir's reign an English officer Sir Tomes Ro was 
granted permission for residing and doing business in the city of Surat, in the 
year 1608. Further extended of business establishment in the western cost 
of India, had a strong hold over these cities Bombay, Ahmadabad, Brouch 
and Golconda. In 1639 English traders built up a fort at Madras and named it 
'Fort Saint George'. In 1651 another,British establishment came into being at 
Hooghly. The Britishers disseminated to different places of the country to 
places like Patna, Kasim Bazaar, and Rajmahal.^They established trade 
5. Archer Mildred, Company Painting, page no- 14 
6. Chandra Vipin, Adhunil< Bharat, page no - 39, 40, 41. 
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centers at Golconda, Balashwar situated on the border of Bengal and Orissa 
and Sutannuti, which was later strongly fortified, and these places 
subsequently came to be known as Calkutta. 
The Britishers came in India with the aim of trade. But the political 
unrests and mismanagement inspired them to change their trade. The 
Britishers started visualizing their ambitions of establishing an English 
Empire in India. Disintegration of the Mughal Empire, revolts and crisis 
among various section of society, increasing rivalry and mutual confrontation 
among India king and nwab, deteriorating central authority by the provincial 
government and above all sporadic external attacks made the ferment polity 
of India, and helped the East India Company cash to give shape to their 
empyreal policy. English governors strengthened the foundation of English 
rule in India with their mischievous and divide and rule. The policy was given 
a start by Lord Clive, Warren Hasting and Lord Wellesley and completed 
with the cruelty of Lard Dalhousie.^ 
After the muting of soldiers discontentment 1857.^ The British rule 
was straight away in posed upon India, replacing the company rule and India 
them became a British colony, 
The Britishers knew it well that to have supremacy over any country 
it is essential that its language and culture be destroyed, it is because of this 
that they always attacked on the culture and civilization of India, They 
7. / bid. 
8. Ibid, page no - 47, 52, 54, 60. 
9. I bid, page no-108. 
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wanted a political and cultural supremacy over the country. 
Raja Ram Mohan Roy was a first social thinker and analysis who felt 
this danger and that's why after the political and economical supremacy of 
the Britishers, he tried well to keep and maintain the cultural freedom of the 
country. He felt that to overcome the illiteracy and misguided belief prevalent 
in the society needed education of,the Indian people, so that they become 
awakened against all the evil of the society. Therefore during the period of 
Britishers supremacy he felt that the social and cultural uplift of the society is 
essential, and only then the India can keep alive and protect the nation 
consciousness by over-coming the wrong belief and practices of common 
Indians. 
Aurangzeb did not like any form of art all artistic activities were 
forbidden in his court. In the absence of tutelage and encouragement from 
the Delhi court, artists migrated toward provincial patrons. The weak 
administration and lack of patronage ultimately gave rise to the supremacy of 
the regional style. This regional style grew up with different local and 
regional characteristics.^° 
Rajasthan styles become famous for their local and regional character 
in the seventeenth century, in it various centers, these are Mewar, Bundy, 
Bundelkhand, Bsohli, Nathadwara, Aamer Jodhpur, Kishangarh and Bikaner 
etc, where a mixture of Rajasthan - Mughal style evolved. Chmpa, Nurpur, 
Jasrola. Gular, Kangra, Mandi, Kullu, Nahan etc, became the center of hill -
10. D. K. Ashoke. Madhya Kalin Bharat, Edited by Harishchandra Varma, page no - 522. 
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painting. 11 
South India could not remain untouched by the migration of artists 
from the Mughal courts. South Indian painting to show European effects 
besides the Mughal ones came to be known as the 'Deccan style' Bijapur, 
Ahmadnagar and Golkunda were the main centers of this style of art.^^ 
These styles in art forms were born developed and recognized as 
new styles. Because of the encouragement and patronage that was provided 
to them by regional king and nawabs. In coming four years it was mutual 
conflicts attacks and counter attack by king's external intrusion shattered 
central as well as provincial powers. Artist felt themselves insecure. They 
neither had any encouragement nor any support. They wandered here and 
there in search of live hood. The Indian traditional painting was in 
unfortunate condition. Stander of quality were diminished, the art became 
commercial and cheap. Artists looked for work in Murshidabad, Lucknow, 
Hyderabad, Patna and Banaras.^^ 
The British East India Company constructed colonies for its workers 
and officers. And the foreigners took an initial interest in this degenerating 
form of art. During the end of the Eighteenth century and in the nineteenth 
century around fifty English artists were known to have come to India with 
the aim of earning money. During the 1700, these British artists held the 
field; Thomas Hudson, Allan Ranson, Joshua Reynolds and Thomas 
11.1 bid, page no - 572. 
12. I bid. page no - 525, 526, 556 
13. Sharma L. C. A Brief History of Indian Paintings. 
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Gainsborough were highly popular. 14 
Many artists moving to India because of India was a rich country at 
that time, nawabs and kings were interest in European art, and other reason 
was in were a competition among European artists. Only a few artists gained 
success to influence rich clients. It was an easy source of to earn money in 
India.^^ 
A large number of British people were arriving in India, not only 
English officers resided in India but nonofficial also, for East Company 
officials and travelers were completely unknown of Indian life style and it 
appears very uncommon to them. English people couldn't keep themselves 
aloof from the local environment and way of living. They felt a new world 
around them which look like picturesque and unique. The photo camera was 
not common at that time and hence the English people returning back to 
England after joy wanted to perpetuate their experience by recording it in 
painting or sketching. Everything about the India life provided suitable 
subjects for sketching, picturesque costume, occupation, novel architecture 
and sculpture in temples, religion, casts custom, festivals.^^ Some were 
presented India through their art and other paid local artist to make pictures, 
because camera had not discovered at that time.^'' . 
A Large number of Indian art peaces like sketches and miniature 
14. Archer Mildred, India and British Portrait 1770 - 1827, (LONDON 1979) page no - 35, 36. 
15. I bid. page no - 36 
16. Archer Mildred, Company Painting, USA, page no- 16 
17. Sunder Pushpa, Patron and Philistines, page no - 113, 114 
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paintings send to London for business purpose. But it could' not got right 
response, because its Indian style and subject of Indian paintings and 
sculpture were based on mythology, many god and goddess were depicted 
with the multi headed and multi armed Indian divinities. At many places it 
looks like inhuman figure, seen as monster. In many temples sculpture 
figures were casted in erotic posses; in witch it added religious thought, 
according to British artist William Hogerth.^ ® 
Another reason for disrespect of Indian painting was the absence of 
perspective and shading. Captain Williamson traveler to the east in 1810, 
criticized to Indian painting. The Indian artists were ignoramus about basic 
rules of painting, they had been out of knowledge of design, taste, 
composition, perspective consistency, their works only imitative work of old 
painting.^^ 
Many British artists were residing in India; some of them were expert 
in their profession. They brought new techniques and bequeathed them to 
the local artist. They started to teach Indian artists their own techniques. 
Under the guidance of European artists Indian art got a new way. It became 
a new style in Indian art history. Indian artists started sketching and painting 
with European techniques of art. New work of mixed style was in demand. 
The Indian artists were cheaper then British artist, so local artists were hired 
on commission for depicting painting. In Madras the wife of Governor Lord 
18. I bid 
19. Ibid 
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Clive in 1798 - 1804 selected Indian artists to depicting different type of 
drawing. Richard Johnson, Warren Hasting and Sir Elijan Impey made 
20 
important collection of Indian miniatures. 
In 1732 George Lambert and Samuel Scott's series of six paintings 
were exhibited in the director's court in London, in these paintings were 
depicted views of India. The company paid 90 guineas for these painting. In 
1750 Fracir Swin Ward of the Madras Army presented ten landscapes 
painting to company in 1770 for 200 guineas. Thomas Hickey was employed 
in 1805 to repair the portrait of King George III and Queen Chadotte. In 1772 
Edward Penny also had commissioned in the favor of company.^^ 
a) ENGLISH ARTIST IN INDIA 
The East India Company besides their supremacy over the 
administration and economic set-up also tried to have their supremacy over 
the field of art and culture and they keep their activities in these direction. In 
view of the English people India had no art of its own and that's why they 
brought with them the Briton artist or invited them in India. The East India 
Company employed the British artists or paid them specific commission to 
have their own style of art and destroy the conventional Indian style. The 
arrival of British artists and sculptures in India were the connection with the 
East India Company. These British artists worked for the officials of East-
India Company or joined courts of the kings and Nawabs besides the big 
20. Ibid 
21.Ibid, page no- 115 
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land lords of the country on the commercial basis. They made portraits of big 
Indian guns and they also developed paintings of historical events, scenes 
and sceneries and landscape of the country. They either sent the paintings 
of common life to London or took these with them to England. These 
paintings and sculptures that reached London contained Indian objectives 
and commoners life in India, besides this the dresses, jewelries and kingly 
livings of Rajas Maharajas and Nawabs. The paintings also contained the 
daily life, also the individual living of Indian people. Those paintings were 
very attractive for the people of London because they were mostly unknown 
to them. This gradually created a very high demand in London. More and 
more British artists, sculptors and painters started coming to India.^^ 
The senes of arhval of English painters started from the year 1769, 
when Tilly Kettle came to Madras. He was an able portrait painter and he 
was first to get the commercial recognition as a painter. He lived here for 
seven years and painted portraits of East India Company officials and local 
Rajas Maharajas and earned wealth and fame. But he was also enchanted 
by the countryside and the Indian life style that saw around him, excited by 
this exotic experience, he painted lively scenes of Indian life. His two 
paintings Dancer Eirl{\\QiA) as well as Suraj'uddolla {f\Q~2) are his large impressive 
work.^^ After Tilly Kettle among the English painters the name Thomas 
Mickey needs special mention. Hickey painted primarily portraits and 
22. Sundar Pushpa, Patrons and Philistines, London 1995 page no- 115. Archer Mildred. 
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23. Googal search website, www, nmm. ac. uk/shoo 
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scenes. He had traveled widely India, Portugal, and Italy. He resides in India 
btween1776 and 1780. He reached Bengal and stayed there until 1791 then 
he returned to England. Again in 1798 had returned to India. In India he 
painted many paintings and lived here permanently for the whole of his life. 
His portraitures are MiJmdani {f\g- 3) and PsterRainier^'^ 
After a Year William Davis another English painter came to India 
and lived here for ten years during the period of Thomas Hicky. He painted 
important portraits besides paintings of historical monuments and other 
construction in a very successful manner. His paintings are William Monson and his 
wife{%- 4) and William Dant and his brother W\\y\^m Hodges (1744 - 1797) who 
was a very famous painter of Britain for the first time did paintings of natural 
scenes and sceneries of India in a very successful manner. The British 
painters were very much influenced by the natural beauty, glittering bright 
sunshine and the purity of bluish sky; besides this the excellent and 
outstanding examples of Indian architectures and historical constructions 
also attracted them very much. As an aspirant, Hodges was trained under 
Richard Wilson, an influential founder of the British school of landscape 
painting. William Hodges later rose to fame as the official artist of East India 
Company. Hodges became first professional landscape painter in India. His 
landscape paintings are l^iew of Calcutta {f\g-5) and View of the monument of [aster 
Island^^ He also wrote book scholarly, those are A Dissertation on the 
prototypes of Architecture, Hondo, Moorish, Gothic and Travel in India. Sir 
24.\ bid. 
25. / bid. 
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Charles D' Oyly (1781-1845) was an amateur artist had superb talent, 
leaved in India between 1803 and 1838. And he had depicted a kind of 
Indian view, Subjects, custom, costumes and European life in India. D' Oyly 
made great impact on the Indian painters. His landscape paintings are View of 
ClivB street Calcutta and Suspension Bridge at Alipore over Tally's Nulla (fig- 6). 
Thomas Daniel and his nephew William Daniel arrived in India 
1784 by the East India Company. They were looking India as a wealthy 
patron and to explore the sublime exotic and the picturesque country. They 
were very much influenced and attracted by the environment of village in 
India. He visited cities, urban, sub-urban and village areas and painted many 
paintings besides the mud-built huts with thatches of grass and weeds. And 
in this way he presented the depictions of village life. Both the Daniels lived 
in India for ten years and both of them were members of the Royal 
Academy. In India they did many paintings of attraction. Their paintings are 
still preserved and decorating the National Modern Art Museum of Delhi and 
Victoria Memorial Museum of Calcutta, some landscape paintings of Victoria 
Museum are ment ioned here Palace of Nawat Surajuddoula at Lucknow, Taj Mahal {{\q- 7), 
[astern Eat of Jama Musjid {{\<^' 8), Part of ChowringliEe Calcutta, and Dashasamedh Ehat at Banaras on 
the Ganges In the National Modern Art Museum, there are about 34 paintings of 
Thomas Daniel are preserved.^^ 
Emily Eden (1797- 1869) was sister of George Eden the Governor 
General of India (1836-1842). Emily at first a successful writer then she was 
a painter. She wrote many books those name is Up the Country in which she 
26. Archer Mildred, Early views of India Thomas and William Daniel, googal search Image. 
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described journey with her brother from Calcutta to Shimla, she also wrote 
two novels The Sami Detached House and Sami Attached Couple.^^ Her 
paintings were executed in water color directing. Eden's medium of choice 
was water color. She travelled several part of India. Her paintings are lard 
Mlandin the court ofNihan and Cheetas of King ofOwadh. 
In the series of English painter arriving in India a special mention is 
needed for Samuel Andrews, John Joffnny, Ojias, Humphry, John 
Smart, Francis Swenword, Robert Home and Marshall Clouxton and 
Samuel Andrews etc. The last of the series of arrival of English painter was 
Mr. Chinnery who came in the year 1807. He lived in Chennai and after 
wards in Calcutta and returned to London in the year 1828. His attractive 
painting in India is Portrait of children (fig- 9). 
There was gradual increase in the number of English painters coming 
to India, Commercial painters got support of the officials of the East India 
Company, Raja-Maharajas of India, besides Jagirdars and Landlords. This 
tradition did not continue for a long time and between 1800 and 1820 the 
number of English painters decreased to only sixteen. The reason for this 
decrease in number is said to be, they did not get the due support needed 
by the officials of East India Company, Raja Maharajas, the land-lords and 
Jagirdars of India. 
b) COMPANY 
After the first struggle of freedom in the year 1857 the Britishers 
27. Googal search wabsit, www.nmm.ac.uk/shOD 
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established their hold almost on the whole of India. Then after the grip on the 
politics the Britishers also gradually showed their supremacy on the social 
and cultural life of Indian people. As an effect of all these changes, there 
was a blind following of Britishers in the Indian society. The Indian Rajas-
Maharajas, Nawabs and other Indian elites of the society started the 
following of livings, customs, food habits and English dress and besides all 
these they also started the following of British techniques and style in the 
field of art and culture, taking it as supreme. These had a very damaging 
effect on the Indian art and culture. The Indian handicraft and industry were 
badly damaged and lost. The structure of Indian administration and economy 
was badly affected and gradually dwindled. After the loss of power of the 
Indian kings and Nawabs, the support that Indian art got from their court was 
almost finished and stopped. As a result of all these the creation of arts were 
badly affected. After the finishing of Rajasthan, Mughal and Pahari School of 
art the artists became helpless and as such the artists had to hunt out the 
possibilities and way of new style of art to suit the public taste and demand 
of the time. The Patna Bazaar and company style developed, which were the 
result of fulfillment of such demand of the time. 
The arrival of English painters in India under the support of East India 
Company affected the Indian style of art and as a result of these effects 
Indian style developed and flourished in the country. This new style should 
better be known as the 'company style'. Since the style actually developed 
and flourished under the support of the East India Company to fulfill the then 
need of the company. This new style was a mixed style; it is a mixture of 
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European as well as natural Indian style. These painting artists adopted the 
style of the time prevalent in the academic of Britain or the realistic style. In 
spite of the fact their style remains European but these English artists also 
mixed the Indian style whatever they experienced in India. The English artist 
as a matter of fact were very much impressed by the natural beauty of Indian 
landscape, pure blue sky in India, bright radiant light and these beauty 
created a deep effect on their way of thinking, and this compelled them to 
bring change in their color planning taste . The English academic style and 
the effect of Indian style associated with cultural inter change had a profound 
effect on the East India Company style and in turn this created an attraction 
for the Indian painting artists and in this way a new style came into being for 
the future (fig- 10). 
British artists had good academic training, well knowledge and 
aesthetic sense. And Indian artists were trained by Bntish artist, Indian artist 
developed a new point of view for western art and new techniques were 
imbibed by the Indian artists.^^ 
Indian artists adopted the new style and technique, but they couldn't 
leave their own old Indian style, they blended the European style with the 
Indian cultural tradition, to blend of Indian miniature and the technique of 
British artist, in1770 this style known as the company style.^^ 
The company school started from Calcutta and Murshidabad and later 
spread to Patna, Banaras, Lucknow, Delhi and Tanjor. Then company style 
28. Sunda Pushpa, Patorns and Philistine, page no-115 116 
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spreading all over the country at time. In north India it was spread from 
Bengal to Punjab, in the south India it extended up to Maharashtra and 
Western Ghat and in the west it extended up to Sindh. This style was spread 
in the whole of India with the spreading of British rule. 
Indian artist adopted the new style and made the pictures to the 
British test,^° they began to work in water color, way of India costume, cast, 
festivals ornament .birds animals, creatures and personal portraits(fig- 11) 
became the main topics of the company artists, combine the factors like the 
European perspective, light shad and color combination. Unfortunately 
Indian artist casted off the brilliant hues of Indian miniature painting, they 
modified their color range, they had selected many English color like blues 
green and sepia wash (Fig-12).^^ 
Company painting not even in India it gradually it did spread to the 
areas like Burma, Nepal and Ceylon, because these countries were under 
the British administration. After that Introduction of photography in 1840, the 
company style almost dead. With the invasion of camera the demand of 
these painting decreased gradually and photography gradually replaced it.^ ^ 
c) PATNA OR BAZAR S T Y L E 
Painting of Company school was preferred to be called as Patna style 
or 'Patna kalam' by some scholars,^^ and Purnima Pande also indicated that 
30. Ibid, page no- 117 
31. Archer Mildered, Company painting, USA 1992, page no- 18 
32. I bid. 
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Patna style was a branch of Company school.^'* 
Parallel to the British painters the Indian artists also did painting for 
the English people and in this way a new style developed which is called 
'Patna style'. Among these painters, Kayasth painter of Patna and Patua 
painters of Kalighat are important. 
In the 18"^  century Patna developed as an important commercial 
centre. Patna (Azimabad) the capital of Bihar, at that time was the second 
important centre of commerce and trade, their on the bank of river Ganges a 
factory was established to export sugar, cotton, clothes lace etc. In the basis 
of location of the factory on the Ganges bank the benefit of water route was 
available and the city of Patna became more important. The de-established 
Kayasth Painters came to Patna and settled there. In the year 1800 Patna 
became one of the Divisional Headquarter in the total available eleven 
divisions. As a result of this the Commissioner, Collector, Magistrate, 
Barrister, Doctors, Traders etc. as well as English officials and businessmen 
started living here. In out-skirts of Patna namely Bankipur area situated on 
the bank of river Ganges, residential buildings for the English people were 
established. Besides the buildings of English persons the traders and rich 
Indian also started constructions side by side. In this way Patna became a 
very important commercial trade administrative centre."'^ 
And these were all about the Indian life, living, the dress of males and 
females, religion. The artists of Patna made paintings and images of all 
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these. These paintings were presented the style and techniques of which 
English tourists and people were habituated to appreciate. These paintings 
were in the prevalent the academic style of England. The development of 
this style was really a mixing of the British style of the time and the Mughal 
style of India. These were the specialties of painting that differentiated them 
from the European style. In brief these contain a finely mixed Indian and 
British style. These painting contain water color, off white (Generally Sepia 
color) and the background showed local colors. The English people brought 
with them the paintings from England to India and artists were asked to copy 
the painting. And in this way new group of Indian artist arose who worked on 
the British style shown to them. Among such painters the name of Jairam 
Das has to be mentioned. East India Company also engaged such artists for 
the paintings. These paintings were basically for commercial purposes and 
these were prepared on the subjective instruction and likings of the English 
tourists. It depicted the living style, dresses, customs, fairs and festival of 
India. In this way the paintings of different subjects were made and arranged 
in sets separately.^^ 
A large number of artist of the Kayasth cast were attracted to a Patna 
from Murshidabad. In the early painting of this style the name Savak Rama 
needs special mention (fig- 12). He did painting in large numbers and some 
of his paintings are still preserved in Patna Museum. At the same time Hulas 
Lall leaped forward to work for English men. Hulas Lall needs special 
mention for the development of the technique used in this style. On the basis 
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of contribution of artist Hulas Lall the East India Company appointed him for 
the Painting work." '^' 
They sold these paintings in their shops in the market of Patna. They 
also arranged their sell of painting near the bungalows, bank of Ganges 
where English people came through water routes. Patna became the market 
centre of this style of Painting .and as such the style was called 'Bazaar 
Style' and this style was named as Patna Style. Painting artists of Patna 
established their own shops in the market. These shops were also the 
studio's, where other apprentices learnt and did painting works. Among 
these shops the most successful shop was the shop of Shive Lai, and Shive 
Dayal Lai (fig- 13)., Shive Lai was not only an able artist of the style, but he 
was also a very successful businessman Shiv Lai worked into style which 
was strongly influenced by British watercolor.^^ Sir Charles D'Oyly and his 
wife did support and appreciate to this style. 
The paintings of Patna style are today preserved in many museums 
of Europe. This Patna style of paintings is also kept protected in the National 
Museum of New Delhi and in Modern Art Gallery New Delhi.^^Other mane 
painters of Patna school were Bahadur Lai, Mahdav Lai, Bhawani Das, Jai 
Govind Lai, Fakir Chand, Gurusahay Lai, Manu Lai, Kanhari Lai, Radha 
Mohan, Jamuna Prasad, Tunnilal, Jmunalal, and Jay Ram. The last Patna 
painter was Ishwary Prasad, who later on became a very famous artist of 
Bengal style. He had bee trained at the Calcutta School of art. 
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d) KALIGHAT STYLE 
Company painting had never developed in Calcutta. Because at that time 
Britishers politics created a complicated situation, so Calcutta was a political 
wrestling place,"^^so several folk and popular style of painting were becoming 
increase in urban centers. In 1775 at gave rise to the Indo-English art of 
Kalighat, the traditional scroll painting (patuas) from the adjacent village, with 
the rural folk tradition of the patuas painting. Undoubtedly the Kalighat 
painting was popular style. These pictures had grown up under western 
influence.'*^ In seventeenth and eighteenth provincial Mughal artists 
flourished in Bengal under Ali Verdi Khan. During the political instability in 
Murshidabad after the death of Ali Verdi Khan, some of the artists migrated 
to Kalighat (Calcutta) like the migration of artiest of Patna."^ 
The Kalighat artists also as per demand of East India Company and 
English tourists and travelers, they developed a mixed style also depicted 
the common people life and on the subject which were the moods of the 
English travelers. According to W.G. Archer, that due to the paintings of 
normal common people life showed more and more expression of 
commoners. These painting styles were very much different from prevalent 
art style adopted. The Kalighat artist with his deft brush specializing in rapid 
flowing curves and daring washes of glowing color. The thick lines that 
surrounded these painting and rhythms that these painting depicted made 
them closer to the wall paintings of Ajanta and Bagh. Image of these 
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paintings are simple, muscular and cylindrical. The powerful line expressions 
of the brush are special attraction of these paintings and these are the 
expressions of the specialty/"^ 
The bazaar painting of Kalighat was adapted to their changed urban 
environment. Ready market was made for Kalighat painting at market 
Calcutta. Migrant artists painted for pilgrims for the Kali temple and local 
residents.'^'' Artists used thin paper Vis - a- Vis cloth which were being 
manufactured paper. When local artists came into the contact with British 
artist as well as and British techniques, paintings were done in both style 
European and Indian folk, they began to paint pictures some times in folk 
and some times they follow to British manner, they blended both of style, 
they adopted watercolors in the instead of gauche and tempera, shading 
was used to indicia! volume and back grounds were normally left blank. The 
subjects were largely mythological, god and goddesses (fig- 15) but scenes 
of Bengali life (fig- 14). birds, fishes, snakes, and animals were also 
illustrated. Rural Bengali patua paintings had painted scrolls for telling 
stories. They painted for sell at Kalighat temple; pilgrims bought it as a 
souvenir. 
The Kalighat painter displayed possible approach to human forms 
artists with their deft brush specializing in rapid flowing curves and daring 
washes of glowing color. The image of these paintings is simple, muscular 
and cylindrical. These artists had kept their own style in the lining (fig-16). 
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The few names of Kalighat painter like Nibaran Chandra Ghosh, Kali 
Charan Ghosh, Nilmani Das, Balram Das, and Gopal Das were known.''^ 
When printmaking technologies was acquired strong place in the market. 
Kalighat style of painting faced competition with the introduction of print 
making. Many Kalighat artists had gone under printmaking to produce 
pictures more cheaply and quickly. Printmaking was similar to Kalighat 
painting. It printmaking it was adopted every thing from Kalighat style but 
medium was different. Kalighat style was almost dead after 1890.'''' 
After 1825 artists of all style had started their own family workshop for 
individual patron as well as for the bazaar. There was no distinction between 
artists and artisans, especially in company artists, but when company artist 
started mimetic of academic style. There was distinction between artist and 
artisan because artistic changes were brought through the public interest. 
Artist's attraction was toward oil painting and three dimension naturalism in 
pictures. And the artist being called musavir and artisan (craftsman) being 
known as naqqash, artisans designed patterns for embroideries, did 
decoration of walls, houses and also textile designee.''^ 
Many Company painters had gone to Academic oil painting in the 
Western realistic style they were Artists, and Artisans were those who 
belong to Kalighat style and other popular Indian style. 
When the Company's military had been success in Indian, English 
artist started to arrival in India for lock, prosperity, and wealth. Company 
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made ways for visiting artists in royal courts for portrait and other paintings. 
The Governor-General Warren Hastings arranged for John Zoffany's 
introduction to the nawab of Oudh. Many European artists were already in 
his court. In court of Arcot other European artists were employed too. They 
were Tilly Kettle, John Zoffany, Charles Smith and Franciso Rinald, Gorge 
Willison, Theodor Janson and Valentine Principe all these European artists 
employ in Indian court among 1700 century.'*^ 
After the end of the Company style the rise of the art-school trained oil 
painters were assumed. Mixed style of oil painting flourished all over in India, 
This style was a link between Company water-color and later Academic oil 
painting. 
Indian artists began painting in oil medium. This was only the oil 
version of Kalighat style and Company style, similar translation of traditional 
painting into oil. They transferred Kalighat and other water-based painting to 
oil. Gangadhar Day was an early painter who was a pupil of Tomas Rood, 
but he also worked with the Sunkel and the Italian Geonalli. Hansaji 
Rghunath in Baroda and Ramaswamy Naidu in Travancore soon carved a 
niche for themselves with an adopted Western mood. In many of early 
pictures, the figures retain a distinctly a folksy and stylish quality, and the 
color remains flat and opaque. Alagiri Naidu and Ramswamy Naidu (fig-17) 
both was Travancore artist, they were the precursors of Raja Ravi Varma, M. 
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V. Dhuradhar (fig- 18) and Bampada Banerjee mythological celebrated elite 
painter of the late nineteenth century.^^ 
e) RAJA RAVI V A R M A 
Raja Ravi Varma was the only painter who gave a new direction to 
the painting and at the same time he presented a successful combination of 
Indian and European art style, in which he produced a specialty of his own. 
In this successful combination of the art style was the result of his personal 
hard labor, talent and imagination, and in this way he could create a new 
specialty in the style. ModernRemwa magazine that time, described him as the 
greatest artist of modern India.^^ 
Raja Ravi Varma Koil Tampuran was borne on the 29**^  April 1848 in 
Travancore remote province of Kerala at Kilimanur. Ravi Varma got his 
beginning education of art under the supervision of his maternal uncle Raja 
Raja Varma, who was an established painter. Varma an artist himself, the 
child often watched him at his work. He observed to effects of light shadow 
in nature. 
Ravi Varma started painting for amusement, he had no one instruct him or 
drew inspiration from when he started, and he had non to guide him in the 
technique and mysteries of oil painting. He studied the style and works 
belonging to the local tradition the Tanjore School, because of that Ravi 
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Varma had learnt from Alagiri Naidu of Tanjor Artist, later acquired the 
technique of academic oil painting from Theodore Jensen a portrait painter, 
who visited Travancore in 1868 and worked for the Travancore Maharaja. 
Mr. Jenson was the follower of realistic of image painting. That Ravi Varma 
was about twenty when he had this chance to observe the working methods 
of a western artist. Ravi Varma broadly followed the technique of British 
academic tradition because he keenly observed the works of Theodor 
Jensen. He also inspired by other European artist also. '^* 
Ravi Varna's mother Uma Amba Bai was a poetess in Manipravalam 
Kerala, his uncle and mentor Raja Raja Varma, his younger brother C. Raja 
Varma and his sister Manglabai Temperate were all serious artists, 
Manglabai was an able portrait painter and musician too. Ravi Varna's 
younger bother was a more skillful landscape painter then him.^^ 
Ravi Varma had no art school training. He follows the academic rule 
but he never left his tradition. His was master of Tajore court art and then 
transcending it in his unique style. He was a traditionalist who adopted 
realistic and academic techniques as that time these were prevalent and 
revivalist subject-matter in a romantic manner. The subject of Ravi Varna's 
mythological and religious painting, came from many sources in which he 
inspired deeply ,Vedic mythology as a source of artistic inspiration, came 
from Mahabharata and the Ramayana, its stories are very perfect for the 
pictorial representation, in the year 1888 he did 14 painting on the subject 
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Ramayana, Mahabharata. He studied Sanskrit and also the Puran the 
Ramayana and the Mahabharata, besides other religious book and dramas 
of the time in Sanskrit and there by he could do these painting of Puran. 
Other source of Ravi Varna's painting inspiration was Sanskrit poetry, 
particularly dramatic poetry, adopted from kthakali literature of Kerala. He 
illustrated to Sanskrit to text of Kalidas. His other source of inspiration was 
Parse theatre. He had watched the act of Parse Theater; he had great 
influence of that theatrical act. Composition and figures are based on 
theathcal drama, body language is not looks natural, and originality is less in 
the figures pose.^^ 
Under the influence of Parse Theater he depicted f?aja Harishchandra av\<i 
the early Tamil theatrical drama Mmangda Ohuruva and Jatayu were pectoris by 
Ravi Varma as were scenes from Harishchandraar\6 other Puranic story,^'' 
Ravi Varma was perfect portrait painter; he did a large number of 
portraits for English governors and Indian prince lings. In 1870 Portrait of the 
Khizhakkepat FatalMenon family \s in flat style of Varma, he moved between a more 
conventional flat style and a fully academic one with all the richness of 
illusionism. The first Portrait of Princess faraffai painted in a flat manner with 
thin paint and did use of gold color. The portrait of Maharanl []liimna Bai mih some 
deference the portrait of faea 3ai{f\g- 19). flia Portrait of a Maharashtrian leady a noble 
work which blends the disparate world of India European art treatment of the 
subject with a deep feeling for naturalism, and fhe Portrait a lady, give evidence 
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of technical mastery.^^ Ravi Varma's life -size memorial Portrait of Sir EenrgE Moor 
displayed in the municipal hall, which was now given more responsible work. 
A Portrait of King Edward 7 \N3S based on oil, and it was given a more responsible 
work many of finest portraits by the Varma were produced for the Gaekwad 
of Baroda. He finished eight portraits in Ahmadabad.^^ 
Baroda lead the stat of Mysore and Trivandrum commission large-
scale mythological works of Ravi Varma, where Varma's works based on 
figure composition. Ravi Varma owned a life-size articulated figure 
Matasygandha {f\g- 20), lilottama and Padmini m these paintings semi-nude women 
figures were depicted, fha Triumph of Indrajit {f\Q- 21) it is a typical example for 
figurative composition, ffje Court of i^irata and fhe Mian Guard (1895) are a successful 
historical work.^° 
The first painting of Raja Ravi Verma was Sfial(untala writing iBttar to Dusfiyant 
(fig -22). This painting was based on drama Abhigyan Sfiakuntamf ^ Nas written by 
Kalidas. This painting was purchased by Duke of Buckingham. This very 
painting was printed on the title page of the book wntten by Sir Monir William 
an English Translation of Abhigyan Shakuntalam original written by 
Kalidas.^^ In year 1879 the painting Sita in EXHE y^as honoured with a gold 
medal by Maharaja Gaikwad. After this he got many invitations from the 
English officials and from the Raja Maharaja's for paintings and portraying. 
On the basis of these invitations Ravi Verma had to go to the courts of Raja 
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Maharaja, and for this he had to travel to Varanasi, Delhi, Allahabad, Agra 
and other cities to have an understanding of subjects dresses, images and 
environmental condition. 
Ravi Varma's most famous paintings were used for book cover and as 
book illustration. Many painting were published in magazines novel and 
journals. Ravi Varma's paintings were published in the Lalit Kala Academi 
booklet 1960 l^ama i/anquishing Proud Ocean, Srikrishna and Bahama Mohine and Mmangda. 
Ramanddatafu andMatasygandhi.\r\ the S.A.Pillai addition Dropadi andSimharh. I^adha and 
Krishna, Shakuntla 's LOVE tat tor ^^ 
The paintings of Ravi Verma spread the growing demand at different 
time and for the fulfillment of these demands.he had established a press in 
Bombay. Ravi Varma sited press in partnership with Bombay merchant, Ravi 
Varma specializes in lithographic reproduction of Indian God Goddess 
particularly laxmi sarasuwati and Krishna. Ravi Varma's fine art lithographic 
press sited at Gurgaun opened in 1894. The famous paintings of Ravi Varma 
were turned into print, to bring them within the reach of the ordinary people. 
The press was first of its kind and his all the painting of different images and 
types were published and reached not only in the palaces but even in the 
hutments. This awakened the interest of the common people and 
populations. Because of established of printing press with profitable concern, 
the prints continued to grow in popularity. Postcard of his most famous prints 
first time launched in India. These printing were used in advertisement in 
label. The Oaathofdafayo pasted on for sold safety Mache Box, a famous English 
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baby food were used print The Birth ofi\\Vm{\B^'^ 
Mr. Ravi Verma was the most respected and popular artist of the style 
and his paintings and art style got importance, respect and popularity in 
every class of the people. He spends his whole life with reverence and 
dedication for the art. He traveled in the whole of large Indian Territory, a 
number of times to have a perfect idea of Indian culture to assist the true 
spirit of Indian art style. Painting sculptured images with close eyes to grasp 
the real idea and mood of the artist concerned. These travels created 
profound effect on his imaginative skill and hi adopted them.^'' 
Popularity of Ravi Varma, it was a reason that the Britishers paid high 
compliment Curzon recognized Varma as 'One who for the first time in the 
art history of India, commenced a new style of painting'. He put the official 
seal of approval on Ravi Varma's works. The Prince of Wales on his visit to 
India 1875-76 expressed 'great pleasure in Varma's works '. Two painting of 
Ravi Varma were gifted by the Maharaja of Travancore to Duck of 
Buckingham, when he was Governor of Madras. Enthuse acquired Varma's 
painting based on Kalidas's Shakuntla.^^ 
Ravi Varma's skillful painting style influenced the pioneers of the 
Indian cinema Dadasahab Phalky and Baburao Painter. Dadasahab Phalky 
was most prolific maker of mythological in the history of an Indian film 
making.^ ® 
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His early painting the Portrait of a Nayar Lady at Joilet need special mention, 
tills painting became vary popular at that time .In the year 1873 a Fine Art 
exhibition of Madras was arranged under the supervision Of Lord Howart, 
Ravi Varma participated in this exhibition with a gold medal for this painting 
of the Nayar Lady. After this he successfully progressed in the art field and 
finally he established a very important image of his own.^'' Ravi Varma won 
the Governor's medal, the first time with the Nayar Lad at Toilet, a Tamil Lady Playing on 
Saratat\N^s next, and third time with Sliakuntala LOVE LettBr to King Dushyant ^ \^- 22).®^ 
Raja Ravi Verma not only renowned in India but also established an 
important position on the international platform of the artists. Ravi Verma 
was the only artist who got respect and position during the period of slavery 
and subjugation. His Gold Medal award at the international exhibition of art 
in Vienna increased the prestige of India. In the year 1892 world exhibition of 
art at Chicago, the paintings of Raja Ravi Verma were only regarded as true 
Indian, and for Indian ship of his art two special medals were awarded to 
him. The paintings of Ravi Verma still decorate and command respect at 
different important museum of the world. Two paintings of Ravi Verma one A 
Lady in the moon-lit night and the other of Portrait of a Lady '\^'^2> have been preserved 
at the National Modern Museum of art in New Delhi.^^ 
He was given large commission by government of Madras and the 
Maharaja of Mysore and Baroda. He was a recipient of the Kaiser-E-Hind 
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gold medal from the Imperialist government in 1904. According to Pillai that 
three gold medals were won at Madras in 1873, 1874, 1878. His works were 
greatly patronized by Sayaji Rao Gaekward of Baroda and rulers of the 
princely state.^° 
Ravi Varma painting are still an essential ingredient of popular culture 
are divided by modern critics as bad art. He was criticized violently by Havell 
and Coomarswamy. So far evaluation and recognition of Raja Ravi Verma 
and his contributions were concerned as a matter of fact it has not been 
really done. He has been a prey of partiality and neglect. Dr Anand 
Coomarswamy has said for the first time that the pious painting of Raja Ravi 
Verma on pious subject of Puran shows a number of mistakes and important 
short comings. His paintings really lack the dramatic attitude, power of 
imagination and Indian outlook and the lack of total expression of the mood 
on painting of grave pious subjects of Puran are unpardonable short coming 
in them. His paintings are really of such types that any student of western art 
style who has read the general life of India in literature very easily does such 
things. The supporters and critics of the Bengal style of art to show their 
importance in art style have attempted to show the unrealistic short coming 
of Ravi Verma. In this way it is very clear that all these attempts were made 
to re-establish and make alive again the dwindled tabernacles of Bengal, 
Rajput, Mughal and Ajanta Style of art in a united way. Raja Ravi Verma was 
the first artist who made a compromise of Indian and European style. The 
appearance of Bengal style of art came into being as an opposition to this 
very new style and this showed the purpose of the Bengal style of art was 
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only to oppose the new style of Ravi Verma. Because without such 
opposition the growing popularity of this mixed style could have been 
lessened and for the re-incarnation of the Indian and Swadeshi style false 
criticism was needed. As such Raja Ravi Verma had to fall a prey to such 
painful criticism. 
It is a reality that whatever contributions in the field of art that Ravi 
Verma has given to the art world was best suited further period because 
every art literature and culture prosper in relation to time. It is wrong to say 
that Ravi Verma did not adopt the ancient ideals and style of India. He 
actually presented a blend of Indian art and European art to suit the culture 
and demand of the time. The success of the art of Raja Ravi Verma can be 
assessed by the impression it left on the art of that time. This deep 
assessment can be made by the prevalent effects on the performances, and 
the paintings by the important and renounced painters of that time. 
Abanindranath as himself was very much influenced by the art style of Raja 
Ravi Verma and he always praised and admired him. The effect of the art of 
Raja Ravi Verma can also be marked at least partially if not wholly on the 
performances and the paintings of renounced artists like Abanindranath and 
Nandalal Bose. Raja Ravi Verma breathe his last on the 9*^  December 
1906.Among the followers of Raja Ravi Verma in Bengal the name Bampad 
Bandopadhyay of Calcutta stands on the top of Bengal art of the time. 
Among the artists of Bombay who were impressed by the style of Ravi 
Verma are Aruksha Pestanji Vamanji, M.F. Pithwala, Antoneo-Xevier 
Trindad, L.N. Taskar, Mad-hav Rae Vishwanath, Dhurandhar, LallKaka, 
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Ganpat Ray Mahatre, Satwalekar, Taaleen, Mulgaonkar, J.P. Singhal and 
Roop Kishore Kapoor etc7^ 
Indian sculpture was particularly different from Victorian. Indian 
sculptures were made for the propos of religious idolatry and life of ancient 
India and mythological story. Their not any style developed in the field of 
sculpture accept that Company painting and Kalighat style, during the British 
rule. The Gandhar sculpture was the only being admired because they 
showed Hellenic influence.^^ 
About 1850 Britishers took a more active role in art promotion, they 
preference to decorative or industrial art rather then painting or sculpture. 
The art and luxury industries had been dependent on the court style, 
especially the Dacca Muslim and Murshidabad silk industry. The brass metal 
ware of Banaras, the enameled jewelry of Rajasthan and the bidri worked of 
Hyderabad continued to flourish with high artistic standards.^^There were 
two more important reasons for state emphasis on decorative rather than 
fine art, first was crisis of design in England, and second were many pictorial 
mistakes in Indian painting and sculpture'''* 
f) CRITISIZE TO INDIAN ART 
Lord Macaulay felt that if any nation is to be enslaved then first its language 
and culture should be destroyed. Action on this direction was already started 
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much before the saying of Macaulay. The English critics and historians 
treated every good quality of the Indian workers in the field of art as 
shortcoming and defect, and praise every short coming of their own art as a 
quality work. They treated the traditionally rich successful performances and 
presentation of the Indian artists as a very low quality and had every down 
and ill feeling for them. He also expressed their ill felling about Indian art, 
that Indian culture was described as absurd history, absurd metaphysics, 
absurd physics and absurd theology.''^ 
The Britishers as sad that Indian had no fine art, no pictorial art, 
miniatures painting generally treated as book illustration, as applied art. 
Indian painting was scrutinized by English school. The scholars regarded art 
only from its own point of view. Western critics pointed that the lack of 
perspective and shading in Indian painting, arose from lack of observance of 
nature and neglect anatomy and life studies.^^ 
Ruskin, the most influential art scholar and critic, he saw Indian as 
primitive, cruel, despotic and completely devoid of morality. In his own 
words, Indian art either form its composition out of meaningless fragments of 
color and flowing of line, or it represents any living creature, it represents 
that creature under some distorted or monstrous from. To all fact or form of 
nature it wild fully and it will not draw a man but an eight armed monster.'''' 
British artist William Hodge traveled in India between -1783 had a low 
opinion of Indian sculpture art and painting that was based on mythology 
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except as monstrous, the many-headed and many armed Indian Divinities, 
sometimes with strange non human forms, being seen a monsters, the 
explicit eroticism portrayed in sculptured figure in temples or illustrating 
religion text often added.''^ 
George Forster in A Journey from Bengal to England (1798) 
complained that the Indian art was only imitative works. W. Tenent felt that 
the Indian art was conducted by no scientific principles. Caplain Williamson, 
a traveler to East 1810, also charged that, Indian artists proved themselves 
to completely ignoramus, about composition, perspective, consistency and 
harmony.''^ 
James Mill's opinions of Indian art were complicate. He explained that 
Indian art was most insignificant. According to him Indian art could not 
produce great art. He pointed out that all Indian art was primitive, 
unattractive, and rude of test, unnatural, offensive and a lack of perspective, 
their work was peculiarly devoid of grace and expression. Lord George 
Hamilton the secretary of state reiterated their view that Indian had no fine 
arttradition.^° 
The English critics of the history have managed to put the history of 
India by changing the Truth of Indian history and put a history of their own 
about India to show that Indians are born for slavery and subjugation to 
undermine the real and elevated Indian culture. In the same manner the 
Britishers copied the English art and mixed it with Indian tradition to 
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undermine and this taught the real Indian art. The English people have 
always tried to look-down the actual reality of Indian art to show their own 
supremacy. 
Sir George Bird wool has written that Indian style is influenced by the 
foreign art style and it appears the art is really a copy of the foreign art and 
there is no originality of its own. Not only this styles are present in Indian are 
really not art style of previous to the sixteenth century. These are really the 
art style after the establishment of Mughal Empire in India. 
g) ART SCHOOL 
British rulers in right earnest began a systematic study of the people 
of India, with the establishment of the three universities of Bomb, Calcutta 
and Madras. English was made the language of courts and administration 
from 1835, and higher education. The study of European medicine, 
engineering and modern science began to be preferred to indigenous 
learning. 
Several reasons were of Bruisers to motivation of education policy in 
India. At first they subdue, bear down and made salve of Indian mind. They 
would like made to Indians an elite but English in test, opinions, morals 
intellect, and one which would provide imperialism with a social base. And to 
stop the feeling of disaffection and rebellion were spreading in the country 
against the British rule. Britishers wanted to turn away Indians to their aim to 
fulfill the demand of development in the Indian society that would be 
supplied by British Industry and which would deepen and to extend the 
> - . ' • • ' ' ^ - - • ; , • • 
market for imported wares. And other one\vvas to recruiting c-Heaper Indian 
educated labor in cost of administration of British Empire. And next was to 
try disseminate Christian religious ideology and to Endeavour to convert 
Indian to Christianity. And try to prevent of youth revolutionary activity in 
starting period through education institutions.®^ 
In spite of that this system of art education was its path of 
degeneration and many of the artists left this system under revolt. After the 
disaffiliation of this system in Europe, the English people established this 
system in India and started teaching. This system gradually strengthened the 
root of Victorian modernity art or company style in India. 
Many of the trained artists from these schools spread this style 
outside of India as well. 
In 1850 Dr Alexander Hunter had set up first art school in industry and 
design in Madras. Initially it was private but following year it had gone under 
government control.®^ 
The art school in Bombay was the gift of Sir Jamshadji Jiyebhai, a 
Parsi industnalist; he envisaged an institution for the improvement of fine art 
and industrials art. Under the prodder guidance the people of India would 
attain a degree of proficiency in painting and sculpture. Bombay school of art 
was being started as the school of art and industry later named Sir J.J. 
School of art.®^ 
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In 1851 an industrial art society was established in Calcutta and it's 
taken as initial step of English administration. Through this society an art 
school in Calcutta was established in the year 1854 for the first time. In the 
year 1865 this school got Government aid. In the year 1868 it became a full 
fledged school under complete control of the Government. After this from the 
year 1881 the Industrial school of Art in Madras, school of Art in Bombay and 
college of Art in Lahore were established. The establishment of these art 
schools in India was the only permissible affiliation of the English system of 
art world. A private school of art of industrial art had also set up in Calcutta 
1854 by the society, to promote industrial art. Its program was more 
ambitious; it included a course for training general draughtsman, 
elementanly drawing masters, industrial art workman, and designers in 
perspective and architectural drawing, painting and lithography, and another 
for painters of various classes and sculptures.®'* 
After all these three schools, school of art in Lahore 1875 now in 
Pakistan, and Lucknow in 1913 originally started by private agencies. These 
schools were privately founded, but they did not remain individually. 
Department of Public Instruction took over all the three private schools. 
These schools were taken over by provincial British government, Madras in 
1855 with Lock Wood in charge, and Calcutta in 1858 with Henry Lock it 
head.^^ 
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Many able teachers were appointed in the art school. The known 
among them were Henry Hover Locke, Johan Lockwood Kipling, John 
Griffith and the most celebrated of them ail was E.B. Havell. These all were 
trained from South Kensington London. The trained British artists of South 
Kensington art school England established their own system of technique in 
these schools. The South Kensington curriculum was devised by Cole's 
associate Richard Edgerton. These artists in light of Indian style started 
teaching of modeling drawings perspectives, engraving, lithography and clay 
modeling etc.®^ 
The style of these schools followed by the British Royal Academy of 
art, with emphasis on perspective, light and shad and human anatomy, 
students from the authentic models and technique of oil painting, granddad 
instruction in freehand, memory, geometrical and drawing from models, two 
type of sketching course were taught, line drawing of perspective and 
architectural drawing with geometrical instrument, and an advanced course 
in shaded drawing were taught, gradually from copying illustration to original 
works of great artists. Anatomy lesson were given, but the nude study were 
preferred.®'' 
The craft orientation was particularly in Madras art school, with 
imitative ornamental drawing and work shop in metal, woodcut and jewelry, 
in which was later added an architect's workshop for draftsman. The 
Calcutta art school developed study of art work, drawing of architecture, 
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sculpture, and training of lithography and wood engravers. The Bombay 
school of art concentrated on making in iron, gold and silver work, 
enameling, carpet weaving, wood carving etc. All schools emphasized 
practical training in craft, decorative art and applied art were included. 
Calcutta school of art concentrated mostly on fine art under Henry Locke.^^ 
The Mayo school of arts was opened in Lahore 1875, to encourage 
and promote design, decoration and construction in all decorative and 
applied art amongst artisans and crafts workers. 
Along with art teaching institution, new platforms like exhibition began 
to be patronized. Art galleries were attached to the schools. Museums, 
books and numbers of other ways to grasp and development of principals of 
creation were added. In 1883 the British government launched systematic 
program for sating up museums and organizing regular exhibitions of craft 
and an illustrated periodical journal of Indian Art at the same time.^^ 
English painters and the company style that they developed have 
profound effect on the Indian style of art. The important name was 
mentioned in this direction, Annada Charan Bagchi and Bampad 
Bandopadhyay of Bengal, Raja Ravi Verma of Kerala, Pithwal, Trinidas, 
Dhurandhar and Lall Kaka of Bombay etc. Among them the name of Raja 
Ravi Verma is special need to be mentioned. 
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h) RIVOLUATION AND INCOURAGEMENT OF INDIAN ART 
The English critics showed a tendency of humiliating Indian art style 
and put a negative remark, but still there are some art critics, deeply studied 
and tried to have a look into the traditional Indian style and its out-come. 
These realistic critics have praised the real value and appreciation of Indian 
style. In this category the first name was the well known English Mr. John 
Ferguson the celebrated author of the monumental works on Indian 
Architecture, He in 1843 devoted his time for studying and to have a close 
understanding of the paintings of Ajanta caves. He has put an enormous 
light on the details of the art. He also requested the British Government 
through the East India Company to send a team of artist for copying the 
valuable paintings of Ajanta caves. In the year 1847 British Government sent 
Major Robert Gill to copy the paintings of Ajanta on the basis of the 
suggestion of the Mr. John Ferguson. The 30 copied paintings of Mr. Gill 
were put in an exhibition at London to attract the attention of art lovers 
towards them, Mr. Ferguson was really a lover for the Indian architect and 
sculpture. It was a step towards the study of Indian art and sculpture.®° 
After Ferguson comes the name of John Griffith who was the Principal 
at Bombay art school and a lover of Indian art. He with his students and 
disciples copied the paintings of Ajanta caves between 1875 and 1885 with 
special notes. He published a book in two volumes in 1896 with the title The 
Painting of Buddiia Cave Jemples of Ajanta. The paintings in the book presented the 
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copies of Ajanta Cave with details notes.In 1911 Lady Herringham also had 
been involve in same the way with Indian artists, to the copies of painting. 
She published h e r book Jljanta Fresco i n whichthose copies were produced.^^ 
A few exceptional Englishman had come to realize that the policy 
anglicizing India was wrong. End of the 19th century some people's efforts 
did identify the shape of Indian art tradition. They felt that the British 
administration in India and the education system were undermining the art 
and craft and tradition in the country. In 1,9th century Bengali middle class 
society were awaking about art and aesthetics sense, it began to change. 
Intellectual medal class Bengali renewed interest and pride in their cultural 
heritage and art. They started remolding to India art and gave aesthetic 
preference and the relation of art to nationalism. Ram Raj, Rajendrlal Mitra 
and Sayamacharan Srimani, went on too make original interpretation of 
Indian history, art and aesthetics. All they made attention on these points of 
view. India has a unique and original fine arts and religious asthmatic value 
of art.^ ^ 
Raja Rvi Varma exemplified himself the colonial gentleman artist, 
painted portraits in the western acadmic manner, nationalism was not 
followed by him, and however he turned to western academic style from 
India mythology and history.^^ 
British official support were started at many places for new Indian art, 
and appreciated by respected and well known English officers and people, 
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Lord Carmichael Governor of Bengal, who was the supporter to the Indian 
Society of Indian Oriental Art. In 1908 sir George Clarke the Governor of 
Bombay emphasized on principal of swadeshi art and appreciated national 
art.^ '^  
These respected English persons like Owen Jones, Hennery Cole, 
George Birdwood and James Fergusson; all were employees under British 
Government, in varied section of art education and were experts in English 
administration. These all had positive thinking about Indian art. Under their 
efforts, Indian art was reconstructed revived for implementation in new 
school of art and design and for academic studies.^^ Cecil burns principal of 
Bombay school of art (1899 - 1928) was admirer of Indian ancient art. 
E.B.Havell was a defender of Indian tradition, so was Anand 
Coomaraswamy. These were also like Sister Nivadita, Okakura Kakuzo, 
Aurobindo, E.B.Havell, A.K.Coomaraswamy, Sister Nivadita, ideas had 
many similarities and they and they were aware of each other's point of view. 
Three ideologies of Havell, Nivadita and Coomaraswamy and their thought 
were much similar to each others. But some intellectual differences were 
among them, Havell provide the aesthetic value and Nivadita-the moral and 
Coomaraswamy through the spiritual thought.^^ 
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i) E.B. HAVEL 
Mr.E.B. Havel one of the most popular critics of the Indian art 
establishment, Mr. Havel was art loving and progressive. He belongs to 
theosophist view of life. He loved the ancient life and living of India and had 
a deep interest in the history of India art. He was more admirer than critic of 
Indian art style. It is because of this interest in India, he tried his level best 
for rejuvenation and progress of the ancient Indian art in every possible 
ways. 
Ernest Benfield Havell (1864 - 1937) an Englishman, artist, scholar, 
than he was superintendent of the Government School of Art and Craft 
Madras. After ten year from 1884 he was transfer to Calcutta School of Art 
from 1896 to 1906. He made an effort to indigenize the orientation of both 
schools. He emerged in time as an ideologue, art historian and trenchant 
critics.®'' 
He pressed and impressed as well for understanding the basic 
elements of Indian art. He also showed the basic difference between the 
Indian and western art and then Mr. Havel advised to Government for the 
development of Indian art. He said that the Indian art style is left alone for 
their normal development and obstacles on their development path be 
cleared. In this way by doing all these things the Indian style will fulfill the 
actual needs of the spiritualism and wisdom and it will finally treated on the 
path of development of Indian art and also will help in the financial 
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prosperity. We will have to give a good environment to Indian art trainees, so 
that they can develop their character and wisdom and in this way they will 
also develop the natural beauty of art and by doing all these their love for the 
natural art and their affection for the beauties of nature will he inspired in the 
right and real direction. 
In the European art academy the student go through a long laborious 
and rather painful imitative works, under the context of Havell's motivation 
abolished the British system of teaching. He wanted to remove every thing of 
European art and replace them with Mughal miniatures and Ajanta paintings. 
He tried to use to introduce drastic changes in the art education system 
especially of Calcutta art school. He felt an abiding impact on the 
educational thought of the time through his efforts.®^ 
His moral indignation was at policies of the British government in the 
field of industries education and art patronage. His mane efforts in Calcutta 
was the school of fine arts turned into a school of design and applied art on 
the basis of making Indian art. He made the attention on study design and 
foundation of all art. Havell introduced new art techniques, fresco, stained 
glass, lacquer works and stenciling.^^ 
Havell always wanted Indian artists must return to Indian tradition as it 
had existed before the British. In his point of view Indian art is not luxury; it is 
common property of the poorest and the richest. Havell argued that Indian 
art was closely bound with the religion and Indian philosophy, the relation 
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between religion and art is truism. Indian art is always striving to realize 
something of the Universal eternal and infinite. Indian art is essentially 
idealistic, mystic, symbolic and transcendental.^°° 
He evaluated the importance of Indian art in the right perspective of 
the term. He criticized the foreign English artists and answered point to point 
with strength and vigor for their every criticism. He (E.B. Havel) also 
criticized the wrong policy of British Government, and the name of Mr. Havel 
may be put forward with strength in this direction. Among the three creators 
(E.B. Havel, Anand Coomarswamy and Abanindranath) of Bengal style of art 
Mr. E.B. Havel may betaken to be first. There could have been no possibility 
of rejuvenation in the field of Bengal art without the presence of Mr. Havel. 
In 1896 Mr. Havel attracted the attention of expert artists towards the 
Indian art style. He tried his best to understand the feeling, concept and 
imagination of Indian art. He felt that Indian art basically presented the 
realistic view, idealism, symbolism, mysticism and spiritualism. 
Between 1895 - 95 Abanindranath came in contact with Mr. Havel. 
Mr. Abanindranath was shown an album presenting the paintings of 
Rajputana and Mughal style and Mr. Havel inspired Mr. Abanindranath to 
work in this direction. This meeting of Mr. Havel and Abanindranath proved 
to be a very important event in the history of Indian art, because Mr. Havel 
could rejuvenate and gave a progressive step in forward direction to the 
Indian art, only after getting the co-operation of the artist like Abanindranath. 
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In 1905 Havell had appointed to Abanindranath into the post of vice -
principal of the Calcutta school of art. Mr. Havel opened a new/ department 
of Advance design in 1903 and Abanindranath was made the head of the 
Department. After the establishment of this department and through it the 
tradition of Indian art style got recognition and permission for the 
advancement of teachings of the Indian style by British Government.^°^ For 
teaching this ancient traditional Indian art Mr. Havel invited other famous 
artists as v^ell. Among the artists Lala lshv\/ari Prasad represented the 
climax. Mr. Havel's establishment of the department of traditional art his 
whole hearted support and inspiration to teachers of the department appears 
as a revolution in the existing field of art style. It is because of the constant 
efforts and support of the Principal Mr. Havel, he is given the status of 
imaginative creator, thinker and leader of Bengal Art. 
He gained philosophical ideology from Hindu aesthetics (specially 
mystical and spiritual aspect) of Ramakrishna Paramhans myth through the 
Sister Nivadita in Calcutta.^°^ 
His books Indian Sculpture and Painting published in 1908 and other 
The Ideals of Indian art published in 1911, both were of same subject, on 
judgment of Indian art on the basis of western classical standard so it did 
create argument environment, but he replied point to point with strength and 
vigor in favor of his every criticism.^°^ Mr. Havel by his writing presented a 
valuable thought that smoothen the path of progress and prosperity of the 
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art. Following the thoughts and value of Mr. Havel many European critics 
came to India to study closely and sincerely the different aspects and beauty 
of the ancient Indian art and then they discovered many new facts. Among 
these art-loving critics the following names are important to be mentioning 
Mr. Percy Brown, Vincent Smith, Dr. Anne Absent, Bhagini Nivadita, Dr. 
James, H. Kajins, Willian George Archer, Harman Goetz, Stella Kremish, 
Henrich Zemar etc. All these artists made important contribution in the 
spread and publicity of art. 
J) DR- ANAND COOMARASWAMY (INDIAN ART CRITIC) 
Mr. Anand Kentish Coomaraswamy born on 22"*^  August 1877 from a 
Sinhali father and European mother inherited interest in art and literature 
from his father Muttu Coomarswamy Mudaliar Labdh who was a barrister 
and member of Legislative council. Dr. Anand Coomarswamy did B.Sc. and 
D.Sc. in Geology from the University College London in the year 1903. He 
accepted the post of Director of Mineralogical survey in Ceylon. 
Like E.B.Havell, Anand Coomaraswamy was as enthusiastically 
committed to the revival of tradition art-craft complexes. Anand 
Coomaraswamy had a finer erudition and a wider intellectual grasp than 
E.B.Havell. His judgment of art was extremely sensitive. Mr. Anand 
Coomaraswamy marked the dwindling faces of the industries and job 
opportunities, art and artist's living standard and life system effect and 
supremacy. He was attracted for the reincarnation of these and the attraction 
inspired him forward steps to revitalize and impressed the Ceylonese to 
have teaching in mother language and awakened the interest of their fellow 
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Cyclones for the development of the ancient art and craft of Ceylon. In 1906 
he formed a social reform society and became the editor of a magazine 
Ceylon National Review for the reawakening Ceylonese towards the ancient 
heritage in the different fine arts; literature and culture. He took the 
leadership. He made a good collection of painting and sculpture and other 
works of art. He studied them closely and then participated actively in the 
revolution for the rejuvenation of the eastern art and culture.^°'' 
In 1909 Dr. Anand Coomaraswamy came to India and traveled widely 
the whole of the country. During his travel he visited immortal memorials of 
art and saw the paintings and the cultural bases of the country. During his 
three weeks at Calcutta he met Mr. Havel, Tagore family and came in 
contact with other leaders of cultural and social status and the leaders who 
were responsible for the rejuvenation and reawakening of the ancient Indian 
art, he was a close friend and admirer of the Tagore's. At this very time he 
gave a very scholarly speech on the rejuvenation, reawakening needs of the 
Indian art. He emphasized that it was very essential to rejuvenate the needs 
of art and culture of ancient India and also committed to give his whole 
hearted support to this movement.^°^ 
Dr. Anand Coomaraswamy accepted the Baptism of Vaishnav religion 
and become a true devotee of the preaching of the Indian heritage of the 
ancient India. Dr. Anand Coomaraswamy traveled whole of India for success 
of the exhibition and collected many paintings and sculptures etc which 
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became his personal collections. In the year 1916 he gave a real position of 
these collections in the newly established section of the Asian art in the 
Boston Museum of Fine Art USA and Dr. Swami was appointed as care-
taker of this new department. He dedicated his life to enrich this department 
with the paintings of Indian, Hindu, Muslim and Iranian art.^°^ He died on the 
10'^  Sept., 1947. 
Dr. Anand Coomaraswamy was not only an expert and critic of art 
and philosophy; he was also an expert in different fields of knowledge. He 
wrote in different languages and on different subjects like aesthetics, 
theology, philosophy, linguistic, literary theories, anthropology, religion, 
rhetoric, numismatics, sculpture, painting and architecture.^°''He had a 
sensitive, affectionate and spiritual personality and commanded respect in 
the society. He gave a new definition of ancient Indian art in view of the 
ancient Indian religion, culture and literate heritage. And in this way the 
ancient Indian art got a new direction for the prosperity and development. He 
also discovered and understood many ideas present in the ancient religion 
and philosophy of the time. Dr. Anand Coomaraswamy did the attention of 
the whole of the world towards the eastern and specifically Indian art 
heritage and attention of importance in the field of arts. In this way by his 
efforts Indian art got a specific height of respect and got a high chair of art on 
the eyes of the world. In spite of the Britishers criticism disrespect given to 
the Indian art. 
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He by his deep study of art and culture of ancient Indian society gave 
a new height of respect to eastern and Indian art. Dr. Swami was the first 
man who by his valuable whting on the history of Indian art and culture as a 
foundation stone in the evaluation of importance of Indian art. He by his 
valuable books and research publications has given a right place to the 
Rajput, Pahari and Jain style and the initial sculpture and paintings of 
ancient. Among his important art publication are Medieval Sinhali Art (1908), 
Art and Swadashi(1919), Art and craft of India and Cevlon(1911), The 
History of Indian and Indonesian Art(1927), Rajput Painting(1916), 
Yakshas(11928 and 1931 in two volumes), Essays in National 
ldealism(1909), An Introduction of India Art, The Dance of Shiva(1928) etc. 
are very important. And the publication of articles like. Origin of Buddha 
Image (1927), Early Indian Architecture.^"^ 
Like Mr. Havel, Dr. Anand Coomaraswamy by his writings established 
a new trend in the field of art writings and allured a number of Indian art 
critic, to come into this field. Among these art critics Ardhendu Kumar 
Ganguli and Nanha Lall Chiman Lall Mehta are special mention. 
Other figures in this field are Mukundi Lall Barrister, Mahendra 
SinghRandhawa, Karl J. Khandelwal, Bharat K. Ayyer, Dr. Mulk Raj Anand, 
Dr. Basudeo Sharan Agrawal, Ram Krishna Das, Dr. Radha Kamal Mukharji, 
Asit Kumar Haldhar, Ajit Kumar Mukherjee are important. 
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k) OKAKURA KAKUZO 
Okakura Kakuzo, Japanese art scholar, ideologist and art expert on the 
international level. Okakura visited India twice, first in year 1902 and then 
again in1911-1912.^°^ 
As a student he met Ernest Fenelosa and involved with the movement 
to preserve the traditional art of Japan. Feneloss American orientalist was a 
teacher in Tokyo University Japan.^^° He was the first Director of the new 
Imperial art school at Ueno Tokyo. In 1898 he left the institution and started 
Nippon Bijutsu their own institution, where thirty-nine well-known young 
Japanese artists were his associates, the name of few of them noted artists 
were Yakoyama Tikan and Hishida Shunso.^^^ 
He visited USA in 1904 as keeper of the Far Eastern collection of the 
Boston Museum of fine art. A.K.Coomaraswamy had already made a high 
and extraordinary collection of Chinese and Japanese paintings in Boston 
museum. After Coomaraswamy Okakura join the Boston museum of fine art 
as an employ.^^^ 
His book Ideal of the East was published in1903 which tried to 
enunciate the special character of an Asian ethos. And his second book The 
Awaking of Japan published in the year 1905.^ ^^ 
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Japan became a model for India, and also Japanese and their art had 
acquired a new prestige in Asia. Okakura was a close friend and associate 
of Tagore family and Sister Nivadita and others.''^ '^  
Okakura described to art and craft as 'Asia's true wealth', and 
decorative art were given by the tradition and culture in heritage. When 
craftsmen realize their great culture and heritage, they decided to 
preservation of identity and freedom.^^^ 
Art should not be isolated from religion, that artistic creation was the 
produced of an inner ideal image in the mind of artist. Havell and 
Coomaraswamy did emphasis on spiritual ideology beside Tagore's and 
Sister Nivadita emphasis on Nationalism, and gave birth to a new ideology 
especially Sister Nivadita had attached to spiritualism with East and 
materialism with West. She defined to religious feeling, asceticism, stoicism 
and self-sacrifice to be uniquely these showed indigenous art tradition. It 
redefined notion of beauty and imagination. Her expression of woman 
beauty was related as a high ideal since, woman were represented in Indian 
tradition as a supreme example if an idea.^^^ 
On the efforts of these scholars British government had taken 
decision to promote aesthetics, tradition, art heritage and spiritual thought of 
India. Indian art had been included as an important in art schools. 
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Responsibility of art administration was placed in the hand of Indian 
provincial state in 1919. Curriculum of each art school and methods of 
instruction were left to the local government, The Mayo art and craft school 
did not add painting in it curriculum. Curriculum of the Lucknow Art school 
set up in 1911, in which also concentrated on Indian art, and continued to 
crafts applied art but their were given little attention on painting. Madras 
school was turned in to the Madras Art and Craft school, providing training 
mostly in art and design as was applied of industrial craft. Only the Calcutta 
school of art concentrated on painting and sculptor and followed traditional 
Indian style. 
Atmosphere of Bombay was in the favor of art at that time. Governor 
George Lloyd, art-loving public, leaders and aristocrat persons had taken 
interest in art, and Indian art got well progress and considerable patronage 
in Bombay. Under the curriculum of Bombay school of art had subject like 
drawing, painting, molding, life classes and courses in mural painting were 
taught. Pottery department, school for applied art and only school of 
architecture in India were include its.^^'' 
1) THE ESTABLISHMENT OF BENGAL STYLE OF ART 
Bengal was that place where the first national art movement or 
Bengal renaissance and the cultural movement emerged out at a time. 
Bengal was made a specific landmark through the nationalist and ideology in 
art, trend of aesthetic sermon were prevailing at that time. Extant Indian art 
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was reinterpreted and gave new form which its new orientation showed as 
nationalism in Bengal. Abanindranath was the first major figure of the Bengal 
school of art leaders of first national art movement in India. 
Have all presented him as the real native artist of India, in an article of 
The Studio journal.^^^ 
The origin of Bengal style of art is tagged with the start of 20'^  
century. Actual year of its establishment are not decided but it's sure it 
developed in 20'^ century. 
Abanindranath a leading artist of India established a new school of 
painting with his help and effort. It was based fully on Indian tradition which 
in come to be known as Bengal school. E. B.Havell recognized and discover 
Abanindranath in 1896, Havell found Abanindranath and his collaboration 
led to the national art movement in Bengal, Abanindranath as the first genius 
Indian artist and the original native. Since1906 had started works with new 
Indian-style, drawing on design and calligraphy patterns of the late medieval 
miniatures."^ 
On 15 August 1905 Havell appointed Abanindranath as a vice 
principal at Calcutta school of art in department of Advanced Design. At the 
post no Indian had been appointed before. He became a government 
servant at the Calcutta school of art, on salary of Rs. 300 pr month.^^° 
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Mr. Havell helped Abanindranath to discover Mughal art and gave him 
advice to study on Mughal painting. According Binodebihari Mukharji 'first 
time Abanindranath concentrated on master pieces of Rajput and Mughal 
paintings and did study on these style'.^^^ 
In 1903 he participated in grand imperial exhibition in Durbar Hall at 
Delhi, organized by Lord Curzon. It gave Abanindranath his first nationwide 
publicity. He exhibited all of three paintings inspired by romantic episodes of 
Mughal painting. Abanindranath had turned toward Mughal art for 
Inspiration, in the beginning of his career,""^ ^ In near about 1911 - 1912 his 
works were totally inspired by Japanese art, when Japan's forceful entry was 
on the world historical stage. Finally in his painting it arose out of the 
sentimental and romantic prettiness.^^^ 
On 16 October 1905 Bengal was officially portioned. The partition set 
the country on fire and the nationalism fade every activity there after. A 
Swadeshi movement was stated with very fervor. Every one came in touch 
with Swadeshi sensationalism.^^" 
After the division of Bengal the feeling of Indianans moved ahead as 
an important part of the national movement. The national leader by adopting 
the feeling of Indianans announced a boycott movement for the foreign 
government and also the foreign goods in the Indian market. This boycott 
movement resulted into the wide spread burning of the foreign clothes and 
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foreign goods like burning the evils in fire of 'Holika Dahan'. The Dandy 
March of Gandhi, Satyagarah movement, the non-cooperation and boycott 
movement etc. are all outcome of this feeling of respect of Indianans and 
Indian Nation. The feeling of Indianans created a rejuvenation movement in 
every field of life like living social life, art, culture and literature etc. All these 
prepared a new environment for the development of Bengal style of art and it 
was also resolved that it will fulfill the national demand of painting as well 
and this gave a social recognition and importance to the Bengal style of art. 
A.K. Coomaraswamy visited Calcutta in 1908, when he delivered a 
series of lectures on Indian art, in 1913 his book Art and Swadeshi was 
published at Madras. The book was based on new art movement in India. He 
visited Shantinikatan of in the end of 1910.^^^ 
Art school also involved in swadeshi movement, and oriental art was 
being strengthened in the schools. In the reference of swadashi movement, 
Abanindranath had depicted Bharata Mata (The Mother Indi). Bharta Mata was 
depicted as a Hindu goddess with four hands in which holding symbolic 
objects, as manner of a Hindu deity. 
Abanindranath's appointment in 1905 on the post of vice principal of 
the Government School of art .At the same time first swadeshi movement 
had been active. At the same time Havell also appointed a traditional artist 
Lala Ishwari Prasad, in term of Havell policies to reform and Indianisation of 
Art School's curriculum. Ishwary Prasad was picked from the Patna Kalam 
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(Patna style) in late eighteenth and early nineteenth century. He taught the 
traditional style of Indian painting in Art School.^^^ 
European discovered of Japanese art in 1895 actually it was already 
identified near about 1856- 1857, just beginning of Impressionism movement 
.Impressionism artists had enthusiastically accepted the Japanise art. 
Impressionism artists received techniques, work style, and printmaking.^^'' 
In 1902 Japanese artist, thinker, ideologist, revivalist of Asianism 
arrived at Calcutta, it was Okakura. He met Indian revivalist Sister Nivadita, 
A. K.Coomaraswamy and Abanindranath. Okakura's ideology and revival 
effort for Far Eastern art, deeply affected to Abanindranath's mind. Okakura 
vision of oriental thought resting on three main principles tradition, nature 
and originality. Abanindranath had taken seance from Japanese aesthetics 
and interior decoration. And he owned Japanese technique as Okakura had 
taught him, simple shape in composition and also emphasizing on organic 
role in art. Okakura had returned to Japan and he sent his favorite pupils 
Yokayama Tikan (1868- 1958) and Hisida Sunso (1874- 1911) to Calcutta. 
Asian revivalist were not traditional artists, though they encouraged to 
resuscitation the ancient spirit of myths and historical event. Hisida and 
Tikan had taken interest to learn the rudiments of Hindu goddesses and 
made picture, he also depicted Rasalila in wash technique. Abanindranath 
thought him Mughal style technique^^^. 
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Tikan taught Abanindranath the technique of Wash-painfihg. In its 
procedure Abanindranath produced misty and murky landscapes and figure 
drawing like The death of Shahjahana, The End of the Journey, Bharat Mata, and the series of 
Omar Khayyam. 
On the invitation of Tikan Rabindranath visited Japan in 1916, he took 
Nandalal Bose the best student of Abanindranath with him. And also 
Rabindranath invited a Japanese artist, Campo Aral, to teach at his school in 
Shantinikatan. Nandalal had received lesson in ink drawing from him. 
Effect of Ajanta is clearly visible in the Bengal painting. Ajanta 
painting was made basic an ideal model by the Bengal painters. 
Mr. Ferguson, who had great interest in Indian sculpture and 
architecture, gave the details of Ajanta art in writing entitled Rock Cut 
Temples of Indian to the East India Company. Then Major Robert Gill was 
sent to Ajanta caves. How got thirty copies prepared of the paintings of 
Ajanta. Than a monumental project undertaken by the students of Bombay 
school under the continuous guidance of Mr. Griffiths for copying of Ajanta 
Murals. It was continued for ten years, and those copies were published in 
two volumes. One hundred and twenty five copies were displayed at the 
South Kensington museum, but eighty-seven of those copies got destroyed 
by fire.^^^ 
Japanese artists visited Ajanta caves as pilgrim, Ajanta is their 
national shrine. Ajanta became a holy spot for Buddhist deity. 
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In 1909-11 Christiana Harnngham cane to India. She was deeply 
impressed by the scenes of Ajanta. Lady Harringham arranged a meeting 
with Abanindranath through A.K.Coomaraswamy, and Abanindranath 
persuaded her, Indian Society of Oriental Art supported Abanindranath to 
send his students for helps of Lady Harringham. 
Nandalal Bose, Asit Kumar, Samarandranath Gupta and Venkatappa 
joined Mrs. Harringham, by the helps of these artists she got some copies of 
Ajanta paintings prepared. Copy works of Ajanta painting of Lady 
Harringham and her colleagues were published in The Burlington magazine. 
Nandalal Bose had made style of Ajanta and artistic specialty in his own 
style, like method, figure sketching, dresses, ornament and other details. 
Buddhist art was source of expression of his paintings. Especially he owned 
female figures and color scheme of Ajanta painting. In 1911 and 1912 
various paintings of this style were exhibited in exhibition of oriental art.^^° 
The development and spread of Bengal style of art was actually an 
outcome from the paintings of Abanindranath and the paintings of a small 
group of his students. Actually the style spread due to the collective efforts of 
them. The students of Abanindranath were trained and educated by him in 
the department of Indian style of painting at the Government Art School 
Calcutta. In this group of his students the name of Nandalal Bose, 
Surendranath Ganguli, Asit Kumar Haldhar, K. Venkatappa and 
Samrendranath Gupt etc. are important and they belongs to the first batch of 
his students later on there were entries of his other students in the 
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department from the successor batch after the completion of their training 
and education. 
In spite of the continuous efforts of the students of Abanindranath for 
the spread, and recognition of the style the progress appeared to be very 
slow. Although the students were given all possible help by the department 
but they were never more than 4 or 5 in a session, and this was a hindrance 
in the spread of the style. This was seriously taken by Mr. Gaganendranath 
and he actively jumped into action for the progress and spread of the style. 
He felt an actual need of an art platform to attract the attention of the 
people of art work towards the Bengal style of art. In 1907 with the help and 
co-operation of the Indian artists, the English artists and officials, he founded 
a society named. 'Indian society of oriental arts.' there appears to be 30 
important names for founding the society. Among the thirty persons 25 were 
Englishmen and only 5 were Indian. Among the English names were - Lord 
Kichnar, Sir John Woodruff, E.B. Havel, N. Blaunt, Percy brown, E.Thorton, 
J.P. Mullar, Homewood, A.Larmour, A.K.Coomaraswamy etc. and the Indian 
were Ordhendu Kumar Ganguli, Asit Haldar, Nandalal Bose, 
Samarandranath Gupta, Abanindranath were important. The first president 
of the society was Mr. Lord Kichnar.''^ ^ 
The aim of this association was not only to organize exhibition of 
oriental art but also to spread its massages through lectures and 
publications. It received some official support for its activities. In Bombay the 
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Sir George Clark emphasizes the principle of swadeshi for art and welcomed 
the National art and Bengal style. 
In 1915 Abanindranath resigned from principal ship of Calcutta school 
of art because of the difference of opinion with Percy Brown. After resigning 
from the school Abanindranath taught of his student at the Indian Society of 
Oriental Art. Gaganendranath and Abanindranath were especially active in 
running the working of the society. Oriental art was introduced by Indian 
Society of Oriental Art in its classroom. Aim and its function was format and 
cultivate all branches of ancient and modern oriental art. For encouragement 
of craftsmen ship was arranged demonstration and lectures on ancient 
Indian art by Coomaraswamy and others. Thornto, Blount and woodruff also 
did encourage to craftsman, but purpose of their encouragement was 
different, it was to bring the Bengal school in lime light.^ "^ ^ 
The important work of ISOA was to organize the exhibitions of oriental 
art. These exhibitions were attended by the highest officials. 
Mr. Gaganendranath and his brother Abanindranath were especially 
active in running the working of the society. In the next year 1908 the society 
arranged the first exhibition in which the paintings of Abanindranath and his 
students Nandalal Bose, Surendranath Ganguli, Asit Kumar Haldhar, K. 
Venkatappa and Gaganendranath were exhibited in the exhibition. This 
exhibition brought the paintings of Bengal style of art before the common 
people of Calcutta for the first time and created an awakening among the 
people and there were discussions of it at a number of places among the 
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people of art world. This exhibition was actually an experiment and it gave 
encouragement for arranging such exhibitions in every year during winter 
season. These exhibitions were very important for gaining the popularity of 
the Bengal style of paintings.''^^ 
The second exhibition was held at Shimla in 1909. This exhibition was 
shared with acadmic artists. Oriental art was dominated by acadmic art, but 
Omar Khayyam painting of Abanindranath was exhibited in that exhibition and 
was admired by every art lover even by English artists too. 
The Pioneer journal enthused over this painting, Modern Review and 
Prabasi also published this painting print and some text note on it 134 
The third exhibition arranged in 1910, great confidence and 
stronghold of Bengal school. Painting works of Abanindranath Ihe Dream of 
Shahjahan (fig- 23) and his pupils named Samrendranath Gupta, Venkatappa, 
and Hakim Muhammad Khan were also exhibited. The works of art critic 
O.C.Ganguly, Suren Ganguli were also there Nandalal's Mahadave a large 
painting of Asit Kumar Krishna and Yshosa au6 Hironmoy Roy Chaudhari's metal 
plaques also exhibited.^^^ 
Sister Nivadita wrote in Modern Review about the exhibition, she 
explained "Indian artists were able to use their freedom of imagination". She 
also described about Nandalal's painting Mi/ya among a large numbers of 
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exhibited painting in the exhibition. According to her Ahilya was one of the 
finest achievements of artist.^^^ 
The fourth exhibition was held at Allahabad in 1911 at a grand level. 
Coomaraswamy's miniature, Gangooly's works, Haronmoy Chaudhary's 
sculptures, and Venkatappa traditional tempera works were contributed at 
the exhibition. 
The fifth exhibition was held in 1912. A large numbers of works in this 
exhibition were totally inspired by Ajanta style. Copies of Ajanta were 
exhibited by Nandalal, Asit Kumara and sketches of Ajanta by Suren Kar in 
this exhibition.''^^ 
The Indian society of oriental art was supported by both English 
people and influential Bengali high class society. The first exhibition of 
oriental art was in the west take place in Paris. After Paris, exhibition it also 
organized in Berlin and Holland, the exhibition was held at the Imperial 
Institute in April- May 1914, through the Indian society. 
An Indian Society was founded in London 1910 by Rothenstein, 
Havell, Lady Harringham, Coomaraswamy and others, and the first chairman 
of the society, was made a previous Governor of Bengal.^ "^^ The Indian 
society took the teachings and training in its own hand to continue the 
workings in the field of art. The working of the teachers and the arrangement 
of the society continued and the working was so satisfactory and routines 
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that later on the Government started giving aid for the purpose. In the year 
1919 the society was reformed and was made more effective and active. 
The society brought to light the different features and traditions of ancient 
India besides the Bengal style of painting on the basis of deep studies of 
Ordhendu Kumar. The society published them and written specific 
comments on them and in this way the working efforts of the society 
continued to increase the popularity of the style, in different foreign countries 
and within the country. The Rupam gave valuable co-operation to make the 
style deep rooted and strengthened. 
Exhibition of Bengal school's works were held in London and Paris 
through this society. In year 1912 this Indian society published the book 
Geetanjali of Rabindranath Tagore and the book was awarded Nobel Prize 
in 1913. In 1914 the Indian society arranged an exhibition in Imperial 
Institution London, in which the paintings of Gaganendranath, Abanindranath 
and his students were exhibited and this exhibition was happened to be very 
important in bringing to light among the people of the world of art. Later on 
such exhibition were arranged in Paris, Berlin and New York, where the 
paintings of the rejuvenated Bengal style were presented. These exhibitions 
were proved very successful in attracting the attention of the artists of the 
world. ^  2^  
First time in 1915 an exhibition of modern Indian painting was held in 
south India at Madras. It organized by Annie Besant and C.P.Ramaswamy 
Iyer a prominent south Indian. James Cousins covered detail of this 
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exhibition for his journal. Jannes Cousin's secretary of the Theosophical 
society gave his participation to the Indian society of oriental art through the 
journal named New India. He made collection of oriental art from all over 
India. He exhibited those paintings at the Alhance gallery in Geneva. In 1925 
Fayzee Rahamin (fig- 23) sought to revive Rajput painting like Bengal 
school. Previously he was Indian salon painter converted himself oriental 
artist. Ravishankar Rawal (1892-1978) a Guajarati artist was very talented 
as a student. He followed the academy manner, he decided about his career 
to make as an acadmic artist like Ravi Varma, but because of his ill health he 
moved back to Gujarat in 1919. At that time Mahatma Gandhi's freedom fight 
and boycott movement were at high pick. Every Indian was affected by 
political unrest and swadeshi movement. In 1922 Rawal came in contact with 
Mahatma Gandhi. In 1930 Gandhi entrusted Rawel and Nandalal for the 
decoration of the Congress venue.^''° Ravishankar Rawal (fig- 24) although a 
student of Bombay school of Art was sent to Ajanta to copy the wall 
paintings of Ajanta, he was very much attracted towards the ancient Indian 
art and afterwards, this interest compelled him to work for the Indian style all 
along. 
In 1911 Kala Bhawan was established in Shantiniketen and proper 
arrangement was made for the education and teaching of the style. After 
some times Nandalal Bose came as a teacher in this department and after 
some time hp became Head of the Department and remains as such till his 
retirement i.e. for about 30 years. He did hard labor and continued the 
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training and teaching of ttie students with zeal and interest without lacing 
into account of the pains. After the department of Indian art in the 
Government Art school Calcutta the Kala Bhawan at Shantinikatan became 
a very important centre for the teaching of this style (Bengal style). The 
paintings of Kala Bhawan gave a new trend and enlighten to this art. 
Samarandranath Gupta accepted the principal ship post at Mayo Art 
College at Lahore and contributed much to spread the recognition of Bengal 
style in Punjab. Venkatappa developed a studio at Mysore and contributed 
to the style. Venkatappa was a court painter in the Government of Raja of 
Mysore, Shailendranath De was appointed as a teacher at Art school of 
Maharaja of Jaipur in. Where later on he became the principal and worked till 
his retirement, '^^ ^ 
Kshitendranath Mazumdar gave important co-operation towards the 
spread of this style. He remained as principal at the Art college of Indian 
society of oriental art from 1915 to 1942 and later on he became the Head of 
the Department of art at the Allahabad University and here he gave valuable 
contributions by his working towards the teachings of the Bengal style of art. 
Sharda Charan Ukill established a 'Sharda Ukill Art Centre' at Delhi; he has 
also contributed worth remembering toward the recognition and spread of 
thisstyle.^^2 
Pramod Chatarjee left Calcutta and joined art department of 
Government Technical School of Baroda. He did a lot of contribution to 
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Bengal style of art. He established Andhra Jateeya Kalash at Masulipatam 
near Annravati and taught Bengal style of art to many of the artists who were 
in contact with him.^''^ 
Puleen Bihari Dutta also left Calcutta and canne to Bombay to work 
here. Bombay was the only place where there was main opposition for the 
Bengal style of art and he had to work against this. Puleen Bihari Dutta 
worked here as a teacher of art in a children school. He founded a 'society of 
children art' and the purpose of the society was to create an interest in art 
among the children, especially with the purpose of awakening their interest 
in Bengal style of art and he became successful in it. 
In 1915 ISOA exhibition, two Bengali women artists Promita Devi and 
Sunayani Devi participated for the first time. They were members of Tagore 
family and pupils of Abanindranath studied at Bichitra club. Sunayani Devi 
became well known for her folk style based on Bengali folk art, like Jammini 
Roy. Sunayani Devi, Shanta Devi, and Promta Devi were there three women 
artists of Bengal school. Sunayani Devi (1879) was turned to Bengali rich 
folk tradition; her paintings were exhibited in London and Paris in the 
twenties. Promta Devi (18-1969) and Shanta Devi (1893) owned Bengali folk 
tradition.^"*'* 
Like important pupils of Abanindranath many of his students entered 
in job at different art schools as a teacher and engaged themselves for the 
spread and recognition of the style. Their co-operation and contribution did a 
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lot in the awakening of the interest of the artists towards this style. Mukul De 
after getting education from Kala Bhawan worked as a teacher in the same 
Kala Bhawan and thereafter he joined as principal in the Government Art 
School at Calcutta. He worked hard towards the spread of the Bengal style. 
Bireshwar Sen also a student of Kala Bhawan was appointed as an art 
teacher in the Government school of art in Lucknow, where he trained the 
painters in the field of Bengal style of art. 
In beginning stage of Bengal School a number of people organization, 
magazine and newspapers have also given valuable contributions. In the 
absence of which it might not have been possible for this style to get into 
existence Gaganendranath has played an important role in the development 
of this style through and by the means of Indian society of oriental art. Yet 
the recommendation of this style through an English Magazine named 
Modern Review by Ramanand Chatarjee is especially noticeable. 
Bengal school came in the front of public, through exhibitions, 
magazine and journals. Attention and publicity of creative activities highly 
paid bay Bengal school painter. Abanindranath and his group were known 
through Prabasi and The Modern Review. The Modern Review and Prabasi, 
two journals were started by Ramanand Chaterjee, Prabasi in Bengali 1905 
and The Modern Review in English 1907. Through these journals works by 
all artists of the Bengal school came to be widely known. '^^ ^ Nivadita, 
Coomaraswamy and Ramanand Chaterjee the art critics of The Modern 
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Review and Charuchandra had written for art columns in Prabasi.^'*^ 
Abanindranath many paintings published in Prabasi. 
Other journal like Bharti and Sahitya reproduced to paintings and art 
base artical. A magazine The Studio (1903) in which Abanindranath was 
showed as oriental artist. Mr. Suresh Smajpati a nationalist and grandson of 
Vidyasagr was editor of Sahitya. In 1917 Abanindranath's article published 
with sketches named 'Ankhi Pankhi Dhoyay' in Bharti. 
In 1909 Coomaraswamy gave him Rupmala a Buddhist magazine of 
Ceylon. Being inspired to this magazine in 1914- 15 Abanindranath's two 
books were published on aesthetics. In 1908 Abanindranath's famous book 
The Music Party was published along with his pupils works, in which many 
paintings and articles on art were published. More trenchant critics were 
added in publication they were Panchkari Benarji and Akdhayakumar. 
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WORK AND STYLE 
Work and Style 
The Tagors Residence at Jorasanko had became the centers of the 
new art movement. The art activity concentrated around the famous south 
veranda. Here gathered Abanindranath's students, painters and art scholars. 
In 1915 he set up to the Vichitra Club at Jorasanko. Both art centers 
were become witness of great wave of creative activities, which arose new 
ideas and discover of existing style. Abanindranath and his disciples were 
mostly followed Indian Mythology and Tradition and Indian History. They 
concentrated into imitative representation of mythological works, miniature 
and folk tradition. 
Characteristics of Bengal School was the simple and clear painting, 
attractive color scheme, soft and rhythmic figures, light and shade, effects of 
Ajanta, impact of Mughal and Rajasthan school and full of Indian tradition. 
Subjects were derived from Indian history, mythology and poetic verse. But it 
avoids landscapes and portraits, representation of the cotemporary life and 
events, so their works remained artificial, its works look like dreamland. First 
group of Abanindranath's disciples completely neglected other mediums of 
art such as sculpture, architecture, or means of reproduction like lithography, 
woodcut, etching and oil paintings were also disliked. 
Later on some artists of Bengal school went over to England. There 
they acquired a wider experience of life considerable skill in the deferent 
mediums of artistic representation. When these artists returned to India, they 
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infused a new spirit into Indian Art. Woodcut, lithography, etching and 
sculpture have now come to be regarded as legitimate products of Indian art 
and have got a firm footing in the Bengal School. Even commercial art, 
comprising book illustrations, posters and other form of propaganda art, 
which had so long been regarded as products of European art has gained 
exponents among Indian artists and the Commercial Art Department was 
started in the Government Art School Calcutta in 1925.^ 
a) Sketching 
The painters of Bengal Style of paintings have emphasized more 
upon lining and sketching. They have regarded sketching the sole element 
of painting. The sketching of Abanindranath and Nandalal was a clear cut 
proof of the traditional value of sketches. They have given due emphasis 
upon sketching and they themselves acquired outstanding expertise on 
sketching. Abanindranath and Nandalal are considered as great painters in 
view of acquiring extra-ordinary expertise on sketching. 
Much similar to Abanindranath, Nandalal Bose had also so much 
expertise in sketching, that he was even regarded an expert of sketching. 
Even the sketching of Nandalal Bose was so strong and forceful and 
rhythmic. It has been most remarkable about Nandalal Bose that he puts his 
best effort to capture the soul of the paintings of Ajanta caves and obviously 
he has succeeded I in it. In all the paintings of Bengal Style, sketching has 
not only been given due importance, rather a little more. In the sketching of 
these paintings, the fineness and mildness of Mughal Style of painting and 
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the rhythm, tenderness and elasticity like the wall painting of Ajanta Caves 
are found intact. The Bengal Style of painting has picked up the specialties 
of these sketches from ancient paintings as well as sculptures. More over 
the methodology of sketching have been received from the Chinese and 
Japanese style of painting. Although the painters of Bengal Style learnt 
sketching from Japanese style of painting with regards to the expertise in 
drawing sketches. The paintings of Bengal Style have been painted with the 
help of selective sketches from total conception of sketches emphasizing up 
the rhythm of sketching a remarkable achievement of those paintings. 
The sketching of Bengal School was derived from folk art, Bengali 
tradition scroll painting of Kalighat. Some artist of Bengal School had chosen 
simple representation lines of folk art or Kalighat Rata Tradition. Folk out line 
are seen in work of Nandalal Bose. Kinds of his paintings are based upon 
folk method using simple flat shad and it was finished with bold out line, for 
example Haripura and Faizpura paintings, decoration of the Congress 
Assembly. He uses very limited color. Jiminy Roy makes his style on the 
bases of Kalighat folk tradition. He achieves great success through this style. 
The folk approach to line, namely, spontaneity and intuitive simplicity was 
adopted by Jiminy Roy. Binod Bihari Mukharji also adopted the line of folk 
traditional line of Kalighat.^ 
Abanindranath and his disciples rediscover the qualities of line in our 
Indian traditional painting. His followers made a sequence in this way, Abdul 
Rehman Chughtai's painting based on Urdu poetry. He made lyrical lining in 
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his with rhythmic figure. Kshitendranath Mazumdar maintained for using vital 
strength lining in the human figures. Gaganendranath draw calligraphic lining 
in Japanese rhythm. These qualities can also be noticed in painting 
Chaitannya Mahaprabhu. But Mukul De quality of lining transmitted in 
etching.^ 
b) Color Combination 
Color Combination has got its prime importance among specialties of 
Bengal Style of painting. Bengal School. are known for the fine color 
combination or in other words the impressive application of different color 
shades of soft, misty and light colors. 
Abanindranath in early of his painting carrier adopted color pigment 
from Academy Style and then he picked up the colors scheme from Mughal 
and Rajput Style. But after the contact of Japanese and Japanese Style 
some more colors are added in his color scheme. His color scheme became 
soft and misty after come in contact of Japanese artists, he adopted the 
wash technique from Japanese but he did some changes in it, first of all 
started to use white color. White was never used in Japanese Wash 
Technique. Nandalal also did kinds of work in Wash Technique, most of his 
wash painting was applied warm colors like yellow, red, orange and brown, 
for example Sati (fig- 34) and Nuka Vihar (fig- 92) was in same way. But 
Abdul Rahman Chughtai was an only name to apply delicate and variety of 
color combination in Bengal School. No one have such a great sense of 
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color combination. Scholars declared him King of Color Combination. Color 
combinations of Chughtai paintings are very beautiful, attractive and 
sensuous. He had curious ability to selected colors and made impressive 
environment through color combination (fig-78).'* 
It is the result of combination of different style of paintings of Bengal 
Style. This color combination is similar to Mughal and Rajput Style of 
painting. The only difference in it is that instead of applying the thick and 
opaque color in tempera wash, the transparent and light colors have been 
used in Wash Technique. In most of the painting primarily the water colors 
have been used, but the mode of their application has been Japanese Wash 
Technique. It has adopted the color pigmentation from Chinese and 
Japanese Style. 
In this Wash Method, the painting is washed times and again after 
applying colors. Because of washing the painting times and again the 
excessive color gets washed away. Consequently the impact of color 
became light and it created a transparent effect in the painting. As the wash 
method was used, so the sharp and fast color could not remain intact. 
Therefor the colors often remained in the painting were misty and unclear. 
Because of this unclearness and mistiness the colors remain soft and 
delicate in the painting. It is for this color combination the misty brown and 
yellow colors were the favorite of this style of painters. The white color was 
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mixed even in these colors that granted a peculiar texture to these colors 
and created an impression of mysticism in the painting.^ 
In view of color combination, the painting of this style was very 
delicate balanced and full of beauty. In addition to it they have a peculiar 
impression of mysticism in them. In totality, the color combination of Bengal 
Style was absolutely helpful in the expression of idealism of these painters, 
Water colors entertained supreme importance. But later on tempera 
substituted the water color. Tempera suited to the painter more convenient 
than that of water color. The painter of Bengal School mostly used tempera; 
it is tradition technique of the Indian Miniature Paintings. The tempera works 
are done on handmade paper. The drawings are made with brush and 
opaque colors. Colors are applied in flat manner, similarly of miniature 
painting using flat pattern, details, decoration and soft finish lining.^ Further 
even the oil color was used, but it was used in the least quantity. 
c) SUBJECT 
The theme of the Bengal Style of painting has often been 
mythological, historical and literary. It is difficult to assess Indian art in 
isolation because it is so indispensable from the religious and mythological 
aspect. Painting, literature mythological books, epics and song (which have 
been going on even since several centuries) are the standards used in 
painting. According to the values of old Indian painting, the painters of 
Bengal style adopted this standard only, and it is because the paintings of 
5. Gupta R.P, Art of Bangal & eastern India, Page No, 75 
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Bengal Style have been the means of presentation based upon the faith of 
religion, mythological, historical and social tales and stories/ 
The Bengal Style of painters has taken the theme of their painting 
quite often from Sanskrit epics, dramas, historical and mythological books. 
They created paintings same style on these topics and subject matters. Due 
to this several paintings are found on one topic or subject matter. The 
Bengal style of Painters projected a personal expression of any subject 
matter devotedly that they picked up scenes and characters in Bengal style 
of paintings different crated from the Indian mass. 
The initial painters of Bengal Style of painting adopted the standards 
of Ajanta, Rajput, Mughal and Pahari Style of paintings, and tried to project a 
true copy.^ Further there was expansion in the theme of Bengal Style of 
paintings. The painters were confronted with both the contemporary theme 
and the traditional ones. But most of the painters picked up the traditional 
theme. 
The Bengal Style of paintings adopted the standard of Ajanta, 
Mughal, Rajput and Pahari Style of painting in drawing their own paintings, 
and thus they picked up technology from these paintings for their own. 
In the paintings of Bengal style of painter, there are maximum use of 
Pictorial imaged God and Goddess. The logic behindjt is that the imaginary 
shapes of Lords are a high quality thing. Before them the images of all the 
ordinary things of the surroundings are trifle. Among the images of Lords, the 
7. I bid Page No, 75 
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image of Lord Buddha is remarl<ably used. The inspiration for the use of 
images, Lord Buddha has been taken from the ancient sculpture and it has 
been endeavored to copy in these paintings. 
The opinion of Asit Kumar Haldar is that the theme is undoubtedly 
important in the painting, but the vision of the painter is far more important in 
this regard. Any inspiration of a painter, if he creates that truth and beauty of 
the subject matter which has not been created earlier, and then his painting 
ought to be considered as an original one in this view. It is the reason most 
of the paintings of Bengal School of Painting have been based upon Sanskrit 
epics, dramas, traditional and historical events, othenA/ise the source of 
inspiration pertaining to the subject matter for Bengal School of painters had 
been plenty. Bengal School of painters depicted in one subjects. One 
subject was repeated by Bengal School of painters, repetitive trends were 
followed by Bengal school of artists.^ 
Historical paintings were depicted in large numbers not even 
Abanindranath but all revivalists followed the same way. Abanindranath's 
paintings Buddha and Sujata (fig- 30) and Iraveler and the lotus (fig- 33) are best 
example of this influence. 
Religious paintings, all revivalist depicted God and Goddess and 
religious stories. Kshitendranath Mazumdar was specially notified for 
Ctiaitannya Mahaprabhu (fig- 93) series are his famous Art Collection. Nandalal 
Bose, Abanindranath and Asit Kumar Haldar also depicted on this topic, 
Abanindranath's ffanesh danani{\Naier color) and Si'ta in CaptMy in/anita {water color) 
9. Kumar Haldar, Lalit kala ki Dhara, Page No, 
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Nandalal's Shiva Drinking poison {water color) and port/iasort/ii{water color) painting 
is based upon religious subject. A kind of paintings were depicted on literary 
themes, Abanindranath's painting Slial(untla, Athisarika ^nii Omar Kliayyam (fig-32) is 
based upon poetic themes. 
Birds and animals are painted in various numbers. Best examples of 
Abanindranath's animal series are End of the Joorney, (fig- 95) Mayour{f\i^- 96) and 
Pat (fig- 95) of Kshitendranath. 
Landscape paintings were also done in Bengal School. 
Abanindranath depicted very few paintings of landscape like Spirit of Rocl< {t\Q-
94); Gaganendranath's had done landscape paintings PuriTemplE {i\Q- 98) and 
Bridge {t\Q- 99) are his remarkable landscape painting. 
Contemporary social life and surroundings have been reflected in 
their paintings, but they are not used excessively. 
d) TECHNIQUE 
Abanindranath utilized all the available techniques optimally for the 
sake of expressing himself to a greater extent independently. He received 
inspiration from the painters of Ajanta. He is having followed artistic 
expression of body structure and psychological aspect; he adopted style 
pertaining to the style of western artists. He adopted the presentation of light 
and shade from European style and color pigmentation from Chinese and 
Japanese Style. The prime specialty of Abanindranath has been that he 
gave such a kind of shape to these different inspirations and expressions 
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that turned out to be personal and fundamental, thus in a way absolutely 
Indian, that a kind of freshness and innovation. Which is contained together 
these impressions and inspirations, the sort of style Abanindranath 
developed, in that he has devoted towards the truth, eternity and beauty. In 
that mystique, symbolism, idealism and spiritualism solely of India are 
combined together.^° 
Two major techniques were discovered in this period, first is Wash 
Technique and the second is Tempera. Actually Wash Technique was not 
invention of Bengal School; it was adopted from Japanese Style. But many 
something added in the style first time like use of white and typical yellow, 
misty and hazy tones, and expression of subject in which figure's character 
and gesture all are perfectly presented. 
Other was Tempera it was traditional technique of miniature painting. 
Most of Bengal artists appropriated it .It was made on the handmade paper 
with opaque water color (like poster), after felling color in flat manner 
painting are finished with details and outlining.^^ 
e) Aesthetic in Bengal SCHOOL 
Abanindranath has quoted about his process of creativity and about 
his internal feeling, that to express oneself solely there is a spark of light that 
keeps lightening with ones heart and it keeps up doing its function and the 
final expression of this rise of feeling is painting. It is quite evident from this 
10 Editor: R.P Gupta, Art of Bangal & eastern India,1982, Page No, 75 
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averment of Abanindranath that the aspect of feeling and the aspect of art 
contribute behind the mailing of painting. In the aspect of feeling, the 
element of strong longingness towards Indianess and the expression of 
soulness are found together. When the aspect of feeling is attached with the 
six limbs - figure, beauty, proof, color, pigment and semitude of the aspect 
of art, the creation of a painting takes place. It is self evident that a painting 
is neither an art nor a craft, rather it has assimilated within itself the 
innovative presentation of deep feelings. According to these painters, the 
object behind painting is in itself a means of significant attainment of aim. 
From Indian point of view the ascertainment of beauty is the 
ascertainment of delightment and this delightment has been reflected in the 
from of truth, eternity and beauty. The Bengal Styles of painters have 
preceded forward keeping in mind, this Indian standard of beauty, and they 
have explained beauty pertaining to art. 
Indian art is in fact a form of meditation inspired by religion and 
philosophy. It is basically a search to attain delightment. In other words it is a 
search to find out the truth.^^Like Plato, Abanindranath emphasiesed on 
beauty and truth, he believed that from the contemplation of beautiful forms 
welcome to the awareness of the imperishable beauty which is 
indistinguishable from truth.^^ 
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An artist should be a devotee for the sake of successful fulfillment of 
important social useful role of art. He should have concentration, truthfulness 
and internal feeling of a devotee. An artist became successful in discharging 
his responsibilities if and only if he follows self duty with right concept. The 
first condition of being a real artist is to be good at heart, then experienced 
and sensible. The supreme objective of art is confrontation of the truth of 
natural world. Only a sensible fellow can stand before the truth. Though art is 
the artificial copy of the lively world. Yet it is the truth, because it is a creation 
based upon the truth. A feeling less can neither be an artist nor an art 
appreciator, because a feeling less person can't get any inspiration from 
art.^ ^ 
The personality and character of an artist does have its significance in 
the painting. A clear-cut reflection of all these is witnessed in his painting. 
Though a painting in totality introduces the life, character and nature of a 
painter. It is necessary to know the personality, life, character, nature and 
values of an artist to understand well the creation of an artist. The depth of 
his creation can be judged only after being aware of these facts. 
f) Form and Shape 
In the Indian art the realistic body structure is impersonated in place 
of true copy. This impersonation is created by emphasizing upon the rhythm 
of one or two strokes of line. 
14. I bid Page No, 38,39 
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The body structure of the pictures of Bengal style of painting appears 
to be imperfect. The body structure in Indian style of painting is artistic. 
Therefore, in Bengal Style of painters have presented the truth of body 
structure by the means ornamental picturisation. 
In Bengal Style, of painting knowledge about the body structure is 
obtained by keeping in view the body structure and typical body expression. 
The endeavor of eastern art is to reach finally at science and structural 
pattern beginning from the meter of life, moreover it as an endeavor to reach 
analysis of parts of body believing entirely. 
There is no doubt about it that the knowledge of body structure is very 
essential for the explanation of art. It is essential for every artist to have 
knowledge of body structure, artist have acquired it. But the pattern of 
education and nature differ. 
Body structures of Bengal School of Paintings much influence by 
Mughal and Rajput miniature and Ajanta paintings. As Mughal and Rajput 
avoided to anatomy drawing, Bengal School neglected to anatomy role too. 
Many defects were observed in its paintings, male and female human figures 
are in same attractive and charming gesture, and especially female figures 
were depicted in silly posture. The body structure presented in expanding 
appear to be imperfect, though the reality is not so. The figures of male and 
female presented in these paintings are not the particular figures of any male 
or female. Rather it is a special kind or type. The big long eyes and the baby 
smile in female figure are indeed to express the dreamy effect. 
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Facial expressions are not clear in Bengal School paintings. Kinds of 
expression are remarked like romantic expressional, sadness, shyness, 
smiling faces, humbleness, and mercy full and angry. But sad expression 
and expressionless paintings are got in large numbers even paintings are 
impressive. 
g) MURAL 
Havell's earlier attempt to cover the whole panorama of Indian Art 
Tradition, Havell got various forms and large prospective in Indian Art. In this 
reference he did effort to revive the tradition of mural painting. 
Abanindranath also encouraged his student to work in different art 
techniques like Jaipur fresco, Gesso work and stained glass. Abanindranath 
depicted two murals in his whole life. He had painted Radha and Krishna \x\ 1900 
and Kacha andDEvyanim 1905; both of his paintings are in Jaipur fresco style. 
Medium of both paintings were applied in water colors and directed on stone 
slabs. Kacha Devayani Qn6 Radha and /Cris/ina mural painting are rare collection of 
Abanindranath. After these murals he never painted any mural, because he 
didn't have much interest in murals.^^ 
Nandalal was closely attached with Bengal Style Murals. First step 
toward mural was that when he joined Lady Harringham team of artist to 
copy the Ajanta murals, there he absorbs the soul of Ajanta and had been 
interact with painting, sculpture and architecture. He attached with spiritual 
value of Ajanta style. He picked up the lining, gesture and color scheme of 
15. Lalit Kala Contemporary-38, Page No, 55 
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this style. Nandalal have tried to introduce the linear delicacy, rhythm and 
grace if Ajanta in his painting. 
In 1921 Nandalal went to the Bagh cave with some of his colleagues 
to copy its murals. In the summer 1923 one of the large murals was done on 
the inner walls of the Patha Bhawan office Shantiniketan, through Nandalal 
with the association of Binodebihari and his daughter Gauri Banja (fig- 100). 
The topic, style the main motif and the rhythm of the mural are derived from 
Ajanta. Various observations were depicted in this mural like kind of fish, 
birds, water birds, animals, fruits, flowers and figures. Mural was done with 
combination of Cole, chalk and yellow and red ochre.^^ 
In 1927 Nara Singhalal and some traditional artists from Jaipur were 
invited for demonstration in Kala Bhawan Shantiniketan. It was an effort to 
learn the techniques of the traditional Jaipuri mural. Nara Singhala was a 
Jaipuri mural technician. He did demonstration to the students and staff of 
Kala Bhawan even Nandalal worked under him. Nara Singhala 
demonstrated in large panels on slabs, he did copes of Chinese, Persian, 
Egyptian and Ajanta painting. Surendranath Kar and Nandalal worked with 
him as assistant (fig- 101).^'' 
In 1933 Nara Singhala was once again invited to Shantiniketan, 
Nandalal had planned a mural for the walls of the ground floor of the old 
library building at Shantiniketan. Five horizontal and two vertical panel 
murals were covered with Nandalal direction. This time Nara Singhala 
providing the technical help, The Birth of Chaitannya ^QXQ painted in the center of 
16. Jayanta chakrabarty.R. Sive Kumar, Arun K. Nag, the Shantiniketan murals Page 10,11 
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all murals (fig- 35), the top of block painted on one side the long Kfiooi, on the 
other hand a herd of cattle and herdsmen and below a banyan tree and a 
scenes of Campos life {f\q- 102). On the left of the painting of Sri Chaitannya, 
between two doors, he has painted a scene from Rabindranath's drama 
Shapamochan (fig- 103). In the corners of the verandah he painted two 
vertical panels depicting a IJancer{f\g- 104), on the left a Santhaligirl. These still 
remains the best mural in the Jaipuri fresco technique, it gives proof of 
Nandalal's mastery.^^ 
In 1942 a project of depuration of Natir Puja was completed under 
Nandalal, entire Kala Bhawan at Cheena Bhawan. The works they did there 
include four relief, one by Ramkinkar and the others by Probas Sen, Sankho 
Choudhary and Rabi Chatarjee. In the central Gouri Bhanja worked with a 
group, depicted a large copy of the Temptations of Mara from cave 1 one at 
Ajanta. Masoji painted a panel it was based in Rabindranath's on other 
Buddhist play Chandralib at outer west of Cheena Bhawan. Bisvarup Bose 
directed mural of l/asntotsava. Students painted decorative panels based on 
Ajanta, folktale and fables on the Verandahs. On the first floor at Cheena 
Bhawan finest work of Binod Bihari life of ShantiniketansNas directed (fig- 105). 
Two reliefs of Ram Kinkar were represented on the side of the main 
door of north veranda of Santoshalaya; in which one was based on 
Abanindranath's Kactia-Devafanion the north verandah of the Santoshalaya was 
done in collaboration with Sudhir Khastagir.^^ 
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On the invitation of Maharaja of Baroda Nandalal accompanied by 
Binodebihari went to Baroda for paint murals in 'Kirtimandir' in 1938.The 
mural in Kirtimandir were done by Nandalal within seven years. The first 
piece Eanga Awtran was done in 1939. The life of Mira Bai{f\Q- 106) was painted in 
1940. In 1943 Natir Puja (fig-107) was directed on eastern wall, its subject 
based on Rabindranath's dance drama. The Kirtimandir cover over six 
hundred square feet from certainly the most massive project of Nandalal.^° 
h) Sculpture 
Sculpture, a very glorious heritage of India has remained almost 
untouched in Bengal Style of painting. Sculpture was given a very little space 
to develop in Bengal Style. Sculpture live remained untouched. 
Sculpture remained devoid of it. After some times Devi Prasad Roy 
Chaudhary came forward in this direction and Ram Kinkar Vaij did come in 
1930. Sculpture had developed with its independent individuality. Devi 
Prasad Roy Chaudhary joined the field of sculpture first of all at that time 
when the condition of sculpture in India was almost negligent. His 
contribution has been especially important for giving Indian traditional shape 
to the western realistic style in the sculpture. He has been the most honored 
and admired sculptor among the traditional sculptors as well as the topmost 
sculptors of the country by doing significant works in the field of sculpture. 
Fanindra Bose was first batch student of Abanindranath; he was 
sculptor, first time he did joine the school in 1904.^^ After him Devi Prasad 
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Roy Choudhary came in this field. Mhatra, Tamil, Karmarkar join field of 
sculptur.^^ 
After Devi Prasad Roy Choudhary, Ram Kinkar was most eminent as 
such first competent sculptors of the country who endeavored courageously 
and innovatively to cast abstract shape in sculptures and even succeeded in 
it. His imaginary highly developed. Individualistic shape of sculptures has a 
prominent place because of novel matters of sculptures and by new 
techniques for motion power and liveliness. 
He made his entry in the field of sculpture in the year 1936 and 
proceeded towards abstract. Ram Kinkar has created an obstinate power in 
his sculpture by the means of cement, stone and plaster by using mediums 
of very limited technique. The solidity of body structure, ratio, and the 
protuberance of every part of body of his sculpture are absolutely visible and 
robust. A design of lamp made in the guest house of Santiniketan with 
cement in the year 1941 is exemplary among abstract shape of sculptures. 
Rama Kinkar was also successful sculptor of portrait. He made his 
significant place in this field. He went even beyond the actual shape of the 
figure in order to assess the internal and characteristic merits of his model in 
the creation of portrait sculpture. The bronze made portrait of his student 
Madhura Singh created and the portrait sculpture of Rabindranath and Ganguli 
are of special reference for these specialties. He is also first sculptor to 
design abstract work emphasizing values. Second position of sculptor is 
Sudhir Ranjan Khastagir (1907-1974) among of Nandalal's sculptor 
22. Appasamy Jaya.A critical vision, Page No, 48 
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students. He was contemporary of Ramkinkar. As other sculptor he was both 
sculptor and painter, he made sculptor of several eminent Indian and British 
personalities. 
Among the sculptors trained by Mr. Ram Kinkar the following persons 
can be referred -Shankho Chaudhary, Avtar Singh Pawar, Pradosh Das 
Gupta, Chintamani kar, Pramoja Ghaghri Dhanraj Bhagat, Sridhar 
Mahapatra, Dhanpal, Bhawesh Sanyal, Samresh Chaudhary and 
Madhusudan Chakarvarty. 
Abanindranath did some effort in this way not directly but indirectly, 
he created in the age 60 some craft works Kattam- Kuttum (fig- 26-27). Kattam-
Kuttum was crafted with bits of wood and metals, twigs or roots, screws or 
tinsels the entire rubbish thing. ^ ^Asit Kumar Haldar also created some 
sculptor but a very few number. He had made statue of bronze and wood. 
He had casted sculptor portrait of Rabindranath Tagore^'*. Venkatappa was 
other name who was active in this way. He did cast sculptor with painting. 
He created number of sculptor and high relief work. His creations in 
sculptures are Portrait of l^ienna Sesame {f\Q-A5) and in high relief works are Save 
Jaoana a n d the Great Renunciation. ^ ^ 
i) Graphic Art 
A graphic technique was introduced in India by the British in the early 
20'^ century. Engraving etching and lithography were taught at the 
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Government School of Art in 1855.^^ Graphic Art developed in Bengal Style 
of painting. Graphic art was a nev\/ technique of art, particularly in the context 
of fine art for the sake of artistic expression. It's technical expertise that has 
an important place in graphic art because of being a new medium of artistic 
expression. The attention of Bengal Style of artist got attraction towards it 
much earlier, and they developed it by performing work in this direction. 
Woodcut lithograph, aching, leno-cut etc are comprised under the graphic 
art. Even Abanindranath created some graphic painting doing his work in the 
field of graphic art. Among the etching created by him aching entitled 
DakshinBshwar\% exemplary. 
Samarandranath Gupta performed artistic work in the field of Graphic 
Art seriously. Out of the etching created by Samarandranath Gupta the two 
etching HairalBalSrinagarand Soniaare eminent. 
Gaganendranath was the first Indian artist who experimented in 
lithography and made source of expression through the lithography. He 
made many subjective typed lithographic prints. He donated his litho press to 
Kala Bhawan for the sake of student study.^'' 
In 1915 Abanindranath set up Vichitra Club to promote Indian Art, 
music and dance drama etc, there teachers and students practiced Graphic 
Art and craft. Actually graphic art was started in 1920 as a creative medium 
in newly opened Kala Bhawan, at Shantiniketan; graphic art was started 
teaching seriously.^^ 
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Nandalal has experimented with graphic medium like woodcut, 
engraving, linocut, etching, dry point, lithography and cement block print. 
The follower of Nandalal's Mukul Chandra De in 1916-17 went to 
America where he studied etching technique from Jams Blarending. He 
returned to India and started etching works and graphic. In 1919, he made 
block print named LUE in the Boat. He was first Indian who visited forage to got 
higher education and to acquira technique of Graphic Art. He came back in 
1926, he was an etching master, and the credit goes to Mukul De to 
introduce etching in India. He wrote a book My First Etching. Ramendranath 
Chakarvarty (1902- 55) was a student if Shantiniketan, he had perfect 
knowledge in etching.^^ 
Chanchal Benarji was a woodcut graphic artist, but he died early so 
he didn't have any significant contribution to Graphic Art. In 1920- 24 
Nandalal attracted towered Graphic Art, when W.W.Piarson a large number 
of woodcut and etching collection showed to Nandalal Bose and students of 
Shantiniketan. After visiting this collection Nandalal and his students became 
great desirous to learn the technique of Graphic Art. Fortunately, a French 
lady artist Andre Karpeles arrived in Shantiniketan and she had exhibited 
and demonstrated Graphic Technique.^° 
Nandalal visited China and Japan to observe technique of woodcut 
prints. Nandalal did many linocut in 1930 \\kz Portrait of Khan Mdulgaffar auci Mahatma 
Eandhi \hese linocut prints are fine example if Graphic Art. After 1935 his 
propenseness had been toward etching. 
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Surendranath Gupta was sent to London to learn the technique of 
lithography and etching. Nandalal pupils Binod Bihari Mukharji and Ram 
Kinkar Vaij had also experimented in Graphic Art. In 1932, Narandra Kishori 
Roy first time made colored woodcut print. Abdul Rehman Chughtai did 
many etching. His etching was as sensitive as his painting as well as 
romantic and poatic.^^ 
Hirain Das and Chinta Prasad also had been worked in graphic. Most 
of Bengal School artists neither had taken it seriously and nor did any effort. 
In this field even Mukul De did some vital work. He created a large 
number of graphic paintings. The specialty pertaining to art of Bengal Style 
of painting have been given due importance often in the creation made in 
graphic study. In fact the picture and picturisation of Bengal Style have 
exactly been copied in the graphic creations; among the graphic artists of 
this age, those who have been able to mark their presence they are - the 
etching of Binod Bihar Mukharji Kutta the aching of Naav Aur Battaktiein of 
Ramendranath Chakarvarty. 
j ) CRAFT M O V M E N T 
Abanindranath did not accept any kind of differentiation like fine art 
and handicraft in art as a result his attention was drawn towards handicrafts. 
Abanindranath and Gaganendranath encouraged cottage industry and they 
31. Ibid. 
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even founded an emporium named Bengal Home Industries Association in 
Calcutta.^2 
Abanindranath had encouraged the skillful artists by providing them 
the new innovative designs of ornaments, decorative item, utensils and other 
household materials. Just by doing so Abanindranath re-awakened those 
specific interests of art which were forgotten for a long period. These efforts 
of him inspired such skill of art and granted an opportunity of survival of this 
industry on his personal ground.^^ 
Once time a craft movement arose in Shantiniketan. At that time it 
was very influential craft movement. Rabindranath had taken personal 
interest and emphasized on art and craft activity. Craft movement started 
with establishment of Craft Departments of Kala Bhawan and Silpe Bhawan 
at Shantiniketan. Vichitra club was started for Graphic Art and Craft, where 
teachers and students studied and practiced in deferent types of decorative 
arts and craft like alpna, lacquer work, calico, batik work, book binding, and 
illumination in addition to wood engraving and mural decoration.^'* 
In the starting Shantiniketan became next center of craft activities. Its 
actual aim was promoting to train rural folk art, crafts and organize them into 
profession groups as needs arose. Rabindranath invited Mr. Lakshmiswar 
Sinha for teaching craft and graphic at Shantiniketan and Shrinikatan. Mr. 
Sinha did study in Sweden in Graphic Art."^ ^ 
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Silpe Bhawan was established in 1922, it had well organized weaving 
and carpentry section, in 1933 one more category did introduce, in which 
dhuri, weaving, carpet and asana making, dying and painting, batik work, 
book binding, goldsmith and enameling, carpentry and metalwork were 
mentioned it, pottery and paper making were added in later. It supplied and 
sold various craft items and also took orders like furniture, upholstery, 
carpets, drapes and other necessary interior decoretors. It also produced 
special product like textiles leather works in which included leather works, 
ceramic ware, gold and enameled jewelry. Batik was popular at that time. At 
first Promita Devi learut batik painting and dying. Nandalal and his follower 
had taken interest in this movement.^^ 
In the Kala Bhawan Nandalal Bose was it director and preceptor, he 
made craft program comprehensive. Nandalal kept art and craft equal part of 
artists training in Kala Bhawan. Artists were encouraged to interest in 
traditional art, and produce furniture, product of interiors decoration, and a 
new thing of stag design. These all were worked by artists and young 
purples. Rabindranath and Nandalal wanted apply to indigenous art and 
craft tradition.^'' 
Nandalal's thought was very high and innovative in craft. He had 
desired to erase the difference between artists and artisan. In its reference 
he had made Artists - Artisan's group settlement in Shantiniketan called the 
'Karu Sangha'.^^ 
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Abanindranath also had interest in alpana or ritual floor- decoration. 
He had desire to give these facility of his students. But he couldn't utilize 
according to his wish. His quality turned in to others objects like textiles, 
pottery and carving. He did create volute alpna design on floors, on batik, on 
prints, on pot, on even architectural paintings.^^ 
k) SPCIALITY OF BENGAL SCHOOL 
Abanindranath and his disciples accepted this faith that the 
picturisation of the shape of any thing is not important and neither there is 
any place for copying in the expression of thoughts, they adopted this faith in 
form of an absolute idealism of beauty. 
The opinion of Abanindranath is that one who is a Landscape painter 
is at all a great artist. He can be a great artist only when he supplies 
something original to the picture from his side. Because of following this 
value the Bengal style of painting are mostly imaginative. Where by the soul 
of the artist get mixed up with the painting. This specialty adopted by Bengal 
style of painting in drawing picture is exactly traditional style of painting of 
India. 
Another specialty of Bengal style of painting is pertaining to 
perspective. The way remoteness, nearness and density are depicted in the 
different parts of the theme of picture similarly his pictures found having 
sarcasms and perspective. For the sake of explanation it can be said that it 
is important for the artist to know that out of the two objects of same volume, 
39. I bid. 
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one that is near assumes big in comparison to the other i.e. remote. 
Neglecting these facts, would be distracting the practice of eyes or violating 
of the rules of perspective. But keeping the composition in mind the artist 
can remove certain things from the painting at his will, or he can deform 
certain things or he can add certain things in it and an artist can make 
changes in the painting keeping in mind what he wants to picturised. It is the 
sole discretion of an artist to picturised what he wants to project. An artist 
does not copy a natural site in to-to. He either subtracts something from the 
picture or adds something to it and produces such a transfiguration that can 
create a dazzling effect of innovation in the mind of the appreciators. 
1) DRAWBACK OF BENGAL SCHOOL OF PAINTING 
There were many drawbacks in the paintings and the style like the 
light misty tirenessful colors, the foggy sort of doubtful shapes hesitationful 
and indefinite lines, elegance suffering from weakness anemic emotion, 
technical incompetence etc. 
The pictures made in style came forward in form of incomplete 
pictures because of ambiguity, mistiness, powerless lines and lightness of 
colors. The catalytic forces and inspiring elements of this have been artificial. 
Most of the pictures of this style are often made in traditionalistic styles that 
are powerless and lifeless. These pictures couldn't foster any independent or 
individual great talent. 
Artists of Bengal school selected the spiritual principles of the 
medieval Hindu era as the ideals for their art and they made pictures copying 
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them entirely in toto, which was absolutely artificial in a way. It was a kind of 
mistake because the wall paintings of the Ajanta Caves, these artists paid 
their attention to, they themselves were the creation of the retardation phase 
of Ajanta art. 
Abundance of imagination and picturisation of exaggeration the 
figures of the pictures turned shapeless. Improportionate, unbalanced 
anatomy, half bloomed big eyes stretched until ears, blund nose, thin and 
cylindrical pointed figures, pale and weak dark human figures devoid of body 
arrangement were picturised in such a way that assumed ugly, vulgar 
clumsy, irregular like dols instead of being lively figures. In picturisation of 
female figures, the Bengal Style of artists has created such a sketch of 
women that is neither realistic nor found in any style of ancient Indian 
paintings. They created the sort of sketch of woman only on the ground of 
their imagination that defused Indian beauty and romance together. This 
sketch of woman is based upon the concept of woman that is found in Indian 
fairy tales and hearsay which is entirely different from the natural figure of a 
woman. They moved about mythological tales for the sake of even the 
subject matter and remained absolutely cut-off from modern life context. 
CHAPTER - 4 
MAIN ARTISTS OF BENGAL SCHOOL 
Main Artists of Bengal School 
1st Phase 
The specific period till 1905 to 1915 can be divided as the beginning 
stage of Bengal style of painting in which Abanindranath Tagore began the 
creation of Indian style of Paintings and thus he developed his style. The 
most remarkable contribution in the circulation and popularization of this 
style is given by the disciples of Abanindranath Tagore. 
A. Abanindranath TAGORE 
Abanindranath Tagore was not only the founder of Bengal style of 
painting, rather he had been the centre of it, this style having started by him. 
Abanindranath was born in a well to do note land lord family of Bengal on 7"^  
August 1871 at a place named Jorasanko in Calcutta. He was brought up in 
a complete artistic cultural atmosphere of his family. Painting was the hobby 
of his father Gunendranath Tagore as well as his grand father. 
Gunendranath was one of the former trained student of the Art School of 
Calcutta that was called "The School of Industrial Art" at that time. 
Gunendranath had three sons Gaganendranath, Surandranath and 
Abanindranath. Children grow up into boyhood. Their education began at 
home under tutors and pundits. 
Abanindranath received his initial education in Sanskrit Collegiate 
school of Calcutta where he studied Sanskrit right from 1881 to 1890. He 
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was not fascinated towards school education, intermittently to pass on his 
leisure hours and for the sake of his hobby. He had not made up his mind to 
be an artist or to adopt it professionally at that time. 
Abanindranath Tagore got his primary training of painting at his home 
only with the help of a number of artists. He got the education of European 
art by Signore Gillhardy, an artist of Italy at first. Signore Gillhardy was the 
principal of Government School of Art at Calcutta those days. Gillhardy 
taught him the rudiments of drawing, oil painting, water color and pestles He 
began the formal creation of paintings at the age of 20 years. 
Having received the education and training of art from Signore 
Gillhardy, Abanindranath procured the education of portrait making in 1885 
to 86, having gone to the studio of Charles L. Palmer, the European artist. 
During this period, he even made the portraits of Dwarikanath Tagore and 
Rabindranath Tagore. The portrait and many other paintings made by him 
during this period were influenced by the style of Raja Ravi Verma. He 
continued working with the help of oil colour.^ 
In the meanwhile, in the year 1895 Abanindranath came in contact 
with Mr. E.B. Havel, the principal of Government school of art of Calcutta. 
Further for the first time he saw some painting of Rajput, Mughal and 
Persian style of paintings at his house. Being inspired by Havel he got 
interest in these styles of paintings. He received education of Rajput style of 
painting in 1895. He even practiced it that can be seen in the pictures of the 
1. karishna chaitanya, History of Indian painting, page No 745. 
2. togore Alokendranath.Abanindranatfi Tagore, Page No, 11.12 
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series of paintings named Krishna Lesla be'weeu 1895 and 1905. He received 
even the influence of Persian style of painting.^ 
Abanindranath had been creating paintings with the help of oil color 
and Tempera by that time. He used water color in the year 1900 in the 
depiction of sceneries while traveling Monghyr. Water color was a new 
means for him but he found it convenient. After some times Japanese artists 
Tikwan and Hisida visited India respectively in 1901 and 1902. Mr. Okakura 
Kakozo had sent both of the artists, stayed with Abanindranath's as his 
guest. Being in contact with these artists he utilized wash technique in water 
color and tempera and created the impact of mysticism by mixing white color 
in other colors in the pictures that turned out to be his personal specialities.'* 
It is the year 1905; an important date or significant events of the life of 
Mr. Abanindranath Tagore when Mr. E.B. Havel the principal of Government 
School of Art Calcutta founded a separate department named Advanced 
Design Class at his school for the sake of encouraging the studies of Indian 
Painting and handed over its responsibility to Mr. Abanindranath. It is an 
important event in the history of process of development of this style.^ 
Because without it, the style that has been developed by Abanindranath 
might not have got recognition parallel to the level of Government training 
course. This could happen only because of being granted with Government 
protection. Lady Heringham visited India. She took away Nandalal Bose, Asit 
Kumar Haldar and a few others disciples of Abanindranath to the cave of 
3. Editor: R. C Gupta, Abanindranath Tigore Memorial member. Page No. 32, 34 
4. Purohit Venayak, Art Transition India 20'^ century, Page No, 661 
5. Alokedranath Tagore, Abanindranath Tagore, Page No, 21,22 
Ajanta in order to get duplicity of the wall paintings done. By this way 
Abanindranath got a chance to come in contact with the Ajanta Style of art. 6 
Because of being indisposed Mr. Havel went back to England having 
retirement. Abanindranath was the vice principal of the school, hence he 
took the charge of principal for some times. After that Mr. Percy Brown 
joined the school as a principal. The new principal who joined the school 
after Percy Brown abolished the department of Indian art.^ After the 
department was wound up Mr. Abanindranath set up classes for training of 
art at Indian Society of Oriental Art together with Mr. Gaganendranath 
Tagore and continued imparting the training of Bengal Style of Painting to 
the students. In fact the society had already been founded for the 
development of Bengal style in the year 1907. 
Abanindranath received influence from folk arts in between 1937 to 
1940 after the second stage of his creation. He developed innovative sorts of 
painting resembling with the painting of folk art, having adopted an 
independent combination of flat and perfect color. In the paintings of scenes 
of pictures created by Kabi Kaur and Krishna Mangal in the year 1938, he 
introduced a new treatment technique which is absolutely dispensable from 
his former paintings. These new paintings introduced his experimental 
potentiality. Sunani Devi, Nandalal Bose, and Yamini Roy besides them 
many disciples found a new horizon. Abanindranath worked in new direction 
after 1940 in his completely superannuated life. Abanindranath never 
6. I bid, Page No, 27 
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discriminated among handicraft, craft and fine art. He was a man of firm 
opinion that nobody can learn fine art without having expertise in craft. It is 
because both of these arts are indispensable by tradition. As a result he 
developed, on the one hand the debut Indian imagination for interior 
decoration, and on the other hand he created small things like dolls, sort of 
combination with the help of hay weeds and dried twigs, roots, wood and 
other available materials in the skill, that is called Kattam-Kuttum{\\<^- IQ-ll). He 
utilized them as the article of interior decoration. These Kattam -Kuttum 
developed by him can be placed in the category of image combination in a 
way. These image combinations are the best examples of materialistic 
beauty and artistic expression made by his art skilled hands.® 
Abanindranath was rich in Versatile latent. He was an ideal art 
teacher and guide. He had also adept in music lover, drama artist in stage 
art. He was proficient in many India musical instruments. When 
Rabindranath would sing he often used to support him by playing musical 
instruments. He has been the man behind the success of many dramas of 
Rabindranath Tagore.^ He was an expert story teller right since his birth, 
better story to children. He wrote many stories for children, out of them Khirir 
Putil. RajKahani. Buro-Ancila, Sbakuntala, BhoatPatrir[]asiQXo. stories collection are eminent. 
He even created pictures for those stories. Pictures made by him for Khirer 
Putil are exemplary. He made pictures for many other books also out of 
which the pictures of Pathy Bipathy(1919), Khajanchir Khatai1912), Priya Darshikai1d21) 
8. Purohit Vinayak, transition India 20* century, Vol II, Page No, 689,Tapti Guha thakurta, Making of 
India Page No, 269 
9. Tagore Alokendranath, Abanindranath, Page No, 14 
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etc. are evident from the angle of presentation of facts and realities of the 
environnnent of the story, because of being made with very light, soft and 
attractive colors.^° 
Abanindranath was a skillful prose writer. His prose pieces are full of 
stream flow and poetical. He was also a forceful aerator besides a writer and 
a painter. He delivered an evening lecture on ancient painting in Rani 
Bageshwari College, Calcutta University. These speeches delivered by him 
are stored, in the book named Bacieshwarishilp Prabandhawali. He composed many 
books pertaining to art, among them Shadanpa (1914), Soma Notes on Indian Anatomy. 
etc are prominent." In 1932 he started editing of the journal of the Indian 
Society of Oriental Art, with the joint editorship of Stilla Kramrich.^^ 
The last stage of life of Abanindranath was full of grief and sorrow, 
because of financial problems he had to quit the house of Jorasanko and 
even had to sellout his own house of Calcutta. A number of his paintings got 
worn-out and scattered because of inappropriate arrangement of protection. 
Because of untimely death of his wife and daughter and because of physical 
inability cause by old hood, he was unable to do anything in his old age that 
made his life in grieved in the last stage. Under these circumstances he 
passed away on 15'^  December 1951 at Calcutta.^"^ 
Abanindranath shall ever be alive in the history of art of India, 
because his efforts in the survival of Indian art can never be forgotten. He 
10. Editor R.C Gupta, Abanindranath Tagore Memorial member, Page No, 32, 34 
11. Tagore Aiokendranath, Abanindranath Tagore, Page No, 58 
12. Purohit Venayaka, transition of India 20'^, Vol II Page No, 689 
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saved the country from the sense of self degradation and got it established 
in an honorable position taking it out fronn the bottom of regret fullness that 
was in fact its right. He initiated a new age by reviving the art consciousness 
of the country and got India granted with a glorious position by his artistic 
creations. 
i. The style and technique of Abanindranath TAGORE 
Abanindranath developed his style by imbibing different influences 
and technique respectively. The first and foremost technique of 
Abanindranath is visible in the paintings of the series of pictures named 
Kirishnalila made by him. In this technique Abanindranath had utilized his 
influence of European art education. He adopted oil color as a medium in his 
early paintings and portraits. He continued working till 1901 with this oil color 
medium. One of his early paintings made in oil color i.e. quite remarkable is 
sura-sundari and yudk 
Initially he was charmed towards the internal sketches and figures of 
the foreign as well as Indian paintings. Hence he adopted combining 
together the ornamental sketches and figures of both of this style. During this 
time he received influences from different sources and endeavoured to grant 
its individuality, but his style was yet devoid of development. Nonetheless 
these paintings of him have undoubtedly been the symbols of a new style 
and a new era. Abanindranath studied seriously the pictures of Mughal Style 
of Painting with the help of Mr. Havel. '^* 
14. Guha thakurta, Making of Indian Art, Page No, 269 
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In the year 1900 Abanindranath adopted water color by the means of 
Tempera, and after a few years he learned wash-Technique being in contact 
with Japanese artists. By using wash technique in Tempera and water color 
his color scheme became so special that granted it a new shape. Right after 
adopting wash technique he almost quit working in tempera. Abanindranath 
received wash technique from Japanese style but he introduced some so 
personal things into it that this wash technique of him became absolutely 
different from the Japanese wash technique. Just by mixing white in other 
colors, the kind of mysteriousness that existed was his personal 
contribution,^^ 
The style of Abanindranath is a combined style of the influence and 
technique of Rajput, Mughal Persian, European and Japanese art and 
tradition. In this combined style he gave a new shape mixing up all these 
influences together. 
The specialty of Abanindranath style had been color combination. He 
was a scholar of elegance. He is regarded unique unparallel and the best 
among all the artists because of this style of color combination. 
ii. Subject MATTER 
The subject matter of the painting of Abanindranath has been quite 
wide. He has taken most of the subject matter of his painting from the epics 
of Sanskrit and mythological history and some subject matter from the 
common general life. He has given some space in painting to different 
15. Guha thakurta, Making of Indian Art, Page No, 250 
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subject matter like indigenous and foreign story descriptions, cattle, birds 
and nature. 
The subject matter of his first and foremost creation Mhisarh (fig-56) of 
the early stage is based upon the poetical work of great poet Kalidasa in 
Sanskrit just like /?//// Samhara. Abanindranath was charmed towards Sanskrit 
poetical works ever since the beginning. Similar to the poetical work of 
Sanskrit he got inspiration from Bengali poetical work too. The painting 
based upon the poetical, work of The Banished Yksha ar\6 Mahaprabhao ChaitannyabBse6 
upon the poetical work of Micheal Madhusudan Dutta are the paintings 
created on this very ground of inspiration,^^ 
He even received inspiration from Indian History as well as 
mythological stories, Tisharakshita Upanand Swan Sang av\6 Kuchh Diviyani {i\Q- 29) etc. 
are paintings based upon mythological stories. Just like Vashnav religion, 
Buddha religion and Hindu religion and their lords and deities have also 
been the source of inspiration for him. Budh-Sujata (f'ig-30), Radha Krishna e\z. are 
the exemplary pictures of it. Apart from these subjects he got inspiration from 
Persian, Mughal sort of foreign subject matter and stories and poetical works 
and made them the subject matter of his paintings. Omar Khayyam. Arabian Nights 
series of pictures and Passing of Shah Jahan Dream of Taj Mahal (fig- 25), Build of Jaj Mahal, 
Noorjahan. Mumtaz. Shah Alam. Badshah ka Kashmir ke liye Prasthan and laibunnisa etc are the 
pictures of this category. Under the influence of early European art 
education, he made portraiture of a number of peoples. Among these 
portraitures the maximum numbers of portraits have been of Rabindranath in 
16. I bid, Page No, 262 
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his different poses made at different times. The prominent pictures and 
portraits of Rabindranath, Jyotindranatk ManjariDe, andMahatma Gandhi are also evident. He 
even created pictures based upon the study of several other portraits.^^ 
Nati Puja, DasyuPati, Lutera Iktara Liye Hue Natl A Chractar of play, Japti, The last scene 
of the play Tapti etc are some such pictures which have been created being 
inspired from the scene of the plays. These paintings have dramatic impact 
that introduces his deep interest in dramas. The subject matter of his 
paintings has even been cattle, birds, fruits and nuts. His painting entitled 
frog, Pigeon Dave, Sward fish, Rabbit, Parrot Wood PEcl<Br and story play series Jho Bear and Dog, The 
Cat Jhe Hag The Monl<By and the Soat have been the examples of his deep study of 
cattle, birds, their nature and shape and their poses. His painting entitled 
BasantkaPhoolandShefalil<apboolaxe evident to show his interest and studies of tree 
plants and flowers, Abanindranath has been deeply interested even in the 
depiction of Landscape. Having selected nature as the subject matter of his 
painting he created paintings like l<ailash ka Swapn Chandra Jyotishna, Basant Uttarayan 
Uddayan Besides them his landscape depicting nature in all its forms entitled 
Prabhat Sandhya, Dhudhalka, Marsha Rito ka Aagman Joofan ki Raat are prominent. In the 
tradition of Indian painting, these landscapes of Abanindranath are the 
indication of a new direction that he created only for the sake of depiction 
nature^®. 
His many paintings like Puja Awakash Mein Cirih Caman Santhal Eirl and Did Women 
etc are such pictures which can be placed in other different category. These 
17. I bid, Page No, 264,265, Tagore Alokendranath, Abanindranath Tagore, Page No, 63,64,65 
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paintings connect him to his surroundings and life style and tell that he has 
not only searched the subject nnatter of his painting from remote rather also 
from his surroundings. In the subject matter of painting of him there is 
extensive difference and expansion that shows his humanitarian wide spread 
angle of vision.^^ 
The painting entitled Buddha and Sujata (fig-30) Abanindranath has 
expressed in this picture the spiritual power and sober pride of Lord Buddha 
with the sort of simplicity and profoundness of feelings. He has directed Lord 
Buddha with the same simplicity and loveliness of feelings. He has provided 
delicacy and sweetness to the feeling of devotion to sujata. The landscape 
inscribed in this painting is a superb example from the angle of presentation 
of atmosphere. By making the presence of rising sun in the background the 
painter has skillfully preserved the flowered bush and greeneries shown in 
the base. The combination of shape and size of painting is rhythmic.^° 
In the early paintings of Abanindranath Passing of Shahjahan (fig- 31) and 
the series of pictures created on the base of MaiyanofOmsrKhaiyam{i\^- 32) are 
also evident. Passing of Siiatijafian (fig- 31) this painting is an important 
achievement of the style of Abanindranath. This painting shows the glorious 
high thoughts of this style. In this picture Shahjahan has been depicted in a 
posture looking at the Taj Mahal. This painting neither relates to the death 
time nor to any other events of life, rather it is painting like a poetical flow, 
full of compassion and mildness. This painting made with a mixture of peace 
19. I bid, Page No, 62,63,64,65,66 
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and companionship of simplicity and atmosphere along with subject matter, 
rises as to such a high level of spirit that has gone far beyond having been 
influenced by the ground of external reality. With the help of this painting we 
are able to take the real taste of eternal knowledge of the feeling of love and 
the sensitive achievement of the artist.^^ 
The art skill of Abanindranath is reflected in Abhisarika (fig- 28), a 
painting based upon a verse of Maphdoot of the great poet Kalidasa. This painting 
has got a clear-cut influence of his contemporary European art education. 
Although the sarcasm irony of this painting is influenced by European 
miniature, yet the sensitive posture and get-up of Misarh presents Indian 
impact. A remarkable specialty of this painting is its color scheme made to 
show the dense darkness. 
Abhisarika and Iraveler and Lotus (fig- 33) are based upon Meghdaot. The 
architecture setting of in both paintings has been borrowed clearly from 
Mughal architecture and it has been utilized in such a way that fits exactly 
rational in the mystic and romantic scenes of Kalidasa. The style, technique 
and conception of these paintings are absolutely Indian. The direction of 
lotus besides water entitled frai/elBr and Lotus is an apparent proof of the 
influence of Mughal style, because the depiction of lotus besides water has 
been a special acquisition of Mughal style. Abanindranath has borrowed 
influence from European and Mughal style^^. 
21. I bid, Page No, 243 
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In these paintings of Abanindranath a definite personal style can be 
witnessed in its developing phases. The deep interest of the artist in texture, 
atmosphere dramatic decoration and portraiture can also be witnessed. 
Indeed Abanindranath was the revealer of ancient art tradition of 
India. It is another matter that he never tried to discover anything. He 
however studied the Indian aesthetics and wrote a book over the six limbs of 
ancient Indian painting, and even demonstrated them, but he was never 
committed towards his own art creation. Although he was enthusiastic and 
had faith towards the aesthetic principles of the Indian art yet he didn't 
adopted.^^ 
The creation of different style with the combination of the eastern style 
of art and the western style of art is regarded as the most important creation 
of Abanindranath. There is uniqueness in this combination and this 
uniqueness is his individual specialty. The paintings created by his self 
developed style are the paintings of a new variety and often a new era. The 
Indian as well as the European style that have been conventional were 
granted livelihood dynamism by the unique combination of Abanindranath. 
By dint of this unique combination he gave a new language of modern art to 
the Indian art. But because of this combination his paintings have not 
remained purely Indian, thus in such a circumstance to consider 
Abanindranath as natural artist is not unreasonable.^"* 
Among the specialties of the paintings of Abanindranath it is his 
sentiment that is particularly remarkable. It is true that his early paintings are 
23, Mitra Ashoke, Four Painter, Page No, 25,26 
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full of sentiments but in the background of the sentiment, the personality of 
Abanindranath, his interest towards literature and his angle of comfort 
towards life have been important. 
Abanindranath and his family have directly or indirectly been attached 
with the upheaval of national awakening drive being associated with Bramh 
Samaj ever since several prior generations. Abanindranath himself was a 
supporter of Brahmo Samaj. The policy of Bramho Samaj was to step ahead, 
mixing together the ancient religion, civilization and culture of India with the 
modern evolution of Europe. He followed this policy in the field of art, 
because of being associated directly or indirectly with this upheaval 
awakening drive of India. The paintings of Abanindranath received 
inspiration from the ancient art tradition of India and adopted its customs. It 
is because of this reason his paintings are just like something wandering in 
the dreamland and idealistic. His art is an outcome of his feudal life.^^ 
Abanindranath has created most of his paintings setting at the south 
Veranda of his house situated at Jorasanko, wandering in the imaginary 
world. Because of being a man roaming in the imaginary world, in most of 
his paintings the shadow of thoughtful, imaginative life has been reflected, 
which instead of solid facts the granddad and whim fancy has been born 
upon any hard struggle or any deep self intro inspection. Hence his skill of 
art is altogether delightful and optimistic, in which beauty and imagination 
have been accepted as important element for self satisfaction. 
25. Jaya Appasmy, The critical vision, page No, 34 
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He got a chance to visualize face to face Indian sculpture in due 
course of his visit to Puri and Konark in the year 1911. That granted reality 
and solidity in his creations. In due course of his journey Darjeeling in the 
year 1919-20, he got introduced directly with the nature and hills that 
affected and influenced his creativity.^^ Between 1926 and 1927 he created 
many landscape paintings specially he had directed Bengal views like Ullapara 
Bridge, Ullapara Canal River Kara to va Green Sea klgachir Market. Eaalpara. a n d Darga of Makhdum 
Saheb, 
Abanindranath is placed in the fact that he was the creator of a new 
style. He had achieved a recognition of the disputed leader and creator of a 
new style, where as his recognition as the founder of a new tradition or a 
reformer of Indian art or as a reviver is not secured. He did advance work in 
various field of art according to his contemporary visibility. He can be 
awarded undisputed credit for it. Because the place that was devoid of any 
kind of art, there he initiated a new era in the field of art by providing a new 
style to the country. 
iii. A critical Review of the paintings of Abanindranath TAGORE 
Binodebihari Mukharjee described about Abanindranath's wash 
technique "This process may be repeated indefinitely and the colors may be 
varied with each wash. The purpose of this kind of color- wash is to make 
the object hazy and break the surface of the paper in the simple manner 
possible and give an idea of space. This was the first stage in the technique 
26. Guha thakurta, Making of India, Page No, 266,267 
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he evolved, was the beginning of what was famous later as 'Abanindanath's 
wash', The picture is at the end heighted with line'.^'' 
Stella Kramrisch's opinion was much similar with Binodebihari 
Mukharjee, she described about Abanindranth's wash technique, "The 
technique of his painting is one with their nature. He had to really on his own 
inventiveness to find a suitable vehicle to convey his sympathies. They are 
with the gentle and the languid; they are laid out in mystery. Surfaces around 
ordure protected in long drawn-out curves, ebbing away towards the end into 
the dusk of recollection. He made his own the technique of English water 
color painting, combined with the Japanese technique of color washes".^^ 
Mr. E.B.Havell wrote in the favor of Rajput and Mughal impact in 
Abanindranath's painting: "New India has at last found an artist, Mr. 
Abanindranath Tagore, to show us something of its real mind, and it is 
significant that it is revealing itself in a continuity of the old artistic thought a 
new expression of former convictions Mr. Tagore has probably not yet 
arrived at the full development of all his powers, either technique or in artistic 
expression, but his influence on the future of Indian painting is likely to be far 
reaching And, being gifted with a fine imaginative faculty, he gives 
us a true interpretation of Indian spirituality and an insight into that higher 
world; the fairyland of Eastern poetry and romance which Eastern thought 
has created".^ ® 
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A K Coomarswamy criticizes his Indianans: "The subject chosen by 
the Calcutta painters are taken from Indian history, romance and epic, and 
from the mythology and religious literature and legends as well as from the 
life of people, around them. Their significance lies in their distinctive 
Indianans They are however by no means free from European and 
Japanese influence. The work is full of refinement and subtlety in color, and 
regretfully again, contrasted with the Ajanta and Mughal and Rajput painting 
which have in part inspired it, it is frequently markedly lacking in strength".^° 
E B Hevall also criticizes: "If neither Mr. Tagore nor his pupils have 
yet altogether attained to the splendid technique of the old Indian painters, 
they have certainly revived the spirit of Indian art, and besides, as every 
artist will invested their work with a charm distinctively their own. For their 
work is an indication of that happy blending of Eastern and Western thought, 
from the full realization of which humanity at large has so much to gain".^^ 
A K Coomarswamy again criticizes on his Japanese influence: "Most 
of the Calcutta paintings are graceful, but they are often sentimental in 
conception, weak in drawing and tama sic in colorings. Again the coloring of 
many of the Calcutta pictures especially the later, Japan-influenced, work of 
Mr. Tagore, is muddy in the extreme, and the picture hard to decipher. This 
is as far as possible a departure from the pure clean color schemes of earlier 
Indian art, although the vagueness lends charm to the treatment of certain 
subjects".^^ 
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iv. The Disciples of Abanindranath TAGORE 
Abanindranath was not only an able artist but also an ideal art 
teacher. He had a desire that his disciples could get optimum expression 
power without any external interference. Being a competent teacher he was 
able to recognize the internal power of his disciples, and instead of moulding 
their thought in any traditional style, he tried to set their free thoughts to his 
disciples. Although he always wanted that his disciples should be well 
acquainted with Indian literature, history (Puran) epics and descriptions, and 
these should be provided adequate placement and space in their creations. 
Abanindranath's disciples regarded him as an ideal and were 
completely obedient to him. They were so highly influenced by the ideals of 
their teacher that his imitation became a matter of trust and reverence to 
them. His disciples adopted the same style, technique and subject matter in 
their creations and tried to project the same specialties in them which were 
already presented in the creation of their teacher. 
In the year 1905 Mr. Havel invited artist Mr. Lala Ishwari Prasad and 
Bhadurlal. Lala Ishwari Prasad were invited from Patna style of painting for 
the sake of behavioral training and knowledge with the Mughal and Pahari. 
ancient Indian art styles to this class. He was appointed a part time teacher 
at the art school Ishwari Prasad was a descendent of a traditional artist 
family of Patna style. He was also an adept artist of Mughal style besides 
this he had a profound knowledge of Kangra too^^. 
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Although the name of Nandalal Bose among the disciples of 
Abanindranath is eminent but Surendranath Ganguli was the first student to 
get admission in Indian Art Department in the Government Art School of 
Calcutta. And a little later after him Mr. Nandalal Bose came there 
Abanindranath initiated the class with these two disciples.~ '^' 
Surendranath Ganguli and Nandalal Bose had received the training of 
art completely in time and after that acquired popularity as the artist of this 
style, the others who were the disciples of Abanindranath named Asit Kumar 
Haldar, Samrendranath Gupt, K. Venkatappa, Nag Hawatta, Hakeem 
Mohammad Khan, Shailendranath Dey, Samiuzzaman and Kshitendranath 
Mazumdar. Afterwards those who got admitted in forth-coming sessions and 
completed the academic session successfully and acquired prominent 
position were Surendranath Kar, D. Sinha, S.N. Dutta, Sharda Ukeel and 
Pramod Chatarjee etc.^^ 
Among the disciples of Abanindranath there is no particular 
knowledge available about Nag Hawatta, Hakeem Mohammad Khan, 
Samiuzzaman, Surendranath Kar, D. Sinha, S.N. Dutta, M.N. Thakur, 
Bratindranath Tagore, Rameshwar Prasad, Roop Knshna, Charu Roy and 
Prashant Kumar. . 
Unlike the disciples of Abanindranath Tagore in the best of those who 
are either his followers or the independent artists influenced by him, Devi 
Prasad Chaudhary, Yamini Roy, Abdur Rahman Chughtai, Sunaini Devi etc 
34. Mitra Partha, Art and Nationalism in colonial India, Page No, 299 
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are counted, Devi Prasad Roy Chaudhary and Yamini Roy came in contact 
with Abanindranath for sometimes and being influenced by him, he even 
created a few pictures but this style did not suit him, hence giving it up he 
proceeded to develop his personal style. Abdur Rahman Chughtai neither 
came in contact with Abanindranath nor did received any adequate training 
of Bengal style from any body yet he perceived the specialties of Bengal 
style and developed a style of his own. Similarly Gaganendranath and 
Rabindranath Tagore are relevant among the artists who were either directly 
or indirectly influenced by Abanindranath and his style. 
Main artis of Bengal School 
II"'' Phase 
This period can be recl<oned as the second phase of Bengal style in 
which the disciples of Abanindranath Tagore prominently canrie forward and 
they spread it nation-wide. 
1. Nandalal BOSE 
Nandalal Bose was borne on 3'^  December 1883 in a well to do family 
of Kharagpur that was a part of Monghyr. His father was Mr. Puranchandra. 
Right after the accomplishment of Primary education Nandalal Bose came to 
Calcutta for the sake of acquiring higher education, where he passed out the 
entrance examination in the year 1902, these upon he was admitted in a 
college to pursue further education but in spite of appearing the examination 
twice he could not succeed. He had been interested in painting ever since 
the childhood stage so he started creating pictures. His father found him 
disinterested in academic education; he permitted him to join Art School. 
Consequently having been admitted to Indian Art Department of Government 
Art School of Calcutta in the year 1905, he became a disciple of 
Abanindranath Tagore.^ 
Nandalal had been the disciple of Abanindranath right from 1905 to 
1910. In the year 1910 he along with Asit Kumar Haldar, Surendranath 
1. Kowshik Dinkar, Nandalal Bose, Page No, 3,7,8,11 
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Ganguli and Venkatappa in the association witii Lady Harringham went to 
make copies of wall paintings of Ajanta. He becanne in close contact with 
Ajanta and was highly influenced by it. The journey of Ajanta was a 
prominent accuracy of his artist life. His act of making copies of the wall-
paintings of Ajanta should be considered as an important part of his art 
training. Afterwards he worked at a studio of cultural organization name 
Vichitra club as an apprentice with Abanindranath in the year 1915. There 
upon Nandalal worked as working member and follow of Abanindranath. 2 
When Vishwa Bharti University Shantiniketan founded by 
Rabindranath Tagore in the year 19Q2 started working effectively. 
Rabindranath Tagore invited Asit Kumar Haldar in 1911 and introduced the 
classes of Art in it in the year 1914 Nandalal Bose was invited to 
Shantiniketan to work as an assistant teacher of Haldar. In the year 1919 an 
independent department of Kala Bhawan was set up to spread art education, 
there in the year 1921 Nandalal became the full-fledged chairman of this 
department. He had been working at this post for about 35 years.^ 
In the year 1920-21 Nandalal Bose, Asit Kumar Haldar and 
Surendranath Ganguli went to a cave named Bagh to prepare true copies of 
the cave paintings. In the year 1924 he went on a tour of China, Japan and 
Burma along with Rabindranath Tagore. There he came in direct contact 
2. I bid, Page No, 28 
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with the art of China and Japan. He adopted their techniques in his paintings 
being influenced by the art of China and Japan."* 
In 1934 at the invitation of Baroda state he along with his disciples 
proceeded for Baroda, there they created murals on the walls of palatial 
building named 'Kirtimandir'. Out of the paintings created by him a wall 
painting entitled ljangavataran\s remarkable.^ 
After getting into the contact of Mahatma Gandhi, in the year 1935 at 
the invitation of Gandhiji Mr. Nandalal Rose decorated the canopy of 
congress meeting organized at Lucknow. Similarly the next year he 
decorated the canopy of the congress meetings at Faizpura, and next year 
he did it in the meeting organized at Haripura in a noble way that was highly 
appreciated by Gandhiji. Gandhiji considered Nandalal as a prominent 
painter of India. A particular painting of him enjoys a special placement at 
the Sevagram of Gandhiji in which Buddha has been picturised.^ Gandhiji 
again invited him for the sake of decoration the canopy of Haripura congress 
meeting. For decorating the canopy of this congress meeting Mr. Nandalal 
himself made a hundred and fifty pictures in a month and he had almost two 
hundred pictures made by his disciples. These pictures were made in bright 
colors drawing, flat sketching with the brush and they were clear, common 
and very close to folk art, reflecting the colorful glance of public life. These 
pictures had truly started reflecting the original smell of the country soil. Just 
4. Chaitany Krishna, A History of Indian Painting, Page No, 213 
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like Haripura he decorated the canopies of congress meeting organized 
respectively at Lucknow and Faizpur/ 
Nandalal was impressed by Okakura, when Okakura visited to the Art 
School met Nandalal and his colleagues. He also met Taikan and Hisida 
both are Japanese artist came to India 1916, on invitation of Rabindranath. 
Rabindranath also made a trip to Japan and China taking Nandalal along 
with him. He also visited Ceylon with Rabindranath in 1934.^ 
He was awarded the first chairmanship of Central Lalit Kala Academy 
situated at New Delhi after having been super annulated from the post of 
chairman of Kala Bhawan in the year 1953. Afterword in the year 1960 the 
academy honoured him by selecting as honorable 'Ratna Sadasya Fellow'. 
He was the first fellow of the academy. For his exquisite achievements of his 
services in the art world, the President of India revered him with the National 
award of 'Padma Bhushan in the year 1954. He was honoured D Lift by 
Hindu University Banaras. A documentary film was made on his artistic life. 
Mr. Nandalal Bose was a true self devoted painter for art, even at the old 
age of 83 years despite being unhealthy and deceased he remained 
constantly active in the creation of art. He passed away at Shantiniketan in 
16"^  April 1966.^ 
The artistic feelings and experiments, the extremist neutrality of 
Nandalal Bose provided his style a wide extension with vast and generous 
7. Kowshik Dinkar, Nandalal Base, Page No, 85,86,87 
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academic atmosphere of Shantiniketan. He inspired the contemporary 
people and his disciples by his forceful character and creations, it was the 
result of his inspiration that after Abanindranath Tagore, the Kala Bhawan 
became the eminent centre of Bengal Style of Painting. °^ Nandalal is 
positioned second nght after Abanindranath Tagore in the style. 
i. Style and Techniques 
It is known from the technical point of view, analysis of the creations 
of Nandalal Bose, that from the point of view of subject matter his entire 
creations are nothing but a series of scenes of the historical and 
mythological stories of India. It's an assessment from his personal view. The 
prime subject of his pictures has been mythological. In fact he is a painter of 
myths, because he has been in believer of myths. After the mythological 
subject the pictures of contemporary life is one of the subjects that he picked 
up observing the life and its sui'rounding. He has even pictures nature with 
openness. He was also keen interested in the depiction of scenes. He was 
admirer of Chinese and Japanese art, and he created sketching of a number 
of natural scenes absorbing the influence of these arts. Nandalal became 
keenly interested in sketching. He has even depicted cattle and birds as well 
as the things of his surroundings in which he has produced the effect of their 
individuality. 
A specialty of the creation of Nandalal is his fondness towards 
rhetorical decoration and design. He exhibited this particular interest of him 
10. A collection of essays by R.L.Barthol New secretary Nandalal Bose, Page No, 42 
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in Shantiniketan. He created pictures particularly for the decoration of stages 
and for the screens of festivals and plays; he himself did the decoration of 
the canopies of the session of congress." He was called from Gandhiji for 
decorating the Congress pandal and some 85 posters done for the Haripura 
Congress in 1938. All these paintings are made by tempera on paper and 
color apply are with very bold brush stroke, figures are covered with bold 
black out lines. Topics of these paintings are simple contemporary life. It 
shows effect of Ajanta and Kalighat style. Some paintings are mentioned 
here, Cobbler, Sirl with a Tambourine, Orommer {i\g- 43), Warriors with a Curved Sword {^\Q-
44), Carpenter. 
Another specialty of the pictures of Nandalal is that, they are devoid of 
nudity, ornamentation and sexual amorous. The only exception of it is a 
picture entitled l^itusamhara. Thus from the point of view of subject matter he 
has depicted mythological stories, historical events, nature, men and object 
all kinds of subjects. 
Sketching have got prominent place in his pictures, in which there is a 
unique combination of force, flow and rhythm. The sketching drawn by he of 
wall paintings and the copies of statues have been successful in regaining 
liveliness and motion like the original ones. 
The color combinations of the pictures of Nandalal have a prominent 
place. His color in lieu of being shining and gaudy are calm and gentle. 
There is abundance use of the color effect of white, dark and brown. His 
potentiality of creating the desired effect with brief use of color is his 
11.1 bid page No, 75,76 
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personal significance. In fact the selection of colors is an introduction of his 
personal view towards life. 
Nandalal Bose had been experimental in the field of creation 
throughout his life. He kept on proceeding forward with his experiments and 
he never tried to repeat himself. 
Among the early creations of Nandalal Bose the following pictures are 
eminent - Tish Payee Shiv. SatiDak Shiv Sati. Uma Sarrow. laponishtha Parwati, Sujata Buddha ka 
Eirih Jeyag, Maha Parasthan, Sangh Mitra, Diyut Kirida. Birihannala Perth Sarathi, Mimennyu Badh 
Chitrangda Ke Desh Mien Arjun, Radha Tirak KunjMien Radha. Birih-Hara Sindhs^nd Harmukh Bangotari 
Among the pictures made by Nandalal are remarkable that he created 
in between 1910-12 at the research institute of Dr. Jagdish Chandra Basu 
situated at Calcutta. Shiv Drinking Poison {i\(^- 40), Sati {i\Q- 34), Sujata aud laponisth 
Parwatia^e the most popular creations of Nandalal in which the specification of 
the early pictures are collectively infused. The picture entitled Sati (fig- 34) is 
very important from the point of view of sentimental expression. In this 
picture the painter is endeavoring to put the expectations to the real truth, 
setting aside all natural innate bondages. Despite being a picture of early 
period this picture has been made absolutely uncommon because of the 
novelty of subject matter, forceful depiction and combination. The picture 
entitled Sujata is remarkable for the expression of feelings and rhythm. laponisth 
Parwatiau6 Sati{i\Q- 34) are also prominent creations of Nandalal Bose^^. 
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The journey of Ajanta indeed turned out to be a significant event in 
the life of creator of art Mr. Nandalal. The Wall paintings of Ajanta and in the 
forth coming time in between year 1920 to 21, the copies of wall paintings of 
the caves of Bagh, have been a significant part of the art study and practice 
of him. He was highly impressed by the art glory of Ajanta and this 
impression continued throughout his life on his creation. Among his 
contemporaries he himself was very nearest one to Ajanta. His own style 
was much nearer to the style of Ajanta with regards to sketching, reflection 
and the body structure. The most remarkable impact of Ajanta can be 
noticed in his sketching which are powerful lively and refreshing. In the 
pictures of Nandalal Bose the soul of Ajanta got revived once again. It is 
often considered that Mr. Nandalal was expert in all the subject matter like 
nature, mankind and still life. In his pictures there were the beauty of 
sketches of Ajanta, softness and power. There was a unique combination of 
force, flow and rhythm in his sketches. Although he was very much 
influenced by the art of Ajanta but he has given them his new and individual 
forms. Consequently his paintings have become his original creations and 
not only the copies of Ajanta. He is specially known for the forceful and 
dynamic properties of flow.^ "* 
Nandalal had been influenced by the folk art and the folk artist of 
Bengal style called Patua, ever since his childhood stage. The used to make 
creations imitating these Patua right since his childhood Mr. Nandalal had 
even practiced the style of making pictures of the Patua of Kalighat Nandalal 
had combined the most purified and sophisticated form of classical art in the 
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simplicity of folk art. Time to time he endeavoured in this direction but 
because of getting this opportunity he came even closer to the folk art.^ ^ 
Setting aside water color and wash method, Nandalal Bose used 
Tempera as much as possible. In his view Tempera was the only medium 
that was able to retain his forceful nature in as its way and he found it giving 
a sense of completeness. For example some paintings are mentioned here 
l ike Hew Cloud, Jatugriha Daha {\\^- A^), Chitanya Mahprabhu {WQ-A2), and Yama and Savitry. 
Nandalal Bose got much centralized on sketching. Uncountable 
sketching made by him is a vital part of his creations, with the help of which 
he disclosed a new horizon of Indian painting. He got the realization of the 
power of sketching when he came in direct contact with the art of Japan and 
China during his tour. He got influence from it and he often made pictures 
like them in combination forms. Sketching creates picture with complete 
impact in a symbolic way, because they have not been provided with details 
and the picture have been completed with the help of black and white 
sketches. The sketching made with the help of light; color and Chinese ink in 
place of black and white sketches are nothing but another transformation of 
the first method, which are intimately related with the Chinese Japanese art 
techniques and trend. In this regard painting are bound by line SwarnaKumbha, 
IhB Birth of Chaitanya{\\Q- 3Q). Ourga or his Murals in Kirtimandir /^^ /V/Zy/7£'//7$'(fig- 36), 
Sarasawad {f\g- 37) Annapurna (fig- 38). Apart from it in some of the sketching he 
has adopted design and style consciously that he established with the help 
of classical and folk art trend. The pictures of Nandalal are entirely different 
15. I bid, Page No 69 
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from the sketching of the western artists and altogether new knowledge that 
Nandalal gave to the Indian painting through the means of sketching. He had 
showed interest in Japanese calligraphy and he did experiment calligraphy in 
Japanese method.^^ 
The wall paintings were made at Shantiniketan in between 1935 to 
1947. An eleven feet long wall painting entitled kjunandChitrangda msAe by him 
at the art building and a series of eight paintings made in the year 1941 
based upon the vocal music play named NaatirPuja of Rabindranath at China 
Building are eminent. In this series of paintings the events of this vocal play 
have been depicted very effectively. The last picture of this series of painting 
is very important in which the poetical work and the play have been 
collectively confined only a few sketching. Nandalal had granted an excellent 
expression to the superior poetic verses of Rabindranath with the help of 
free sketching and colors. The wall painting entitled Gangavataran 3X\6, Natirpuja 
(fig-39) made by him at the palace of Baroda is also remarkably significant^''. 
And also he had experimented with various graphics like woodcut, linocut, 
etching, dry point, lithography and nontraditional matrix such as cement 
block etc. He made kind of remarkable graphic works like 
In India painting has position after architecture and sculpture but Mr. 
Nandalal gave a new twist and scaled painting to a new height just by 
grabbing inspiration from Indian sculpture. Nandalal being a conscious and 
careful artist remained experimental throughout his life. He received 
16. Mitra Ashok, Nandalal Bose, A collection of essays by R.L.Bartholo, Page No, 14 
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inspiration from Indian trend of painting but he presented then by the means 
of water color, tempera washes method and wall painting and he utilized 
them in those mediums. This experimental quality was his originality. He 
never tried to go beyond it. In spite of doing various sorts of experiments 
Nandalal developed new skills by his sharp power of imagination and inner 
consciousness and finally established a personal, forceful and flexible style. 
The figures of his pictures have been well arranged and marked with clear 
sketches.^^ 
He had a deep study and observation of the grandeur of ancient 
Indian art and he ever learnt to use it in the best form. By including the 
contemporary life and events along with the novel form on it he made it more 
lively, useful and easy to be followed by the mass. 
He was an able writer, and much kind of books related to art. Shilpa 
Kala Rupawali and Shilpa Katha in which selected collection are his 
paintings. And also he wrote Myths and Legends of Hindu and Buddhist with 
the cooperation of Dr. Anand Coomarswamy the book was based in Buddha 
statue of Sarnath.^ ® 
ii. The disciples of Nandalal BQSE 
The power of imagination, supervision, the high class of artistic skill 
and the strong character of Nandalal Bose created an absolute, suitable and 
enthusiastic environment for his disciples getting combined with the free 
atmosphere of the Kala Bhawan of Shantiniketan and the natural beauty of 
18. Dr. Pratap Reta, Bhartia Chitra Kala awam Murtikala ka Itihas, page No, 328 
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the surrounding. Because of his devotion and dedication kala Bhawan 
emerged as the nnost important centre of Bengal style of painting in about 
1925, right after Government Art School of Calcutta and the Art school of 
Indian Society of Oriental Art. 
Kala Bhawan was established at Shantiniketan in the year 1911. Asit 
Kumar Haldar became the founder and the Chairman of it. In the year 1914 
Nandalal Bose was appointed here in the capacity of a teacher. In this way 
the students of the first session were taught and trained by both Asit Kumar 
Haldar and Nandalal Bose. 
Among his disciples of Nandalal, Mukul De and Ramendranath 
Chakarvarty spread and expanded the Bengal style in Calcutta, similarly 
Bireshwar Sen in Lucknow. Prabhat Neogi in Gwalior, Shailesh Deo Burman 
in Tripura, Kirpal Singh Shekhawat in Jaipur, Jitendra, Bishwanath Khanna, 
Avtar Singh Pawar and Primate Prabha Pawar in U.P. Kanhu Desai in 
Ahmadabad, Hari Haran in Japan, D. Badri in Delhi spread and expanded 
the Bengal style. Ramendra Nath Chakarvarti, Binod Bihari Mukharjee and 
Ram Kinkar etc. searched for the new directions for this style by 
experimenting in various methods widely, where as Manindra Bhushan Gupt, 
Vinaik, D. Mosoji, Ardhendu Prasad Banarjee, Hira Chand Duggar and Kirpal 
Singh Shekhawat strengthened it by working in this style only. 
Among these artists of Shantiniketan Mukul De, Bireshwar Sen, Binod 
Bihari Mukharjee, Ram Kinkar, Sudhir Ranjan Khastagir etc. are particularly 
eminent because they worked as assistant teacher of Nandalal at Kala 
Bhawan. 
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2. Shailendranath DE 
Shailendranath De was the most illustrious disciples of 
Abanindranath. He received training and education from him at Government 
Art School in Calcutta. After receiving education of art he was appointed as a 
teacher in Rajasthan School of Art and Craft in 1924. There he was 
promoted to the post of Vice-Principal then to the post of Principal after the 
Asit Kumar Haldar. Right after being superannuated he settled at Allahabad 
in the year 1951 and remained united with the practice of painting. He 
spread Bengal style of art in the life span of his art teacher ship of 35 years 
and he trained a group of artists of Bengal style at Rajasthan.^° 
Among the paintings of Shailendranath De, only Meghdnot painting 
series is quoted. In this series of pictures the painting entitled BanwasiYaksli {J\^-
49) is special remarkable. The figure of art tradition of Rajput and Mughal 
getting revived has emerged in an original shape. A painting entitled hksh's 
Me of Meghdoot painting series is preserved at Bharat Kala Bhawan 
Varanasi and another one, at Allahabad. An early painting of Shailendranath 
De entitled Yshoda and Krishna has been an extolled painting of him. A wall 
painting entitled Buddha and Rahul made by him placed at Kala Bhawan of 
Banasthali Viddya Peeth Jaipur is also worth reference.^^ He also depicted 
/?/7/7!?£'D'/7£'paintings in mixed media. 
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Shailendranath De also wrote a book named Bhartiye Chitrakala ki 
Paddhati pertaining to the technique and method of Indian painting, it was 
the first and only book on this subject.^^ 
3. K. Venkatappa 
K. Venkatappa carried away the ideals of Bengal style of painting. He 
has a prominent place among the four artists of Bengal style of Painting -
Nandalal Bose, Daviprasad Roy Choudhary and Asit Kumar Haldar. He 
never picked up any sort of external impact in his art. He was a true devotee 
of the art tradition and culture of his country. 
K. Venkatappa was born in Mysore in 1887. His father was an artist in 
the kings' court of Mysore. Acquiring the education of art from the 
Government Industrial School of Mysore from the year 1902 to 1908, he 
became the disciple of Abanindranath Tagore at Govt. Art School at Calcutta 
from 1909 to 1916 and received higher education of art there. In the year 
1910 he went to Ajanta with lady Heringham to make copies of the cave 
painting. Right after receiving training in the year 1920 he set up an art 
studio of his own at Mysore. There upon he became a king's court painter of 
Mysore It was the last painting made by him. He was an expert music 
mediator and a skillful Indian Veena player. He got initial study of Veena 
under Srirangam Ramaswamy Iyengar, a pupil of Veena Seshanna of 
Mysore in 1912. In the year 1962 he was selected 'Ratna Sadassya' of Lalit 
Kala Academy New Delhi^^. 
22. Ibid 
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His marvelous pictures entitled ArdhNarishwar ^n6 'Bengal Florican' were 
praised in the exhibition organized inside the country and abroad as well. 
The particular picture entitled ArdhNarishwar\s remarkable for its sketching, soft 
color attractive beauty, fineness and grace of loveliness. In between 1917 to 
1934 he made landscape painting of UatakamadandKodaicanal. In the year 1930 
he made high relief creations in Amba villas palace at Mysore.^'* 
Venkatappa developed an independent art technique and design 
based upon learning of Indian art tradition after working in the traditional 
style. It is the reason the grandeur and glory of Rajasthan and Mughal style 
are evident in his pictures. His creations are of reference for the balance of 
sketching combined with shapes full of life and firmness. There is no 
excessive use of any element in his picture composition. His picture 
compositions are settled, arranged, controlled and disciplined. 
Most of his pictures are based upon the Mahabharata and the 
Ramayana that he has depicted in an idealistic style. Some of his 
remarkable pictures in this regard are SetuBandh, Jatayu, l^amandSita Budha andSujata 
Damyanti, Radha and Deer (fig- 46), eic^^ 
Venkatappa was expert in the depiction of natural scenes. He was 
very thoughtful and grave in the projection of light, shade and color in the 
landscape. He depicted landscape not only by visualizing them rather by 
assuming their impact. He made over flowing pictures of the landscapes of 
Ooty Lake and Cody canal {f\<^- 48). His landscapes are pure scene of nature; in 
24. Ibid 
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them he has not given any space to human figure as to cattle & birds just to 
avoid the obstruction of peace of these natural sites. He gave full 
presentation to the peace of the forest, the color of flowers and lush 
greenery and vegetation in these landscapes. Such pure natural landscapes 
are very few in Indian art. Among the landscapes made by him the picture 
entitled Sunset {f\g- 47) made in 1952 is exemplary for its color scheme.^ '^  
Venkatappa created miniature painting on the tusk of elephant and he 
even casted statues and base-relief in plaster of Paris and he got expertise 
in them. He was the only India artist to depicted portraiture on the tusk of 
elephant. He made one portrait of Abanindranath and the portraits of Krishna 
Raj Wadiar of Mysore and S.V. Rama Swamy Mudaliar, but none of these 
pictures is available today. The statues named Mam, l/eena Seshana {i\Q- 45) and 
Rabindranath are prominent among the statues made in plaster. Statues made 
in plaster entitled Butldha. Rama Handing the Signe Ring to Hanuman. Drona TBaching Archary to the 
Pandavas, [l<alavya Practising Archary Dance of Shiva and Parting of Shakuntia C3S\.e6 in high relief 
by plaster of Paris are the statues of reference, besides them a hundred 
eight feet long creation based upon the subject of the Ramayana is also 
exemplary that is placed inside Amba Vilas palace of Mysore.^^ 
The depiction of reference in water color are SetuBandha, tJamyanti Bfiagwan 
Buddha andSujata Jataayu ar[6 Padha andHiran{i\(^- 46) besides them the landscapes of 
Ooty like PurnaChandra JyotsnaMianooty tJoty i/arsakaBaadand fJotylake. ^^ 
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He expired on 26"" May 1965. Most of the paintings made by 
Venkatappa are secured at Kastur-Bliai Lall Bhai of Ahmadabad and at Jai 
Ram Rajendra Art Gallery at Mysore as well as at Mysore Palace. A number 
of tils paintings are there at K.K. Rama Raju at Bangalore, Venkatappa art 
Gallery, Govt. Museum Bangalore and in the collection of Karl J. 
Khandalwala,^° 
4. Asit Kumar Haldar 
Among the closest disciples' of Abanindranath is the name of Asit 
Kumar Haldar. He was a prominent painter of Bengal style. Beside a painter 
he was also poet and a lyricist stage artist and art philosopher. The rhythm 
like a poem and the kind of expression significantly came forward in his 
paintings. He visualized nature and mankind from the angle of a poet. The 
impression of the impact of Persian, Ajanta and European art is clear in his 
paintings. He even created abstract art that expresses definite intention 
apparently. 
Asit Kumar Haldar was born in 1890 at Calcutta. He received the 
education of art during 1906 to 1911 from Abanindranath Tagore at Govt. 
School of Arts at Calcutta. He even received education & training of making 
sculptures from the artist of British Govt, named Leonard Janigz. In the year 
1909 and 1910 he went to the cave of Ajanta with Lady Harringham to make 
copies of its wall paintings. After the accomplishment of training by 
Abanindranath, Asit Kumar Haldar went to Vishwa Bharti University and then 
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to Shantiniketan. In the year 1911 he was made the Chairman of Kala 
Bhawan. He continued at the post of chairman till 1923. In the year 1923 he 
visited Europe and studied art there. Getting back from there he became the 
principal of Maharaja Art School of Jaipur in 1924 and later on the principal 
of Govt. Art school of Lucknow in 1925. He went on serving at this post until 
he retired in the year 1925. He was the first Indian to hold the post of 
principal at Lucknow Art School."^ ^ 
Asit Kumar Haldar was an honorable fellow of Royal Society of Arts of 
London. He was honored by Government award in 1941, and Lalit Kala 
Academy New Delhi selected him as 'Ratna Sadasya' of it.^ ^ 
Among pictures made by Asit Kumar Haldar, illustrations of Maiyn of 
Dmar Khayyam ate worth reference. Haldar has followed the elegant art tradition 
of the painters of Mughal court in his technique and he has personally used 
his power of imagination and rhythmic beauty in the depiction of the Jhemeof 
Maiyan, Asit Kumar Haldar made the santhal life style Lord Buddha Ras/eela the 
significant subject of his painting. He has depicted on the subjects like 
Maghdoot. I^ituSinghar and various conventional historical themes, a large number 
of pictures were related with life of Lord Buddha and Indian history. He also 
exhibited his interest in wash painting and did kind of wash paintings for 
example Irai/eler (fig- 50) was used soft and light color it was landscape 
composition in which a figure was added, figure much prominent then 
landscape, some white lotus successfully was painted in the pond. Other 
one his famous wash painting is Bharatmata (fig- 51), he painted it painting to 
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being inspired by Abanindranath's painting Bharatmata. He had also done 
sculpture of self-portrait in plaque in 1927.^^ And casted Rabindranath's 
portrait sculpture in plaster. 
Asit Kumar Haldar besides being a successful artist and sculptor was 
also a successful poet, lyricist, authors a library man and a thorough 
investigator for which he was inspired and encouraged time to time by his 
maternal great grandfather Rabindranath Tagore. He wrote almost 40 books 
in which his poetical collections and plays are also included. He wrote books 
like Indian culture at a glance. Our Heritage Art. Art and tradition, in English 
and Bengali Bharter Ship -Katha, Bhartia Karushilpa and Ajanta etc. and in 
Hindi Bhartiya Chitra Kala Itihas, Lalit Kala ki Dhara, Roop Darshika etc. are 
based upon the art subject. He delivered several speeches on art and wrote 
several import art research prose pieces based on art which were published 
in different magazines & journals. He has translated Kalidasa's Cloud 
Messenger (Maqhdoota) and Cycle of Season - (Ritusmhara) from Sanskrit 
into Bengali verse. '^^  
He gave his important contribution in training of artists being an art 
teacher. He had trained the students at Kala Bhawan and Govt. Art School 
Lucknow. There is a long list of prominent disciple artists of him. Among 
them the important students are Mukul De, Ramendranath Chakarwarty 
Vinayak Masoji, Ardhendu Pd. Banerjee, Satyendranath Banerjee, Dhirendra 
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Krishnadeo Burman, Binod Bihari Mukherji, Manindrabhusan Gupta, 
Hirachamdra Durga, Ardhanduprasad Banarji and others^^. 
The paintings of Asit Kumar Haldar have got their placements in the 
museum of the nation as well as abroad probably the optimum collection of 
his paintings is at museum of Allahabad. A number of paintings of Asit 
Kumar Haldar are there at Shantiniketan, they are also there in the collection 
of Rabindranath Tagore, his painting are also present at National Modern Art 
Gallery New Delhi, the museum of Lahore, Chitralayam of Trivandrum, in the 
Chitragar of Jagmohan palace Mysore. Besides them his paintings have also 
been placed in the reputed Govt, museum, Boston Museum of America, at 
Moscow of Russia and Riga Museum USSR.^^ 
5. Gaganendranath Tagore 
The artists who endeavored to bring novelty in Bengal style for the 
first time none other than Gaganendranath Tagore. Forming Indian society of 
Oriental Art, the sort of organized contribution he provided to Bengal style is 
prominent. He made many important pictures in creative form. His early 
paintings have borrowed the technical specialties of Bengal style but it is not 
proper to count him one among Bengal style artist. 
Gaganendranath born in 1867 the eldest son of Rabindranath's 
cousin Gunendranath, was interested in paintings ever since his childhood 
stage. He used to make sketching in his student life, but because of the 
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responsibility of his family being on his shoulder he could not get sufficient 
opportunity to develop this art tendency. Japanese Taikan and Hisida were 
quite helpful for him to join the field of art. 
His signif icant sketching is Fairy Land, Desolate House, Seven Brother, an6 Garden 
y%r/y (fig-55) in an Indian House, Sleepy Old Man, and Iwo Pundit In these particular 
sketching of him the sketches with black ink have been optimally used. 
These sketching have been made by brush drawing in which brush was not 
been used for drawing sketches, rather for making elevation of light and 
shade. The color use of successive shade from dark to light is specially 
worth watching. Unlike sketching he was interested in caricature and cartoon 
making. His cartoon being published in different papers and magazines 
became very popular. His cartoons were the foremost attempt in the 
contemporary Indian art.'^ '' 
For the first time his paintings were exposed to the visitors in the year 
1908 in the first exhibition of Indian society of oriental art. In the year 1912 
they came in limelight with the memory of life of Rabindranath Tagore in 
which pictures made by him were published. At first he began creation with 
sketching, after sketching he made pictures upon the romantic subject of 
mythology and story descriptions unlike Abanindranath. Among those his 
foremost specialty was the creation of an atmosphere like a fairy world. 
Along with these pictures he created landscapes and later on he created 
pictures with a blend of abstract and cubism full of mysterious depiction of 
light and shade. Alladin Caves, Temple (fig- 149), Himalayan Bridge (fig-54) 
37. Ibid 
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these all paintings are depicted in this style. The landscapes made by him 
are eminent for the real depiction of nature like sketching and cartoons (fig-
53). For the first time he used the pictures of natural scenes and sights for 
the depiction of landscapes. He is prominent even in the field of landscapes 
and cartoons.^^ 
The landscapes of Gaganendranath are absolutely natural. In some of 
the landscapes there is use of light and shades. In the rest he has used soft 
and misty colors like Bengal style. In his landscapes, he has tried to copy the 
nature of the particular place and atmosphere. Because of it the style of 
these landscapes is realistic. Some of his special landscapes are Kanchan 
jangha Puri Tarn pies, River Padma and Boat in the River Padma, Hoarer l/iilage ofDarjeeling. Place of 
Snow, Dur Inner Garden and Bridge Etc. Among his other pictures, made for 
Chaitanya's Initiation series, the picture based upon the life of Lord 
Chaitannya entitled Chaitannya He made them full of beauty and attractiveness, 
coloring the background of these pictures series \N\\h light colors. A picture 
entitled Arjun andChitrangada is a prominent picture for having the specialties of 
Bengal style.^ ® 
Approximately around 1923 in the maturity state Gaganendranath 
created pictures that were abstract, cubist and impressionist. These styles of 
art were in fashion in Europe those days. Gaganendranath gave adequate 
placement to these art isms in his creations, but instead of following them 
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blindly he developed them in a manner of his own. Gaganendranath was 
fond of photography right since the beginning. He had seen light and shade 
through the eye of Camera. By this kind of study of light and shade he gave 
a novelty to the picture by his research, experiment, practice and his own 
insight. His technique of these pictures and subject arrangement is unique.'*° 
The subject of his semi abstract pictures has been based upon 
architecture in which there is picturisation of internal part of houses and the 
structure like fairy land. There is no picturisation of human figures in these 
paintings and did grant them a mystical reality. The flat ground of 
architectural shapes and solid corner of the turning of these pictures getting 
combined together, create a tridimensional pattern.'*^ 
In the pictures of cubism he has elevated the dynamic and active 
shapes and he has utilized them to project the rising and falling motions. He 
has acquired misbalance and dynamism by sabotaging and drawing these 
shapes straight. In these cubic pictures of Gaganendranath, we get life full 
and active shapes of figure in cubic and conical figures. The flat surface of 
these shapes do not create any picture in sequence, rather we get the 
expressions extending from the centre of internal feelings of bewildenng, 
flying or calming down powers, his painting Magician (fig- 54) is perfect 
example of this method. Gaganendranath has also created symbolic pictures 
of death and soul and such other subjects.''^ 
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The opinion of Neerad Chaudhary about him is that - The inspiration 
of Gaganendranath is rather more psychological than artistic.'*'' 
Gaganendranath was also interested in several arts just like the other 
member of Tagore family. He quite often used to play the role of king in 
dramas. He did a lot of works to reform the handicraft of Bengal. He was not 
at all fanatical toward cultural awakening. He was closely related with the 
emotion for country made things. He together with Abanindranath gave 
completely an Indian look to the furniture and other decorative items of his 
house. Lithography, camera and reading etc. were the other hobbies of him. 
These things made an impact on his art. His pictures are preserved specially 
in Ravindra Bharti Calcutta, in Vishwa Bharti Shantiniketan, in National 
Modern Art Gallery New Delhi and in Government Museum Allahabad 
6. Kshitendranath Mazumdar 
Kshitendranath Mazumdar was major painter of Bengal school of art. 
He was a traditional prominent artist. He went on developing the Bengal 
style continuously. The Sweet suffering of love is visible in his paintings. This 
love distress is a special effect of his paintings. 
Kshitendranath Mazumdar was born at Neemtita of Murshidabad in 
the year 1881 Right after giving up academic education of school at the age 
of 14 years he received education of arts from Abanindranath Tagore at 
Govt. Art School Calcutta, from 1907 to 1911."^ Kshitendranath started 
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teaching in Indian Society of Oriental Art. Coming forth year he became 
principal and he had worked still 18 years. In had taught course of painting in 
Allahabad University between 1942 and 1964. The early creations of 
Kshitendranath Mazumdar have been the extolled creations of Bengal style 
was in the possession of Rhotheslin, Viceroy Lord Harding and the 
contemporary Governor of Bengal Lord Ranaldse etc.''^ 
Kshitendranath Mazumdar was a follower of Vaishnav religion. He 
was deeply influenced by medieval Vaishnav Saint Chaitannya 
Mahaprabhoo and Lord Buddha on his personality. He was deeply interested 
in religion works and singing of holy songs in group in loud tone (Bhajan 
kirtan). He visited pilgrims like Mathura, Brindavan, Haridwar, Purl and 
Navdeep and gave space of their impact in his paintings."^ 
The significant exhibition of the paintings of Kshitendranath 
Mazumdar was held at Varanasi in 1949 and 1964 and at Calcutta in 1963. 
He was honored by Bengal congress committee in 1963. Lalit Kala Academy 
New Delhi stemmed him by selecting 'Ratna Sadasya Fellow'. 
He expired on 9'^  Feb. 1975 at Allahabad. Kshitendranath Mazumdar 
was a follower of the traditional India art and culture for this reason the 
impact of these elements is found in his paintings. He has depicted Radha 
and Krishna in his painting in several ways. Radha & Krishna have emerged 
as the symbol of soul combined with supreme spirit in his paintings. He 
always followed the ideals of Bengal style and depicted more and more 
paintings on spiritual and traditional subjects. Besides devotion towards 
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Krishna even the ideals of the Ramayana and Mahabharata have been 
manifested in his paintings'^''. For example Ramayana based painting is 
Bharata with Rama's Sandal{i\g- 57). 
His human figures are poetic, figures are tall with head small hands & 
legs tender like flowers and the body gestures are just like creepers. Here of 
male & female characters are depicted in tender golden long curly and 
waving in rhythmic way looking very attractively. In the paintings he has 
emphasized upon drawing. The sketching is long, fluent and rhythmic, and 
colors are soft. Ykshani and Cloud Massinger (fig- 58) significant example of his 
painting. He was first Indian artist who has applied actual method of water 
color and wash technique in his paintings.'*^ 
The subject matters of Kshitendranath Mazumdar are based on 
Radha Krishna and explained in Bhagwat Puran has been a source of being 
devout of Krishna. It has been the base of inspiration and originality of his 
creation. All his paintings made in the subject matter of RasleEla have been 
considered as the delegate of his art consciously. The combination of his 
paintings is figurative perpendicular and uneven. In which there are figures in 
the background and the architectural geometric and simple structure in the 
base. The sketching of his early paintings is quite simple and natural which 
are completely devoid of any sort of twist and compactness. The color detail 
is delicate and heart touching. His personality has a great impact over his 
creations. This is the reason simplicity and commitments are two significant 
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specialties of his painting. Some of the paintings of Kshitendranath 
Mazumdar that are worth reference are Radha Krishna, Kalia Daman dx\(^ Women plucking 
flowers (fig- 56) etc. some painting based on poetical subjects and the 
paintings of Chaitannya Mahaprabhoo s\nes^'^. 
The paintings of Kshitendranath Mazumdar are preserved in the 
several museums of nation and abroad as well. Probably the collection of his 
maximum paintings is there at the museum of Allahabad. In this museum his 
eight paintings entitled Swami Hari Das. Aatm Samarpan Swami Hari Das and his Mother End of 
the Swami Han Das My Brother Radha KirtandX\(S Shakuntala has got significant places. His 
paintings entitled Badlone Main Nirtya KartiHuiApsarayein. KaibiandDashrath LabhmiQ'n<i, Wife 
of Yaksh are kept safe at National Modern Art Galley New Delhi. Apart from 
them his paintings are present at India Museum Calcutta, Bharat Kala 
Bhawan Varanasi.^° 
7. Sharda Charan Ukeell 
Sharda Charan Ukeell was prominent artist of Bengal style and the 
most fondled disciple of Abanindranath. He is particular known for the 
picturisation of the flow of Indian spiritual meditation and philosophical 
thoughts. From the point of view feeling and Sarcasm, depth and delicacy 
are hidden in his creation. There is achievement of limitlessness beyond 
worldly expressions in his creations. The introvert tendency, loveliness, 
philosophizing and attraction towards the micro beauty from corpulent etc 
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are such kinds of specialty of his paintings which provide him elegant 
placement. 
Sharda Ukill was born at Vikrampur Dhaka in the year 1890-1940. He 
received education of art from Abanindranath. Afterwards being settled at 
Delhi he established a centre of art and continued contributing his services in 
the field of art education and in spreading Bengal style till his demise.^^ 
Passing through spiritual meditative and philosophical fields, Sharda 
Ukeel got inclined towards the creation of arts. The life of Lord Buddha was 
the primary source of his inspiration. The meditation of Lord Buddha his 
religion austerity and human kindness fascinated him even, since his 
childhood stage. Hence first of all he made Jatak Katha of the subject of his 
picturisation. He created large number of Lord Buddha (fig- 59) pertaining to 
it. In these pictures he projected the agony, the pity of Lord towards human 
beings. Kindness and love and his great sacrifice & meditation of his life, 
faithfully and devoledly.^^ 
After Lord Buddha he had picturised the subject matter of Radha and 
Krishna in his paintings most excellently. Based upon all fun and folly of 
Radha Krishna and Forsaken Copies he created a number of pictures which 
are full of deep sensation and painfulness. In the paintings based on 
forsaken Copies, he has done a successful effort to portray love, agony and 
discouragement of females. Keeping touch with the change in contemporary 
environment Sharda Ukill introduced various modern art techniques on the 
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pedestal of the art tradition of Bengal style in his paintings and succeeded in 
the new experiments of his color, techniques & methods.^ "^ 
The exhibition of his paintings were organized at Geneva Vague, 
London, Berlin and America apart from various cities of India where his 
paintings were regarded the representations of Indian spiritual meditation 
and the continuous flow of the philosophical studies in this reference his 
painting Ecstasy was remarked.^" His paintings have been placed in various 
museums in the country and abroad. His most appreciated paintings are Idka 
ChandDikhatE Hue, Dargaah Mein Jata HUE Balak. His prominent paintings entitled Hadha 
Krishna. Hardware Merctiant and Chandni l^aat'are kept safe at National Modern Art 
Gallery New Delhi. A few more paintings of him worth reference are Rama and 
dBBr{f\q- 60), Wan Main sita aur Laxmanarxd Kuruddhtahreineic. 
8. Mukul Chandra De 
Mukul Chandra De is one of the prominent artists among the early 
artists of Bengal style. He picked up the influence of foreign art widely and 
developed his personnel style. His paintings are worth reference for Indianite 
and originality being free from traditional approach. Born in 1895 
Sridharkhola Dhaka, Mukul De received the Training and education of art 
from 1912 to 1916 at Kala Bhawan from Asit Kumar Haldar and Nandalal 
Bose. He got education of art from Abanindranath Tagore also. Mrs. Bertha 
E Jaques and Mr. J. Blanding Slone first taught him the art of printmaking 
from cooper plates he had a course of training in etching from Chicago. In 
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the year 1916 he traveled to Japan with Rabindranath Tagore. From Japan 
he went to America, there he received the education of etching. He was also 
the first Indian Artist to visit Japan & America for receive education in 
printmaking. On his returned from America he was appointed as an assistant 
teacher of Nandalal Bose in Kala Bhawan. He copied the cave wall painting 
of Ajanta & Bagh. Later on he went even to copy the wall painting of Singeria 
and Sittanwasal Caves.^^ 
In the year 1920 he went to England on the scholarship of British 
Govt, there he received the education of etching under Sir Moorhead Bone, 
Prof. Henry Tanks and Prof. WW Russell from Salad School Art London. He 
was associated with Royal college of Arts London from 1928 to 29. From 
there he got diploma in wall paintings (Mural painting).^® 
After living for 7 years in England when Mukul De came back to the 
country in the year 1929, he was appointed principal in Govt. Art School of 
Calcutta. He was the first India artist to be appointed as principal in Govt. 
School of Art of Calcutta. Here Mukul De worked at the post of Keeper in 
Arts section of Indian Museum of Calcutta, there upon he worked at the post 
of Curator of National Modern Art Gallery situated at New Delhi.^'' 
In the field of art, Mukul De was probably the first person to have 
gained the highest honor. Time to time he got many scholarships, honors 
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and rewards. Chicago Society of Archers made him the member of it in the 
year 1917 and 1922. Royal society of Art London provided him fellowship. In 
1953 -54 Fulbright Scholars to USA and 1987 Honorary Doctorate conferred 
on him at Rabindra Bharti University Calcutta. He delivered lectures in 
several art institutions of America and studied museums & art galleries^^. 
Time to time the exhibition of the painting of Mukul De was organized 
at Calcutta, Japan, England, Paris, Holland and Amehca. His paintings are 
placed in several museums of the country and abroad as well. He made a 
large number of paintings. The pictures made in etching in 1918 of AnneBesant, 
Hart Chattopadhyay (fig- 62), yadia, etc. are countable. The other remarkable 
pictures made by him are Shal(untala{f\q-Q2>), NEW Born Baby, Jeavan i/iriksh anc^ Tarpan 
(fig-61).'' 
The contribution of Mukul De is eminent for widening the field of 
Bengal style having mixed the foreign influences for drawing the specialties 
of graphic art in his paintings and for making a fertile base for graphic art in 
the country. He earned prestige in the foreign countries for his skills and 
conthbuted significantly in spreading the field of Bengal style by delivenng 
lectures on Indian art.^° 
Mukul De was the first Indian etcher and his astonishing achievement 
was in the medium both by way of landscape genre portraits. He had 
become famous all over Indian to take up printmaking (etcher) as career. He 
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played an important role in popularizing the art of printmaking among the 
Indian artist.^^ 
In the paintings of Mukul De, the influence of Japanese & European 
art techniques and skills can easily be evidenced. He made a number of 
paintings which are popular for his personal specialties. Mukul De acquired 
optimum popularity in the field of etching. Etching was a new skill at that time 
for India. Mukul De did significant work for its prosperity and expansion. It 
was the specialty of Mukul De to create influential liveliness only with the 
help of a few sketching in etching works. 
9. Rabindranath TAGORE 
Rabindranath Tagore gave an absolutely new direction to paintings 
Rabindranath Tagore did not acquire any formal education of art, neither did 
he joined this field with the view to be a famous artist. Painting was only a 
hobby of him and was a means of passing leisure hours for him. His ad 
vented this field in the last phase of his life when he was approximately 67 
years old. 
Rabindranath Tagore born at Jorasanko in 1861, he didn't receive any 
art training. His great achievement is Nobel Prize in 1914 for literature of 
Gitangali, between 1916 and 1917 he visited Japan and US. In 1919 he 
invited Nandalal Bose to join him at Shantiniketan to start an art institute the 
Kala Bhawan.^^ 
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He had been deeply interested in art through Kala Bhawan. He had 
his clear vision about the subject of art because of being a poet and 
philosopher. He did not consider art tendency as a symbol of emotion for the 
country rather he consider it the best means of self development too and he 
worked for its expansion. 
When Rabindranath Tagore joined the field of art at elderly age of 67 
years, it surprised a number of people. The pictures which were made by 
him for the sake of hobby and with the view to pass on the idle time of old 
age were initially considered meaningless sketching and merely pictures 
only, because these pictures were not within the vicinity of the ancient style 
ofartof India.^^ 
When Rabindranath Tagore created his pictures at that time there 
was no place for individuality and originality in art as it is found to day but 
Rabindranath utilized completely his individuality and freedom in the creation 
of his pictures because he made pictures for the sake of his hobbies. It is 
therefore his creations have not been confined to any rule or limit, what ever 
resources he could get available easily, he created the picture on those for 
example color, colorful ink, black ink, crayon etc. When these were not 
available to him he colored his pictures with the materials that he obtained 
by rubbing flowers and leavers.^ "^ 
The creations of Rabindranath are full of poetic imagination and 
rhythm, because of being a great poet and musician, rhythm has got a 
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special importance for him and it is tiiis reason that has got placement in his 
creations He made a number of pictures that all are devoid of title, because 
he never created any picture keeping any subject matter before him. The 
sort of editing that he did at the time of modification of manuscript, the 
figures that came fonward, he gave the shape of mankind or of cattle and 
birds. It is because of this reason the figures of cattle and birds and mankind 
and the decorated figures are found significantly in his pictures. Some of his 
pictures have got the shape of landscape. Their creation is basically 
imaginary, so the figures of cattle and birds in his pictures are only the 
creatures of his imaginary land.^^ 
The creations of Rabindranath have been prominently significant for 
giving a new direction by establishing the importance of new independent 
style of creations. We can dived his works in four part, 1^' is sketching of 
informal figure among manuscript (fig-67), 2"^ is, painting was made through 
ink and pane (fig- 66), 3^^^  one is colored paintings, (fig- 65) and last panting 
category was made by him compositions of different type of faces (fig- 64,.®® 
In the year 1930 an exhibition was held for his painting in gallery Pigal 
Paris, after achieve success in this exhibition he had moved to other 
exhibitions like London, Berlin and New York. In the year 1946 his four 
paintings were selected in International Modern Art Exhibition UNESCO.®'' 
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lO.Binod Biliari Mukherji 
Binod Bihari Mukharji extended forward the tradition of Bengal style 
by sentimental picturisation of imaginary and traditional stories based subject 
matters He is prominent because of being influential. He is considered an 
exact successor of Nandalal Bose in the use of simplified sketching. 
Born at a place named Behala of Bengal in the year 1904, Binod 
Bihari Mukharji received education of art at Shantiniketan situated Kala 
Bhawan from 1919 to 1925. He was disciple of Nandalal Bose. He was 
appointed as an art teacher in Kala Bhawan in the year 1925, he was also 
librarian and curator if the small museum. He traveled to Japan in the year 
1937-38 there he was influenced by Japanese artists Sesshu, Sotatsu and 
others. In the year 1949 he went to Nepal on the invitation of Nepal Govt. 
There he was appointed as a curator and advisor of education Department 
of Govt, museum, but in 1952 he came backs and worked in the capacity of 
teacher at Banasthali Viddya Peeth Rajasthan. The next year he founded art 
training centre and children's school in Missoun and looked after its 
management. In 1954 he was appointed for the reorganization of College of 
Art and Craft Patna. The eyes sight of Binod Bihari Mukharji had always 
been weak but in the year 1956 in due course of an operation he lost his 
eyesight. Hence he comes back to Shantiniketan where he was appointed 
as a teacher for teaching the theoretical part of art at Kala Bhawan in 1958.®® 
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He had experimental moods. He created works in different medium 
and techniques. He did calligraphy, collage works, woodcut, murals and 
etching. He was a muralist did many murals in Shantiniketan and different 
places. His first solo exhibition was held since 1921 through the Indian 
Society of Oriental Art. And also his was organized in different cities like 
Calcutta, Bombay, Missouri and Tokyo.^^ 
Among his pictures those pictures which are worth reference are IPEE 
Lover{%- 68), kmple M {i\^-Q'^). Nepal procession. Pul, Play e\z. these are preserved at 
National Modern Art Galley. There are Altogether 27 creations of him made 
in Tempera, oil color, ink, lithograph, etching, dry point and woodcut, 
preserved in this museum, llastra Sitee Hui Mahilla, Wintar Noon, DBBpawali entitled 
pictures are also worth reference.''° 
Apart from these pictures the art painting made in different techniques 
like on the ceiling of the hostel of Shantiniketan in 1940 (fig- 72), on the wall 
of Kala Bhawan in 1942 (fig- 70), on all the three walls of Hindi Bhawan in 
1947 and wall paintings Bharat sud Nepali Buddha ki yatra ma6e in 1951-52 in 
Banasthali Viddya Peeth are quite worth reference too. Two parts of murals 
are mentioned here of Banasthali mural (fig-71). 
According to Jaya Appasamy 'he was the Bridge between Indian art 
and to modern art'. Famous Art film Director Late Satyajiit Roy made a 
documentary film on his artistic life named 'Inner' Eye.''^ 
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1 I.Devi Prasad Roy Chaudhary 
Devi Prasad Roy Chaudhary is famous for giving Indian Traditional 
shape in western realistic style. Devi Prasad is not counted among the artists 
of Bengal style yet his contributions are significant in this aspect. He was the 
principal of Govt. Art School of Madras. Devi Prasad was not the disciple of 
Abanindranath Tagore yet he received inspiration joining his company. The 
greatest specialty of Devi Prasad Roy Chaudhary was to present a 
fundamental shape by blending the western art with the eastern one. He was 
mostly affected by the European realistic point of view, subject matter and 
style but he always got inspiration from the contemporary circumstances. 
When Devi Prasad had made his entry in the field of sculpture the 
condition of sculpture in India at that time was almost at the zero level. He 
did enter in this field and sacrificed himself for it. Consequently had the 
honour of being topmost sculptor of the country in his style. 
He was born at a place Tejhat of Rangpur district Bengal in the year 
1899, Devi Prasad Roy Chaudhary was a man of a versatile character. 
Besides being a popular sculptor he was also an artist, a musician, a hunter, 
a rustler and a writer. He received the education of Art from European artist 
particularly from a famous artist and sculptor of Italy Mr. Boiess and got 
recognition as a realistic portraitist; later on he came in contact with 
Abanindranath and got inspired by him. After that he went to the studio of 
Hironmoy Roy Chaudhary and did modeling under his guidance and 
supervision. For sometime he was the art teacher in the Art School of Indian 
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Society of Oriental Art. There upon he was appointed in the Government Art 
School of Madras in 1929, where by he continued working at the post of 
Principal till 1957/^ 
Roy Chaudhary was the first chairman of Lalit Kala Academy New 
Delhi 1953. Apart from it he was also the chairman of Indian National 
Committee of the International Association of Plastic art, Paris. In the year 
1955, he represented the Indian delegation in the UNESCO seminar 
organized at Tokyo.'''^ 
He made several sculptures for the Government of India entitled 
Triumph of Labor {i\Q- 73) bronze 1954 preserved, at National Modern Art Gallery 
New Delhi and Martyr's Memona/ {f\g- 74)bronze placed at Bihar Assembly gate 
Secretariat Patna and the statue of Mahatma Gandhi. National Modern Art 
Gallery, New Delhi etc. He was awarded Padma Bibhooshan by the 
President in 1958 for his remarkable achievements in the field of 
sculptures.'''* 
Devi Prasad began his artist life in form of painter later on he became 
a successful sculptor. In the style of picturisation of his paintings there is 
impact of Bengal style is festival (fig- 75). He had been popular for depicting 
of Nepali. Bhutia. Tibbati and Santhal Life style and the women of these places. 
The paintings entitled Bhutia Women and the picture entitled KamalSarowar earned 
sufficient fame for him in the exhibition respectively held at Bombay and 
England. He was adept in picturisation of nature Nirvana After the Storm. Bridge 
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Himalaya, Ihrough Foul ^Bather. Approach of Mist en\:\\.\e6 landscapes of him are worth 
reference. Hills cape (fig- 76) and Land of Death (fig- 77) are his prominent 
landscape painting. Roy Chaudhary was also a perfect portrait artist. Some 
of his portraits like Purcy Brown, O.C. Eanguli Abanindranath Tagore and Miss Blackwellate 
famous from the point of view of highlighting his characteristics and liveliness 
of the portraitures.^^ 
Devi Prasad had acquired the training of sculpture according to 
European academic traditions. Apart from being educated and trained in this 
tradition he adopted the medieval sculpture tradition of India for his 
sculptures. The sculptures of Roy Chaudhary are popular for the exactness 
of body structure, power and motion. There has been importance of fleshy 
body, beauty and power. 
There has been importance of the statues of prominent personalities 
and solid images of his sculptures. Some of his sculptures related with 
common man's life, burning subject matters, are such that exhibit the 
condition of laborer, poor class people and deprived class people. His noted 
sculptures are monumental and have got some special, ideals included in 
them. Some of his prominent sculptures are The i/ictims of Hunger .When Winter Comes 
The Last Stroke e\c. Among the sculptures pertaining to romantic and popular 
trained subject matter Iayaean6 MterBatheic are prominent.''® 
Roy Chaudhary was also an expert portrait maker in sculpture. In his 
portraits the same sort of specialties are found as in portrait painting. Some 
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of his most appreciated portraits are Mahatma Eandhi, Sir Mutosh Mukherjee. Dr. Anne 
Basant. Sir C.P. Rama Swamy Ay^ar, Kumar Swami Shastrl C.R. Reddy. and Sir Surendranath BenarJEs 
were sort of prominent personalities/'' 
12.Mohanimad Abdur Rahman CHUGHTAI 
Despite not being the disciple of Abanindranath Tagore having 
adopted the influence of Bengal style and presented them in his own art, Md. 
Abdur Rahman Chughtai avails a significant position among the artists of 
Bengal Style. He was undoubtedly the most prominent Muslim artist of 
Bengal style of paintings. He could independently include those specific 
elements by his efforts in his art even after living at Lahore far away from the 
collective efforts of Bengal style. His contributions are important for giving a 
new direction to the Bengal style. He gave the message of religious harmony 
through the medium of his paintings when, during the 1920s and 1930s, he 
painted more than 200 Hindu and Buddhist subjects. His masterpieces 
include Dance of Shiva. Saint lulsi Das and Temptation of Buddha e\.z. Radha {i\q- 78) and Holi 
are of that periods painting. 
Mohammad Abdur Rahman Chughtai was born on 21^^ September 
1899 in Lahore. Chughtai received his initial art training from a humble 
Islamic artisan Baba Mir Baksh attached to a local mosque. In 1911 he 
joined the Mayo School of art in Lahore. For some time he was a 
photographer, then as a drawing teacher. Later he came under in influence 
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of the pioneers of Renaissance movement in India Abanindranath Tagore, 
Nandalal Bose, Surendranatii Gupta and otlners/^ 
Chuglntai practice his art skill living at Lahore and he earned name 
and fame not only in the country but abroad too, by the dint of his several 
superior paintings. He studded lithography from Mayo school of art Lahore 
that is the National College of Art. He was visiting to London for study 
printmaking and etching. He was staying at Europe for sometimes to receive 
education of Metal etching. He made several eminent paintings similar to his 
style introducing adequately the specialty of linings of etching in his 
pictures.^^ 
Time to time Chughtai presented several collections of his pictures. 
His first collection of pictures for the first time was published from Lahore 
entitled Chughtai painting \v\ which there is a collection of 30 pictures. After it other 
picture collections were published entitled Muraqqae -y- Chughtai{i\^- 79). Muraqqae-
/- Chughtai was very popular for being pictures on the base of the poems of 
Mirza Ghalib. The philosophy and poetic images of Allama Iqbal were given 
a visual form in his Amal-s-Chughtai{i\Q- 80) published in 1968. Chughtai was 
absolutely an Indian right since his birth because Pakistan was not formed 
those days but with the independence in 1947, because of the division of the 
country Lahore becomes a part of Pakistan, thus Chughtai became a citizen 
of Pakistan,^° 
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Pablo Picasso wrote to his brotl-\er Dr Abdullah Chughtai: "Being a 
draftsman myself, I can highly appreciate this quality in the work of your 
brother, the painter M.A. Rehman Chughtai" (see website on 
www.Pakistanpaedia.com). He passed away on 17'*^  January 1975 at Lahore 
in Pakistan. The paintings of Chughtai are kept safe in the museums of 
London, Germany, France, Russia, Turkey, America, Iran, Afghanistan etc. 
besides India and Pakistan. There are 14 prominent paintings of Chughtai 
which are preserved at National Modern Art Gallery New Delhi.^^ 
The Persian impact is found in his paintings This Persian impact 
makes him entertained a separate identity and position among the artists of 
Bengal style. Because of the Persian impact subject matter and 
environment, the imaginative tendency of Persian world visible in his 
pictures. This imaginative importance of the paintings of Chughtai affected 
Bengal style deeply.®^ 
Not only picturisation style of Indian tradition is present in significant 
form in the paintings of Chughtai but also the impact of Kangra is very much 
present in them. He has developed his personal color symbol for the sake of 
expression, the intensity of his feelings. Another one superior quality of the 
paintings of Chughtai is his lining or sketching. The beauty of his linings is 
absolutely descent. The tenderness, fineness, clearness, firmness rhythm 
and curves of his lining are quite amazing, that reflect the feelings by 
sparking life and beauty in the pictures.^^ 
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Chughtai had got expertise in color combination unlike drawn lining. 
His mode of feeling color in the picture is contrast and color plan is sweet. 
With regards using colors and lining Chughtai was no way far behind the 
artists of Japan and China.^ "^  
The body structures of the shapes of Chagatai's paintings are 
figurative. He created a symbolic art by the help of his figures for himself. 
The faces of his figures are feeling full and the poses and expressions are 
meaningful. In the faces of female figures the expression of dignity and 
aesthetic beauty of women are completely intermingled together. His 
personality as an artist was not confined to painting alone; rather he worked 
on a number of related graphic works. He was also an etcher, engraver, 
architect, calligrapher, photographer, photo-lithographer, and textile and 
jeweler designer. 
There is wide diversity in the subject matter of the pictures of 
Chughtai. On the one hand he has made pictures on the basis of the poems 
of the great poets like Omar Khayyam, Shaikh-Saadi, Mirza Ghalib and 
Haafiz. On the other he has made pictures on the basis of Ramayana, the 
Mahabharata and mythological subjects and God-goddess. With the sort of 
beautifulness he has created pictures based on Islamic subject matter being 
influenced by the feelings of Islamic religion. Similarty he has created the 
pictures based upon the subjects of Hindu religion. Devoid of communal 
feelings to make pictures on the subject matter of all the religions has been 
another specialty of Bengal style. Chughtai has followed this spirit of Bengal 
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style very properly in the picturisation of the subject matter based upon 
Hindu and Muslim religion as well. Chughtai has depicted very skillfully the 
natural world full of cattle and birds as well as nature beside the life of 
mass.^^ 
His painting of historical figures like firdausi, Mansur-al-Hallag, Haroan-al-Rashid. 
Noor Jahangir, and Tipu Sultan exemplifies his efforts to glorify Muslim Past with 
pride. His paintings of Punjabi legends like HeerandRanjha, SassiandPunnu ^.K\<^ Sofini 
Mahmaf reelect his local identity.®^ 
Chughtai made a number of pictures. Among his prominent pictures a 
few are SangaEtka Janm. Daepakaur Chand ShahzadaSaleBm, DaBvaniLaila, Angoor l<i Jhar. I^ajkumari 
Satira Cyprus Id Raj Kuman, Sagui. Pinjre ka Pakshi Yuwa Saadhuo. Earva. Registan Main Phuul Padha 
Krishna. Natraj, Kitab Padhti Mahila. andljayekeic. 
13.Yamini ROY 
Yamini Roy was born on 11"^ April 1887 in an ordinary family of 
Babatore village of Bankura District of Bengal. He got admitted in the 
Government Art School of Calcutta at the age of 16 years in the year 1893. 
There he kept working firmly and continuously on western style that gave 
him infinite fame and prosperity in the form of an expert portraitist, but the 
fame and prosperity could not provide him satisfaction. Posit of Indianess 
and originality in art was always disgusting for him. The Patua art of his 
village served him as a means to fulfill it in the year 1921. The use of 
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powerful and primary state of color of Patua art impressed him very mucin, 
so postponing the work of western style he did new experiment in folk-art. 
Between 1929 and 1936 he was assistant director in Art School of Lahore 
for some time^^. 
He himself was an artist of Bengal style, but he was not satisfied with 
it. With an eagerness to produce something new he came in contact with 
Abanindranath Tagore and adopted Bengal style, but very soon he got fade 
up with Bengal style. As a result this restlessness for the search of 
something new brought him close to the folk art style. He worked on folk-art 
style being inspired by the Patua folk (Kalighat painting) art of Bengal and he 
dedicated all his life for it. 
Yamini Roy made this life full folk-art, the field of study and emerged 
on the stage of art in third decade. He made such a structure by having 
inspired from folk art that was based upon simplicity of combination, pure 
and primary color and clearly visible lines, direct manifestation of feeling and 
fast observation of emotions, in which being conscious towards spiritual 
values, Crucified Christ sr^^ Cab}/Krisfina axQ worth reference of his paintings. He 
created those abstract symbols, whose method was contemporary, modern 
and absolutely Indian in the field of experience. The methods of his pictures 
were personal that had the fragrance of the land of Bengal. The figure of his 
pictures and the face of expression are the gift of Indian culture. The subject 
matter of the pictures of Yamini Roy is the common people life of Bengal.®® 
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By successful co-ordination of folk-materials with the ideals and new 
experinnents in his art Yamini Roy gave a new style those are fundamentally 
figurative, charming, contemporary art with the help of Indian folk-art, for 
example SanthalLady.{i\Q-Q2) 
Even this place could not charm Yamini Roy for long. He proceeded 
even forward and by mixing sketching picture method with the use of flat 
color technique, he developed a new style. Having adopted shape and 
elements used in Pate painting and folk-toys, he put forward his intention 
with the help of powerful thick lines Composition of his several pictures were 
based upon folk-subjects. The obstinate aspiration to publish new subjects 
with innovative method in the experimental artist soul of Yamini Roy is 
clearly evident. Ihree Pujarin (fig- 81) and Rama Sita and Laxman (fig- 84) are 
reference of his paintings. 
In this a way by dint of his devoted practice of years he could 
succeeded in developing his own style, in this long accomplishment of year, 
Yamini Roy regarded art as his entire property, spending a long poverty 
sticking life. In between deficiency and hunger granted a grand success to 
the art. Being self contented and far away from publicity and advertisement, 
Yamini Roy had to face negligence and disregard from the art world.^^ 
His pictures became issue of discussion in Europe art world when a 
solo exhibition of his pictures was held in SCS Gallery of New York in 1950, 
and when his pictures were exhibited in 28'^ International picture Exhibition 
at Venice sponsored by UNESCO in 1950. New York Times honored him by 
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publishing a special Magazine on his works, New York Times and London 
times and such other newspapers said in his praise keeping in view those 
pictures of him which were exhibited in International painting Exhibition that 
"The effect of Paris is not at all present only in the pictures of Yamini Roy. 
They have a kind of originality and freshness i.e. basically Indian". At that 
Yamini Roy emerged on the horizon of global art all of a sudden. When his 
pictures got recognition and credit on international level then this great artist 
was recognized in India. In the year 1961 Lalit Kala Academy honored him 
with its Fellowship. He was honored by the Padmawibhushan in 1955.^° 
Yamini Roy had studied the art tendencies of European style. He had 
also followed and understood the medieval European illustration tendencies 
very attentively and deeply. It is learnt that by adopting the classical purity of 
sketching of artist like Picasso of Greek period, Yamini Roy modified the 
heritage of folk art and made it prosperous by using sketching of single color 
and many such other attractive techniques. The sketching of Ronald and 
ideal tendency of Modigliani can be seen in the pictures of Yamini Roy. 
Hence to admit that there is pure objective of folk art present in the pictures 
of Yamini Roy will just be to ignore the fineness of modified development of 
his style.^^ 
Among the pictures of Yamini Roy the following pictures are quite 
eminent entit led Teen PujariNe (fig- 81), BaithiHUB Mahila. Santhalbak Maa aur Shishu. Neela 
Balak. Pararthana. BanalSadhu, Bitliaur Fish {'i\Q- 83), Ramayana. Krishna Leela Today a number 
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of his pictures are preserved in several Museums all over the world. 13 
pictures of him are kept safe in National Modern Art Gallery situated at New 
Delhi Yamini Roy passed away on 24"^  April 1972 at the age of 85 years.^^ 
Yamini Roy was a rebellion artist and sort of new direction he granted 
to art by staging a revolt against it was also objected very highly. He had to 
face this revolt even from Bengal style artists and from the artists of Bombay 
art style. In the west where had already recognized the art of Picasso that 
given a warm welcome to Yamini Roy. 
There was always a very good demand of the pictures of Yamini Roy 
in the market. Misses Massy the wife of the then Governor of Bengal 
purchased a lot of early pictures of Yamini Roy. After that during the 2"^ 
world war when Calcutta was converted into the cantonment of the British 
Shoulder, there was sudden hike in the demand of the pictures of Yamini 
Roy that time. To meet with the demand he set up a studio of his own. 
Yamini Roy influenced the contemporary art world very effectively and 
widely with his folk-art style. A number of artists being inspired by him, for 
the sake of searching new medium of expression turned towards folk-art. As 
a result a new stream flowed from folk-art style. It was only because of the 
effect of Yamini Roy that country side folk art stood parallel to the noble art 
in drawing rooms of towns and cities upgrading itself from the hutments of 
the village. It has affected and influenced a complete era in the field of 
painting. 
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Many artists were inspired by Inim and did follow him like Sunil 
Madhaw Singh, Shila Odyn, P.S.Nirihsinh Murti, A.P.Raju, and 
K.Srinwasloo. '^^  
14.Ram-Kinkar Vaij 
Ram-Kinkar Vaij is such a first sculptor of India, who tried to mold the 
perfect shapes into sculptures and he got success in it. His sculptures, 
specially known for being developed in superior form full of imagination and 
personal style have a special position for giving motion, power and 
activeness to them with the help of novel matehals of making sculptures and 
new composition treatment. 
Ram Kinkar was born in a village near Bankura in the year 1910. After 
receiving his pnmary education he came to Shantiniketan in 1925. He 
received education and training of painting under the guidance of Nandalal 
Bose. The education and training of sculptures was received by him from the 
progressive European sculptors who had arhved at Kala Bhawan for 
sometimes for imparting education of sculptures. After receiving education of 
sculpture he was seriously engaged in this direction and he gave the 
introduction of his skillful talent in this field. He was appointed at the post of 
art teacher to impart education of sculptures at Kala Bhawan itself. The 
credit of introducing the education and training of sculptures at Kala Bhawan 
goes directly to him. Right since the beginning he had been working at the 
post of Chairman of sculpture department of it.^'' 
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He was originally an artist of portraitures and he began his art journey 
from this ground and abnormal change was noticed in his mode of working in 
1935 that resulted into the beginning of a new age in his creations. Going 
ahead from the realistic picturisation of image he reached to state of perfect 
picturisation of images. His pictures were exhibited not only in the country 
but in abroad too.^^ 
No exhibition of the sculptures of Ram Kinkar was organized any way. 
His sculptures are confined to Shantiniketan only. He did not make the 
statues with the view to get any payment for them or to exhibit them for a 
reward. Hardly any sculpture of him is preserved in any museum or is a part 
of any private collection. The only sculpture entitled MissMadhuraSingh{\\<^- 85) is 
placed in National Modern Art Gallery. One statue of Tagore made by been 
was presented to the Government of Hungry by the Union Government of 
India. Other set of two huge statues of MshandMshi^re placed on either side 
of the entrance gate of the building of the Reserve Bank situated at New 
Delhi. He was a member of the Lalit Kala Academy for sometime his portrait of 
i^abindranath (fig- 89) display on the entrance of gate, and he was also a 
member of the Realities Novellas, Paris and the Indian Sculptor's 
Association, Bombay.®^ His two statue were made in direct concrete are Sujata 
and SanthalFamily {^\g- 86) both are preserve in Modern Art Gallery New Delhi 
Ram Kinkar prepared a new team of sculptors by training them for 
making sculptures from Kala Bhawan. He introduced Bengal style in the field 
of sculpture that was limited earlier only to paintings and Graphic arts. 
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Ram Kinkar was a modern imaginary artist who reflected the emotion 
of the changed time. Ram Kinkar may be called a modern artist, although he 
was not only modern but a contemporary artist too. His first solo exhibition 
was organized in New Delhi in 1942.^^ And others were held in Calcutta by 
Indian Society of Oriental Art, in Reality Novels Paris 1950 - 51 and Asian 
Art exhibition in Tokyo.^^ 
The art of Ram Kinkar is introvert and individual stick, the main base 
of it was pertaining to his personality. For the sake of creation of art he took 
help of those elements, mediums, techniques, treatment and process, which 
were more similar to his nature. In general Ram Kinkar is known as a 
sculptor, but he was a skillful painter too. Besides making sculptures he 
constantly kept creating paintings too. For instance his painting Sujata. Santha! 
family Eirl and Dog. Women Prints. Motiier and Ctiildo, Ceylon Bakra Kullu etc. entit led paintings 
are worth watching.^^ 
In his paintings he used water color. Tempera, oil color etc. sorts of 
mediums. Although he began making his paintings by wash and Tempera 
methods, but sooner he started using water color and oil color because the 
medium were more similar to his nature, in which he found sufficient liberty. 
Geometrical sketching is visible in paintings, entitled Filed in the winter, Meghan Se 
Ghiri Sandhya, and Sanrachna. His paintings entitled Mother and Daughter, Krishna Barth ds% 
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influenced by cubism Girl and Dog and Picnic Day etc are worth reference for 
simplicity, refreshes and attractiveness. 
The prominent paintings of him are Motherhnod in oil color, Akaal in 
Tempra, Ashnan Karti Da Aakirtiyan, Eapshap, Mahila aur prints in water co\or. Among his 
sculptures Miss Madhura Singii, Meei id are, Santhai Pariwar, Yal<sli-Yal(shi eiz. are special 
exemplary. 
Those disciples who got name and fame right after being trained from 
Kala Bhawan are following - Sudhir Khastagir, Rudra Hanji, Jeetendra, 
Autar Singh Pawar, Ajit Kumar Bose Methio Dharma etc. They provided a 
new direction to sculptures, 
IS.Amrita SHERGIL 
The first chapter of the history of modern Indian painting begins with 
Amrita Shairgil creations. Apart from the Bengal style, those impressions 
which influenced the young artists of Bengal style, among them the 
impressions of Amrita Shairgil are most remarkable. The style of Amrita 
Shairgil stood absolutely novel, uncommon and special in the field of Indian 
art for an individual compassionless sensation and the emotion showing 
intimacy toward Indianite. 
Amrita Shairgil was a Sibling of an Indian Sikh Sardar Umrao Singh 
Majithia and a Hungarian mother. She was born on 30'*^  January 1913 at 
Budapest in Hungary. Because of the invocation of the 1^' great world war in 
1914 her parents could not returned to India, rather they have to take a 
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refuge in a small village fleeing off from Budapest. Amrita spent her 
childhood in a rural atmosphere full of natural excellent beauty. She came to 
India along with her parents at the age of 8 year in the year 1921. Here she 
received her primary education she Shimla once again in a city full of 
excellent beauty. Because of being brought up amid natural beauty the hilly 
circle of India and the lush green planes charmed by juvenile sense. It was 
because of this reason Amrita had been interested towards the world of art 
ever since her childhood that always got encouragement from her mother 
and others in the family.^°° 
In the year 1924 at the age of 11 years Amrita was sent to Florence 
for the sake of getting education. Amrita had a rebellion tendency ever since 
her childhood. She came back to India leaving behind her art education. She 
lived continuously for 5 years, and then she went to Paris in 1929 to acquire 
art education. There she procured the primary art education at Grand Thaoo 
Mire, hence there after she got herself admitted to Acole Nalandz De viewer 
cello. It was a matter of pride for a nineteen year old maiden Amrita to get 
admitted in this institution. Living for 5 years in Paris she completed the 
formal education of art duly and attained efficiency in it. Besides attaining 
efficiency in western art she came in contact with several influential artists. 
Here she was influenced by Paul Gongn and Seizan. It brought elegance 
and neatness in her imagination power, subject composition, and style, the 
mixing of color and in her selection etc.^°^ 
100. Ibid 
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When 21 year old Amrita returned to India in the year 1934, she 
brought such an arranged dreamy picture of India with her. Amrita had 
attended youth hood there at France amid the glory of the place. She had 
kind of dreams about her paternal land India. The imagination of Amrita 
when faced the actual reality broke into places. How tormenting it is when 
imagination break facing the reality, it can be well judged looking at the 
pictures of Amrita. Every picture that she made coming down to India is a 
lively picture of extensive sensation, sorrow and grief.^°^ She wrote in her 
diary "As soon as I put my foot on Indian soil my painting underwent a 
change not only in subject and spirit, but in technical expression becoming 
more fundamentally Indian. I realized my artistic mission then: to interpret 
the life of Indians and particularly of the poor Indians pictorially, to paint the 
silent images of infinite submission and patience, to depict the angular brown 
bodies, strangely beautiful in their ugliness, to reproduce on canvas the 
impression their said eyes created on me".^°^ 
Any picture of Amrita it full of the much unuttered sadness and vast 
sensation. In a way the reality is that the pettiness in the heart of Amrita and 
intense feeling of in grieved sorrow has taken shape in her pictures. The 
uncertainty of the big eyes and pupils of eyes possessed with fear, the usual 
and obscure figures, and a helpless atmosphere, silently accepting some 
sort of destiny is so very heavy and sorrowful. Every one of her pictures has 
a unique coldness, idleness and helplessness, which speaks up every thing 
without uttering a word. It assume as though it were characteristic 
102. Ibid 
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achievement of the country. People are sitting being confined to some sort of 
destiny, bowing fonA/ard their neck; they are really to bear the burden having 
accepted whatever is there in their destiny. There is no motion in the pictures 
of Amrita but each one of them has a soul. They have an affinity and it is the 
specialty of her pictures. In fact affinity and sensation makes any picture a 
great one, for which the sensational feeling of the artist is very important.^""^ 
Another major feature of the picture of Amrita is nothing else but 
Indianite. Her pictures have a foreign touch and impact. This allegation is 
charged on Amrita, who was trained in European art method in France, but 
the allegation is groundless. The style of Amrita Shairgil was an innovative 
and individual style made by her own. She developed a new technique that 
was not an Indian but in no way it was of western either. Amrita visited South 
India between 1937 and 1939 and Ajanta, Elora in 1936. It helped her to find 
out her own way. With the help of it she chose an exact shape, figure and 
color scheme for her style. She adopted the elevation of flat color of Ajanta 
and detail of ancient art as well as its depthless. She was fascinated by the 
broad richness of Indian colors. Ajanta encouraged her in making adjustment 
of Indian color with her style.^°^ 
Phmarily the style of Amrita is French that is influenced by the French 
impressionism and particularly by French artist Paul Gounga. There is 
inclusion of Indian rhythm and sediment in it. Thus in her pictures the 
stupefying memorable beauty of the past as well as dreamy inactiveness. 
104. I bid 
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devoid of enthusiasm or zeal is easily visible. It has some kind of 
resemblance with the pictures of Tahiti of Paul Gounga. Amrita was not only 
impressed by the figure and color scheme of Paul Gounga rather she was 
quite impressed with his fantastic co-ordination of new and old too. As Paul 
Gounga searched for the emotion of salvation paying a visit to Tahiti Island, 
similarly Amrita searched the same for her in India.^ °® 
Amrita succeeded in finding out the shout of India. But in the pictures 
of Amrita the kind of coolness (cool color skims), separation and tendency of 
sitting idle setting aside everything is present, that is an individualized 
specialty of Indianite. 
She had great affection for India. In a way she had magnetic 
attraction towards it. It was because of this reason she could fulfill her object 
of combining her art with this soil. There was a particular blend of east and 
west in her art. For this reason she could upgrade herself from the lot of 
contemporary artists.^°'' 
If it is justifiably visualized, it is found that the upheaval of the 
revolution of modern art in India begins from Amrita only. Not any Bengal 
school artists the routes of modern art are placed. If it is placed any where 
then it is in the pictures of Amrita. 
The total working span of Amrita was 5 to 6 years, getting back from 
Paris in 1934, whatever she looked appreciated and found here in India 
based on them she developed her own style and created her pictures. After 
106. Chitanya Krishna, A History of Indian Painting Page No, 188 
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the journey of Ajanta 1937 her creations began to develop maturity. She 
made all her foremost paintings during this period. The paintings are like 
Bride's foi'/et ( f i g - 90 ) , Srahmchari {i\Q- 89 ) , South Indian Wlagers Going to Market /?Bst Fruit 
Vendors, Bride and CameliWg- 91) etc. Amrita went to Hungry in 1938 and getting 
married with Dr. Victor Edane. The very next year she came back to India 
along with him. Right after two years on 5"^  December 1941 she passed 
away at the age of 28 year only.''°^ 
H e r b e s t p a i n t i n g s a re Hungarian Gypsy Birl Young Man with Apple. Potted Plant Study in 
Black. Self Portrait in the Nude. Man on White, Mother India Beggars. Women with Fan Nude Group On the 
Terrace The three Girls Hill Men. Hill Women Fruit l/endors i/lllage Girls Bride's Toilet Hill Scene RedGlay 
Elephant Elephant Bathing in Bed Pool Besting and Ancient Storyteller! ^ 
She also had interest in music and literature. In 1932 first time she 
participated in National Grand Salon Art Exhibition Franc. Next year she 
again participated in same exhibition and her painting Young Girl was 
declared best painting of the year. She was honored through Grand Salon 
Fellowship. 
In 1936 her solo exhibition was held in Taj Hotel Bombay. This 
exhibition achieved success first time in India, after this achievement she 
organized exhibition in Hyderabad and Allahabad. 
Because of her demise in the early age, she could not get an 
opportunity of assessment of the importance of her creation before her, but 
undoubtedly she left a kind of influence behind her. 
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Most of the creations of Amrita Shairgil large number of her Paintings 
have been preserved at National Modern Art Gallery New Delhi. 
CONCLUSION 
Bengal style has played a vital role in the art world of India in four 
decades. Some art critics regard Bengal style as renaissance where as 
some other art critics opine that it rather appropriate to call it revival 
instead of renaissance 
The Bengal style of painting came forward being a part of the 
cultural revival movement exactly in the same way as Brahmo Samaj and 
Arya Samaj came forward in the field of education and societal reform. 
Under the then prevalent circumstances of the social and political domination 
of the Britishers, a revivalism movement put-up its head inside India in the 
due course of 19'^  century, the initiator of which was none other than Raja 
Ram Mohan Roy and his Brahmo Samaj.^  Bengal style of painting is a gift 
of this very revival era, where with the help of study of old religion, 
psychology and literature, the ancient age glory of India was 
rediscovered, there by the importance of ancient art was also 
discovered.^ 
Bengal style emerged with experiment of Abanindranath that he 
had performed having a proper observation of Rajput, and Mughal style. 
Abanindranath had no idea that he is going to provide a new art style with 
the medium of those picture or he is reviving the ancient art of India. 
1. Appaswami jaya A critical vison,1985, page no, 29 
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Without endeavor he might have adopted the revivalism tendency but 
before him therfi was no clear model of the revival of art was present and 
neither had any kind of impression of it.^  
Abanindranath looked back in the past for the sake of inspiration. 
He received inspirations from the ancient art style of India owing to his 
interest in literature he picked up the subject matter of his pictures from 
the epics of Sanskrit, dramas, history, mythology and folk tales. It is clear 
that the style of Abanindranath was a combined sort of style in which the 
features of ancient art styles, their recognized value and ideals were 
included, at the same time he had included in it the technical specialties 
of Chinese, Japanese, Irene and the European art style. His style was in 
fact an intermixture of all these features and specialties that he had 
invented by his innate and voluntary experiments. 
Bengal style wasn't revivalism, but no doubt it was a part of 
national revivalism. It was a need of that time to awakening of existing 
talent of India, according to this reference Bengal school was being 
revivalism style. Indian social reformers wanted to show their great 
cultural heritage to India. Bengal style was a complementary the demand 
of National revivalism at that time. Individually it was not revivalism 
because it did not revive any ancient art style, neither it was follow the 
proper values of ancient art script but it is true that the source of 
inspiration of Bengal school were old art tradition of India and it had 
3. Kumar Haldar, Lalit Kala ki Dhara, Page No, 47, 48, 49 
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received its ideals and aesthetics sense from them. It was regarded as 
the revivalism art style because of its inspiration, its subject matter and its 
association with the cultural revivalism movement current in the country 
at that time. 
Bengal style of painting was obviously the reason adopting modern 
art. Bengal style was modern in the beginning of 20**^  century but in spite 
of being modern in the contemporary contex, it was not in fact a modern 
style. In this context new Bengal style could have been but its sight 
remained ancient instead of being modern. The call for adopting and 
repeating the ideals, values and features of ancient art style gets it 
positioned at the place of art of renaissance age in lieu of getting it 
positioned at the place of modern art. 
Bengal style never represented modern India by its creative 
activities. It obviously drew attention of Indians as well as foreigners 
toward the requirement of national art of India the source of its inspiration 
was neither from the present nor from future rather it was from the past. 
And it was from that section of past that it had rediscovered for its 
personal interest. 
Bengal style was not a modern art style in any way. Because the 
credit of being the first artist of modern art does not go through 
Abanindranath, rather it goes to Gaganendra Nath and after him it goes 
to Rabindra Nath and Amrita Shergil. 
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In this way Bengal style was neither a modern art nor the initial 
step of modern art in India. This style undoubtedly created a proper 
environment for strengthening art in India on the ground of which the 
modern art of to-day could evolve. 
Indian arts were getting disrespected by the Britishers in the artistic 
field. The Bhtishers had declared India backward in the field of art, her 
pieces of art, artless and worthless and ruined in the field of aesthetic 
achievement. In fact the Indian mass was discouraged because of 
disgrace and social injustice by the British rulers. As a result in such an 
unfavourable circumstance they -could find the literary and artistic fields 
for their support, by means of which they could register their resistance 
against the Britishers. 
In this very period of resistance against European art, the Bengal 
style received all the merits of eastern art Bengal style got established in 
form of spiritual art against the materialistic art of Europe. Art critics also 
play an important roll in this fuild. Critics did not only criticized rather they 
also endeavoured to establish the relicious, philosophical and literat. 
Examples of the significance of Eastern art critics Dr.Anand 
Coomaraswamy, E.B.Havell.Sistar Nivedita and O.C.Gangooli. 
The Bengal style that was born in resistance of British art could not 
play the role of insurgency against it. There were so many political and 
personal interest behind it that did not allow the artists of Bengal style to 
revolt against it. Education of Abanindra Nath was accomplished in 
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European style and onwards he maintained tlie use of the elements of 
European art style in Bengal style. He and his disciples couldnot avoide 
European technique properly. 
Almost all the great artists of Bengal style went to London on the 
Government Scholarship and they returned from there having borrowed 
the influences of British art. The tours of England and the training that 
they received from there did not allow them to remain hostile to the Bhtish 
art. Samrandranath Gupta, Mukul De, Asit Kumar Haldhar, Sudhir 
Khastagir and many other artists went to London and getting back from 
there they too travelled away in their creations sooner or later from 
Bengal style. 
Thus a peculiar condition emerged that the Bengal style which was 
born with the view to put resistance against European art but it gradually 
came nearer to it. 
The period in which Bengal style developed was a period of 
cultural revival. Bengal style was a part of this very cultural revival. With 
the emergence of the art of hvivalism in Bengal, Indian art got a rebirth. 
The true spirit of Indianism is just like a flow of meditation and its meaning 
for the mass of India is philosophical by heart and a religious in deep 
sense. 
Having adopted the description of nativity on the surface of 
aesthetic and human value, the artists of Bengal style made the ancient 
glorious tales of the country, religious, historical and literary subjects the 
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medium of their picturisation and tried to awake the self respect of the 
country by presenting splendid glance of the past. This endeavour of 
them was considered as an endeavour of nationality but in fact the 
condition was not so. Bengal style was so apathetic and detached 
towards the picturisation of contemporary life style. These events and 
mishaps of freedom movement one hand shook the entire country but on 
the other it did not touch the artists. A number of such events and 
mishaps like partition of Bengal, the famine of Bengal, the massacre of 
Jalianwala Bag, Tumult of freedom movement and the sacrifice of martyrs 
were such sort of incidence which were making the people all over the 
country excited, horrified and bewildered, but ever this could not effect 
the artists of Bengal style. 
Bengal style and its artists had the protection of the Britishers. 
The beliefs adopted by Bengal style are not at all attached with the 
nationality of vast country like India rather it is more attached with the 
provincial feeling of Bengal. In fact it was a provincial style and its 
publicity was restricted to the provincial level. Stepping forward having 
been leveled with Indianity and nationality and being established in the 
form of national style, it was spread in the whole country in a preplanned 
manner. 
The early disciples of Abanindranath, almost all the disciples of first 
generation were Bengalis, even Bengal shool's subject matter doesn't 
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picturise the emotions of the entire nation rather most of the pictures, 
picturise only the provincial emotions and faiths of Bengal. 
On the ground of subject matter, inspiration and thoughtfulness, 
Bengal style is undoubtedly a provincial and denominational style Bengal 
was ahead in the field of revival. So entire country adopted its national form 
without any hesitation. 
There is another fact also that Bengal style could not produce even a 
single non-Bengali artist who could progress to a significant position 
It is the truth that Bengal style is not national style rather it was a 
regional style carrying fonA/ard the values and faiths of Bengali regionalism. 
The kind of ideals and values, the Bengal style had emerged with, 
they themselves were neither clear nor powerful. Moreover because of 
sooner repeatation they became stale. Being fadeup of the repeatation time 
and again. The inquisitive mind of the trained youth artists of Bengal style 
performed novel experiments in the field of art, picked up new subjects 
matters for the creation of pictures and by adopting the modern art activities 
of the country and abroad, did new experiments. The kind of artist like Ram 
Kinkar, Binod Bihari Mukharjee Yamini Roy, Sudhir Khastagir and the other 
competent youth artists included new elements in their art and having 
performed new experiments'*. They developed art being attached with the 
contemporary social circumstances. These artists of the new age were 
comparatively more lively, powerful and full of spirit to the former one. 
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1. Tilly Kattle Indian dancer 
2. Tilly Kettly, shujauddaulah 
3. Thomas Hickey, Bibi Jamdani 
4. William Devis, William Monson and his wife. 1786. 
5. William Hodges, view of Calcutta 1785 
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6. D' Oyly, suspension Bridge at Alipore over Tolly's Nulla 
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8. Daniells, Eastern Gate 
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9. Chinnery, two portrait of childran 
lO.Mubarak- ud- Daula, Nawab of Murshidabad, 1887, published by M Archer 
11. Portrait of Ishwar Sen of Mandi holding a huqqa, Delhi, 1825.bmp 
12.A Muharram Scene, by Sawak Ram, Patna 1807 
13. Four Women seller, by Shiva Dayal Lai, Patna 
14.person of bhadralok.kalighat 1880 
15. Krishna and Balram, Kalighat 1865 
I (^ .Two lady, Kalighat 1878 
17. Three sudra Girls, Ramaswamy Naidu, in oil 
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18. Shivaji by M.V,Dhrandhar 
19. Princess Tara Bai by Ravi Varma, in oil 
lO.Matasy Gandha by Ravi Varma, in oil 
21.Triumph of Indrajit by Ravi Varma in oil 1905 
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22.Shakiintala's love latter by Ravi Varma, in oil 
23.Rajput Sardar by Fazee Rehman 
24.Daughter of sun by Ravi Shanker Rawel 
25.Dream of Shahjahan by Aabnindranath 1910 
26.Kattani- Kuttum by Abanindranath 
27.Kattaiii- Kuttum by Abanindransth 2 
28. Aabhisarika by Abanindranath 
29. Kacha and Dyvyani by Abanindranath 
30. Buddha Sujata by Abanindranath in wash 
31. Passing of Shahjahan by Abanindranath in water colour 1907 
32.Uniar Khyyam by Abanindranath in water 
33. Traveler and Lotus by Abanindranath in water 1900.bmp 
34.Sati by Nandalal Bose in wash and tempra 1907 
35. Birth of Chitanya by Nandalai mural in Shantiniketan ' 
36.Shi\a Dancing by Nandalai mural ofKiritymandir 
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37. Sarswati by Nandalal mural of Kiritymandir 
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38. Annapurna by Nandalal mural of Kiritymandir 
39. Natir Puja by Nandalal mural of Kiritymandir 
40.Shive Drinking Poison by Nandalal in wash 
41. Jatugriha Daha by Nandalal in wash and tempra 1910 
42.Chitanya Mahaprabhu by Nandalal in tempra 1947 
43. Haripura painting by Nandalal in tempra 1938 
44. Haripura painting by Nandalal in tempra 1938 
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45. Portrait of Veena Shesana by K.Venkatapp in plastr 1918 
46 Radha and Deer by K.Venktappa in water colour 
47.Sunset by K.Venkatapp in water colour 1957 
48. Cody Kanal by K.Venkatappa in water colour 1934 
49. Banwasi Yksha by Shailandranat h Day in water colour 
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50. Travller by Asit Haldar in water colour 
51. Bharatmata by Asit Kumar Haldr in water 
52. Magician by Gaganandranath in water colour 
53. Cartoon Faces by Gaganandranath in skatchin with Ink. 
54. Himalayan Bride by Gaganandranath in water colour 
55. Garden Party by Gaganandranath in water coIour,Rabindra Bhawana 
56. Women Fluking flower by Kshitindranath in water colour.bmp 
57. Bharat with Rama's Sandals by Kshinsdranath in wash 
58. Ykshani and the Cloud Massanger by Kshitindranath in wash 
59. Death of Buddha by Shardacharan Ukill in water colour 
60. Rama and deer by Shardacharan ukill in wash 
61. Tarpan by Mukul day in wash and Tempra 
62. Portrait of Hari Chattopadhyay by Mukul Dey in etching 
63. Shkuntala by Mukul Day in etching. 
64.Study of Heads by Rabindranath in Pen and ink.bnip 
65.Women with flower by Rabindranath in water colout. 
66. Dog by Rabindranath in pan and ink. 
67.Purabi by Rabindranath in ink. 
68. Tree Lover by Binodbihari in water colour 1934. 
69. Temple Bell by Binodbihari in water colour 1954. 
70. Foreste by BinQdbihri in fresco 1942-
71. Part of the mutal at Vanasthali by Binodbihari. 
72. Foreste by Binddbihri in fresco 1940. 
73. Triumph of Labour by Devi Prasad in bronze 1954. 
74. Martyrs Memorial bv Devi Prasad in bronze 1956. 
75. Festival by D.P.Roy Chodhary in tempra. 
76. Hillscape by Devi Prasad in oil 1970. 
77. Land of Death by D.P.Roy Chodhary in water. 
78. Radha by A.R.Chughtai in wash. 
79. Murraqai-y- Chughtai by A.R.Chughtai in wash. 
80. Amaly-e-Chughtai A.R.Chughtai in wash. 
81. Three Pujarin by Jamini Roy in tempra. 
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82. Santhal Lady by Jamini Roy in oil colour. 
83. Cat with Fish by Jamini Roy in mosaic tiales. 
84. Ram Sita Laxman by Jamini Roy in tempra. 
85. Mis Madhura Singh by Ramkinkar in bromz 1949. 
86. Santhal Family by Ramkinkar Vaij in direct concarete 1938. 
87. Portrait of Rabindranath by Ramkinkar Vail in bronze 1935. 
89. Brhmchari by Amritashairgill in oil. 
90. Bride in Toilat by Amrita Shair Gill in oil. 
91. Camels by Amrit Shair Gill in oil. 
92. Nauka Vuhar by Nandala in wash and Tempra. 
93.Chaitanya Mahaprabhu by Kshitindranath in wash. 
94. Spirit of Rock by Abanindranath in wash. 
95. End of Journy by Abanindranath in wash. 
96, Pear jck by Abanindranath in wash. 
97. Pat by Kshitindranath in wash. 
98. Puri Temples by Gaganandranath in water. 
99. Bridge by Gaganandranath in water. 
100. Mural of Ptha Bhawn in wather colour. 
101. Mural of Kala Bhawna in water. 
102. Mural of Shantinikatan in water colour. 
l03. Shapmochan, mural of Shantinikatan. 
104. Nati mural of Shantinikatan in water colot. 
105. Life of Shantinikatan in mural. 
106. Mira Bai mural of Kirtimandir. 
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107. Natir Puja mural of Kirtimandir. 
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